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''- 111111Hospital, Office Compleic
construction Progresses
FFA AT 50 - "FM At 50-A Golden Past, A Brighter Future," was the theme of the 50th Annual Future Farmers of
America Convention in Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 8-11, which five Calloway County High chapter members attended
The "FFA At 50" flag was unveiled during the convention representing 50 years of aiiiitional leaders11p, citizen-
ship and cooperation through the FFA. The flag will be flown on the campus of Calloway County High. Posing with
the flag are (left): Calloway County High Principal Jerry Ainley, Kenneth Paschall, Brad Cook, Randy McCallon, elan-
ny Kingins, and Larry Gilbert, chapter adx, icor.
Cooper Case Goes To Jury After
Final Circuit Court Summations
The case of Robert Earl Cooper,
charged with rape and robbery of a 74-
year-old Almo area woman went to the
jury in Calloway County Circuit Court
about 10:30 a.m. today. .„
Proseeuting---attorney- Ron
Christopher asked for life on the rape
charge and ill- years onthe robbery
charge.
Cooper, Route 1, Almo, was charged
In late August and indicted in Sep-
-tember. -
Defense attorney William Phillips




Approximately 12 to 15 applications
for the head football coaching position
at Murray State University have been
filed this week according to Dr. Mar-
shall Gordon, chairman of a search
__committee appointedby MSU president
11r. Constantine Curris to find a person
for the position. • -
The position became open Monday
when Bill Furgerson, an eleven year
veteran as head coach of the Racers,
announced his resignation. Furgerson-
coached teams compiled a 60-49-4 won-
loss-tie record during his tenure as
head coach. The 60th win, recorded
Saturday when MSU beat Western
Kentucky Universtiy 21-13 at Bowling
Green, tied Furgerson with Roy
Stewart as having the most wins by any
MSU coach.
Dr. Gordon, who is vice president for
university services, said today that his
search committee hopes to begin
terviewing applicants for the coach
position this week.
-We hope to make a recommendation
to the board of regents) on the position
by mid-December," Dr. ,Gordon said.
probable his client would commit the
crime. "We're dealing here with logic,
reason, in the face of what has been
testified to," Phillips said; "The life of a
boy is involved."
Christopher _called_ the _A'rinla,
"probably one of the most heinous ever
tted 7Ca1loway CoutiV:"--•
-Christopher said the request to the jury
marks the second time in his career as
a prosecuting attorney he has asked for
-
Calloway County Circuit Court of-
ficials are awaiting reports from the
state probatlob and parole officer
before sentencing for a number of
persons who have entered guilty pleas.
• A defendant, Pete Fox, this week
pleaded guilty to-theft and first degree
criminal mi.sehiefl•PrOsecution in the
case recommended one year on each
count with the sentences to run con-
currently.
David Seeker, another defendant,
pleaded guilty to an amended charge of
taking property of less value than $100.
Prosecution recommended one year
probated.
David Reis pleaded guilty to third
degree burglary, according to court
officials. Prosecution- recommended
one year.
A defendant, David Parks, pleaded
guilty to trafficking in LSD.
Prosecution in the case recommended
o years.
Another defendant, Paula Cook,
pleaded guilty to possession of a nar-
cotic. Prosecution recommended 10
days in jail plus a stipulation the
defendant undergo mental health
counseling.
According to court officials, L. C.
Martin pleaded guilty to an amended
menacing charge. Recommended
__sentence is 30 days in jail with two
years suspended on the condition the
defendant does not come around the
courtsquare intoxicated.
A defendant, Eugene Mohler, -pleaded
guilty to two counts of robbe6. with
• "ta
SIMULTANEOUS PROCLAMATIONS - Both officials with Callowiq
County government and Murray, sign simultaneous proclamations
designating this week "Farm-City Week'''. locally. Standing with Calloway
County judge Robert 0. Miller (left) and Murray Mayor John Ed Scott as
they sign the proclamations_are (left) Carman Parks, left, with the Farm
Bureau, lames Johnson, Murray Chamber of Commerce, IRO Ted Howard
clounty extension agent. This week usually cadminates wit*he observation.
of.Thaaksgiviali‘..atclIrdingla.farks:-.. '
tivities, and the 1977 "Citizen of the
Year" Award will be made by Jimmy
Ford, Chamber vice-president.
As Kentucky's Commissioner of
• Commerce, 40-year-old McBrayer of
—7—Lexington is leading Mints to attract
new industry, expand existing facilities
and help brighten the overall economic
picture in Kentucky.
Commissioner McBrayer has taken
the reins of the Commerce Department
at a crucial time regarding Kentucit's
economic development. ..
As Governor Carroll says, "Terry
McBrayer's knowledge of government,
his interest in economic development
and the fact that when he speaks. he
speaks for me, make him an effective
leader in the development field."
Before coming to Commerce,
McBrayer practiced law in Lexington,
headed Governor Carroll's transition
team in 1974 and served ak the ad.,
ministration's chief executive officer in
1975. In addition, Commissioner
McBrayer served five consecutive
terms in the *Kentucky House of
Representatives (1964-74) where he was
elected Speaker Pro Tempore and
Majority Leader. It was a special honor
for McBrayer when the Capitol Press
Corps voted him the Outstanding
Legislator in the Public Interest.
Among his many honors, McBrio er
received the John F. Kennedy Award as
the outstanding member of ;he. Ken-
tucky Young Democrats. He has been
recognized by the Kentucky Jayreef as
one of.J.he,Eriestautstanditig young men
recommended sentences of 10 years on
each'count to run Concurrently.
Eugene Outland, another defendant,
pleaded guilty to theft. Prosecution
Steel is expected to begin going up on
the Physicians Office Building here in
early December, as members of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board Tuesday night began designating
additional space in the complex-near
the city-county hospital.
Hospital board 'members also
wrestled with the question of whether to
go into the pharmacy business after the
building goes up.
.Board members gave the Murrty-
Calloway County Hospital Corporation
authorization to borrow sufficient funds
( up to 1.2-million) as needed to erect
the three storistructure.
The hospital board okayed a motion
authorizing Harold Hurt, an attorney
sitting on the board, to form a new
management corporation structure and
to advertisefor: lease bids on a phar-
macy in the office building.
Specifications on the pharmacy bids
call for alninirnum rent of $7.50 per
square foot and a percentage of the.
gross revenue from the pharmacy. The
board Will have the right to accept or
reject any or all bids.
Other business in the Tuesday'
evening session,included:.
- Hospital board members okayed._
raises for hospital personnel.
Employees in grades one and two, will
get 25 cents an hour more in January,
1978;_persons.in grade three will get 20_
cent's; and persons -in' grades four.'
through 10 will_get 15 cents per hour.
Hospltltr
Administrator Stuart Poston said the
raises will cost over $200,000 including
fringe benefits. Registered nurses are
usually lumped in grades eight, nine
recorrunendgd probation with ,the, , and 10.
_stipolation the. .defendant does_not - Board members passed a motion_
reside in or enter Calloway County in - designating two rooms on the first floor
•• the future. 
. 
— --Of the PhysicianS Office Building, one--
According to court officials, Christy as a physician's office and another as a
Powers Lamb pleaded guilty to first_ room ,with appropriate draining that
degree criminal trespass. Prosecution could later be converted to a
recommended a-year in loft sosperid4+7_003.y.. nff ire •
for two years on condition of' good - Hospital board members decided
behavior. . - • . to rent a zero mammography machine
Another defendant, Anita 4.4ofileer,---- on a trial basis. The machine is used ta_
pleaded guilty to a drug related charge, test for breast cancer in women.
See COURT,- .The hospital board went into
Page 16-A, Column 4 executive session to talk about some
Reservation Deadline Friday
property adjacent to the hospital
grounds, but took no official action on
the discussions, according to a board
spokesman. Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller owns the property in
question. Miller left the meeting as the
executive- :seaaion began Tuesday-
evening.
New Hospital Wing
"There is a lot.of work going on but
often times you can't see it," Poston
said of construction on a new hospital
wing Tuesday evening. "On the south
portion of the wing they're glassing in
,the front, putting in the main entrance
doors.  ',They've also put the room
dividers and have put in some sheet




_ Thanksgiviag--will, be celebrated
as a day of leisure for many locally
tomorrow as schools, government
offices and many businesses close
for the holiday.
Several other businesses in the.
city, however, have indicated plans
to remain open Thanksgiving Day,
some on an abbreviated schedule,
and have advertised special sales
for the holiday shopper.
'Schools in boththe city andeotinty -
systems were to dismiss one hour
Pearly today-and will resm'ne-the-
normal class schedule Monday, Nov.
28, Murray State University has also
dismissed classes until Monday.
.. Also closing for a long weekend are
offices in the Calloway County
urthouse which, after today.,.- will
not reopen until Monday morning.
ay City Hall offices will be---t
closed Thursday but will reopen'
Friday.
Mail will not be delivered _Thur- $
but, reguler_
resume on Friday.
The Murray Ledger & Times will _
- not publish Thursday. The next
edition of the newspaper will be
publishedOn Friday, Nov. 2,5.
"On the northwest side of the project
we have plastering going on. There is
no bricking going on. They, have been
gone three weeks and say they have
nothing to do.
"It is frustrating being here, wat-
-7-c4iing this exercise going on. There are
roof areas that have seemingly been
ready to roof for two months and have
not been roofed. •
Poston indicated the new wing was
originally supposed to be completed in
July. **Now we'll be lucky if we get it
done by March," the administrator
said. Poston said later he will "try to
get a realistic completion date."
The administrator- said, "The first
shipment of steel ( for the Professional
Office Building" is supposed to arrive
tomorrow Wednesday). They'll get it
staged and have it ready to raise. . ."
Poston said the steel is prefabricated
for erection on the structure.
-Hospital board members talked.
Tuesday evening on the merits of a
hospital-run pharmacy opposed to a
leased arrangement.
A polling of individual members
found most wanted the hospital to run
-the OperatiOn. One exception, came
from board chairman John Ed Scott,
mayor of Murray, who said, "I think it
could be run more efficiently with more
money made off it with a lease
.arrangement. . Lthink a. person will.
work for himself more cheaply. . . A
man will go in there and bid this thing
out and work cheaper for himself than
if we paid him."
Another board member said, in
essence, the board should check out
which arrangement will make the most
money for the hospital.
- Poston estimated a comparable A
pharmacy will gross $300,000 a year - -
based on the number of doctors in the
Physicians Office Building.
Hurt explained to board members
-- -that a-proposed change in the oorporate
structure of the board will, hinge on
whether the board decides to operate
the facility; or lease it out. Hurt is
expected to research the corporate
change idea and bring the results bark
to a future meeting.
McBrayer To Speak To Chamber
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
issued a -reminder
today to all mem-.
bers -that Friday,
Nov: 25 is the last
date that reser-
vations can be
made for the Cham-
ber's 51st Annual
Banquet to be held
Monday, Nov. 28. at
6:30 p.m. The event
McBRAYER will be held at the
Colonial House on U.S. 641 North, with
Terry McBrayer, Commissioner, Ken-
tucky Department of Commerce as
guest speaker.
Commissioner McBrayer has served
on a variety of governmental corn-._
-missions and boards. He has -worked
-=extensively---on-lissues -concerning-
economic development, energy,
education, housing and water resources
to mention a few.
McBrayer is also involved in many
civic and charitable organizations. He
serves as state government chairman
for the United Way of the-Bluegrass; he
is a member of the Board of Directors
for the Bluegrass Mental Health
Association and he is a Board of
Directors member for the Bluegrass
Council of the Boy Scouts of America.
Following McBrayer's presentation, A graduate of Morehead State
Chamber Presment Leonard vaugnn University, McBrayer earned his law
will givea brief account of Chamber-ac----degre fi oili the --University- of-
Louisville. Upon graduation, he
established a law practice in his
hometown of Greenup where he
became, recognized as one of the out-
standing attorneys in Eastern Ken-
tucky: In 1995, McBrayer. was awarded
an Honorary Doctorate degree in
Public Administration from Morehead
State University. He has served as
president of the school's , Alumni




McBrayer has reorganized the Com-
merce Department to achieve his
priorities of emphasizing the service of-
-existing Kentucky-- industries„ at-
tracting new industry and investment
and encouraging the sale of Kentucky
products overseas.
'The state's future in economic
development is bright,'' says
McBrayer. "With progress comes
problems, but none that cannot be -
responsibly dealt with as we bring
balanced and quality growth to the
people of our Commonwealth." And he
adds, -"-Industrial development,
promotion of -Kentueky-made-products
and an orderly growth pattern with
diversification can help insure Ken-
tucky's continuing growth in the years
to come."
McBrayer, his wife Mary and their
children, Sarah and-- John, live in
Lexington.
Officers Investigating
Slaying Of Bald Eagle
An intensive investigation is being
conducted by federal and state officials
fer the person or persons responsible
for the killing of an American Bald
Eagle found dead near Jonathan Creek
in Marshall County.
According to U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service special agent Robert Standish,
the eagle was found dead Sunday, Nov.
20, about two miles east of Jonathan
Creek , along Hwy. 80. Standish
speculated that the eagle was killed
Two Sections-28 Pages
Calloway County I,akers won their second game in as
many starts with a 63-57 win at Hickman County Tuesday
night, as guard Glen Olive fired in 27 points. For the story




Cloudy and cool with a few
periods of light rain or drizzle
today, high in the low 50s. Cloudy
and cool with a chance of a
shower tonight, low in the mid
and upper 40s, Thursday partial
clearing and a little warmer, high
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Local Scene . 2-A.3-A, 4-A
Opinion Page 7 5-A
Sports 6-A, 7-A, 8-A, 10-A
sometime Saturday or Sunday and that
a high-powered rifle was used.
Special agent in charge of the in-
vestigation, Willie Parkerof Nashville.
say- tiult .thiS-will--140 the -ffiese
extensive wildlife violation in-
vestigation ever conducted in Western
Kentucky.
The eagle had a silver band on its left
leg, officials said. A check with
Washington, D. C., Fish and Wildlife
personnel revealed that the bird was
banded as a young nestling on June 17.
1977 in Oneida County, Wis., they ad-
ded.
The U. S. Fish and Wildlife service is
offering a $1,000 reward to anyone
giving information which leads to the
arrest and conviction of the person or
persons responsible for killing the
eagle. The National Wildlife Federation
also will offer_ a $500 reward, officers
said, and Congress has provided that up
to one half of the fine imposed for
killing a bald eagle may be given to the
person or persons giving information
which leads to the arrest and conviction
of a person killing an eagle.
The maximum punishment for the
offense is a $5,000 fine and-or one year
in federal prison.
Anyone with information concerning
the killing of the eagle should contact
any of the following: Calloway County
Conservation officer, Gerald
Alexander; phone 435-4548; special
agent •-Robert Standish, Benton, 354-
'8827: or special agent in charge Willie
Yarket..Nasbadlle, 611-2514.532 _._
4
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DorissaL Ruth of Carolina
. Health-Tex & Poly Hind-66
14
_
Sizes 2 to 14
Pledge Program Presented
-1i Ruth Wilson Circle Meet
Mrs. Maurice Ryan opened
her home for the meeting of
the Ruth Wilson Circle of the
First United Methodist
Church Women held Wed-
nesday at 7:30
pm. Mrs. Dick Sykes ' was
hostess.
A Thanksgiving devotion
was given by Mrs. Haron West
followed by a pledge progiam
presented -Ey Mrs. Ryan,
assisted lay Mrs. Harold
DOugliMri.teorge Fielder,.
ancrMrs. J. B:1911Sen.
Mrs. Ryan's scripture was
from John 21:15-17 and the
main title was "Lord, What
Can I Do?" Themes were
Tending His Sheep, Helping
One's Neighbors in Our Own
Community and Everywhere
rn The"Werld, ant How Our
Woman's Society of Christian
Service's Money Is Doing
Christian Work Around The
World. Pledge cards were
collected and dedicated. The
group sang a special version
of the hymn, "Open My. Eyes
P144 1





November 19, the coffee to be
given by this circle -preceding
the general meeting in
December, and the joint
Christmas meeting with the
Wesleyan Circle.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Ryan- and Mrs. -Sykes
to the fourteen members
present.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Lewis Noona of Murray
Route Six has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital;
Paducah.
NOW IN GEORGIA
-Mr. and Mrs. Danny Nix and
children, Holly and Chris, are
now residing in Marietta, Ga., •
where he will be manager of
the Milk plant there. He was
formerly with the Ryan Milk
Company plant here.. -
Super Specials
v Sportswear
v Biouses v Pant Suits
v Dresses
One Group One Group
1/2 Price $15 00
Many Other Sale Items
Throughout The Store
'Prices Good Through. Sat. Nov. 26
Marciles Fashions




The Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta' Itappa met November
12 at eleven a. in. .at the
Colonial House with Joanna
Sykes, president, presiding.
Agnes McDaniel gave the
devotional on the theme of
Thanksgiving Seasbnt
Linda Clark, assistant
professor in the Department
of Nuesing Education at
Murray State University
spoke on "Changes in Child
Rearing Practices Over the
Years." She pointed out that
attitudes of people have
changed and the relationship
betWeen parent and child has
-been effected. Social ex.
pectations have changed and
the child's behavior pattern
has followed this trend, the
speaker added.
A luncheon was held with
Sue Chaney and Linda Clark
as hostesses. The tables were
decorated with Thanksgiving
melts: ' '
The hostess door prize vias
drawn by Betty Riley.
Rainbow For Girls
-Hold Regular,Meei
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met at the lodge hall on'
Tuesday, November 15, at
seven p.m. with Tina George
as worthy advisor and Sybil
Lasater as mother advisor.
Members present were
Lana Lasater, Angie Thweatt,
Marie Vella, Rhonda Sledd,
Deana Seigler, Dedre Folsom.,
Vickei Weatherford, Tina -
Miller, and Tina G.eorge. _
' Adults present were Sue Th-
weatt, Sybil Lasater, Mr. and
OCus -Pierce, Joe"'
Lasater, Marilyn Weather-
ford, and Max Weatherford.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, December 6, at
seven p.m. at the lodge hall.
Dr. Collie Es its
New Religion Book
aimed at helping elementary
and -secondaq --education
teachers understand how to-
handle rellg1011 In the pate
school _ classroom. Wright
State is at Dayton, Ohio.
... -
Dr. William E. Collie, son of respond to people who say 'I He named to the former
Mr. and Mrs. T: C. C.ollia, 500 - accept your rationale, but how llen Rose Mason- of
South Sixth street,. Murray,  do you practicall
y integrate Foisomdale who is a 1966E 
, 
one of two Wright State." religion into the public school
University faculty members 
curriculum,' " Collie said. 
graduate of Murray State
who have edited a new book Dr. Col
lie is a 1965 graduate 
University and holds a
Master's degree from the
of Murray State University • • k She
"ila Rmsheinr-cd-Aria-degree-tesches Frencir-at -Yellow-
in history and English. He _springs, ohio
Titled "Teaching About
Religion in Public Schools,"
the book was edited by Dr. e 
Dr. William E. Collie
Collie, associate professor of
'education and co-director of
the Public Education Religion
Studies Center at WSU, and by
Dr. Nicholas Piediscalzi,
chairman of the WSU Religion
Department and co-director of
the Public Education Religion
Studies Center at WSU.
The book is a compilation of
the work of fourteen of the
nation's foremost authorities
on teaching about. raktigion in
the public schoOrs, the editors
'aidDr. Collie said in the first
chapter the editors seek to
clarify the legal issue of
teaching about religion in the
public schools. The remainder
of the book "attempts to
Y- •
earned tha- Master of Arts_in prim' hfre.Genie have one-
Education 
Education and the Doctor of daughter, Paige, age five.
in Curriculum and
Instruction at the University Drive. Dayton. Ohio.
They reside at 3449 Mill Run
of Kentucky.
Paris Road Club Holds Meeting
The Paris- -Road directed the recreational
Homemakers Club met at the period. Refreshments were
home of Barbara White on' served.
Tuesday, November 8, at one Also present were Lydia Sue
p. in. with Lucille Grogan Collins, Topsy Brandon,
giving the devotion from Lou* Dunn, mary Alice Gee
Isaiah 40:2731.
"How The Birds Got Wings"
-was the lesson preeenteg by
Mrs. Grogan.
Mrs. White, president,
presided. Reports were given
by Sally Henson.
_Ales= on “Ntdridgia" w-at3
given by Lucille Hart who
dlil hOW the foods affect
one's health.
The craft lesson an
"Quilting" was given by
Margaret Roach. Amy Wilson
•
Della Taylor, and Reba Reble
Steely.
The next meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs.
Roach on Tuesday, December
13, at eleven a. m. A potluck
dinner will be served followed
WA Christmas party. . _
Scarf Magic .
A drawerful of scirves
can provide wivardrobeful,of
new looks to a limited num-
ber of clothes.
CIA,P,121 1 Ends Tonit
e
"The Lincoln Conspiracy"  
Starts Tomorrow






























"Slap Shot" (R) I 7:30
Starts Tomorrow •









Thur.-Sun. Open 6:45Start 7:15
Largest Selection
_ Of Children's -Clothing
In Murray
Infants Toddlers
4 to 20-Boys .





























































Sizes 8 to Waist Size 25-30
Regular 8 Pre-Washed
Big Bell 8 Straight Leg
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Wedding Planned
II1,
Afiss Rhonda Lavëlle Stone-
and Marine PFC Keith Munroe Wallace
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Stone 'at-Hazel- annolmre th0
4-engagement and --approaching marriage of their oldest
• daughter, Rhonda Lavelle, to Marine Private First Class Keith
Munroe Wallace, son of Mr. and Mrs. Terry Manning of
Houston, Texas.. •
Miss Stone, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Byars of
Hazel, Mrs. Elsie Bissell of NAO, and the late G. L Stone, is
a 1-07 graduate of C,a noway County High School. •
Marine PFC. Wallace, grandson of Mrs. Bertha Van Riper of
Durand., Mich., was a senior at Calloway County High School
- last year.'lle-TrisitsetftirtertinetilIffirrThifffirStales-
'- Marine Corps,•stationed at the Naval Air Station, Millington,
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, December 9, at
seven p.m. in the chapel of the First United Methodist Church,
Murray. A reception will follow initie social hall of the church.
No formal invitations will be sent. All friends and relatives
; are invited to atternithe weddingar4the reception. -
The Broadway and Movie
thriller "Sleuth," directed by
Don Hayes continues
Thanksgiving weekend at the
-Market House Theater. in
Paducah.
Shows will run Friday and
Saturday, November 25 and
26, with performances at 8:15
each evening.
Reservations for "Sleuth"
may be made by calling the
-eityksounty Arts Council at
444-7713. Tickets are $3.50
each for rows A-H and $3.00
each for rows J-R.
-- The two-eharecter thriller
stars Dr. Ben Bradford as
Andrew Wyke and John Riley
is Milo Tindle.
• Market House Theater is
located at Second and Ken-
tucky Avenue, Paducah. _
- Geu,rin-RogersVows _
To Be Read. Saturday
Final plans for the wedding reception WM be held in theof Miss Cathy Gail Geurin, Fellowship Hall of the church.
daughter of Mrs. Virgil M. No' in-town invitations have •Harris and Gene S. Geurhi of been sent. All relatives and
Murray, to -David- Eadesi friends sre-invited-te attend-





Saturday, November 26, at Showcase Is
The vows  •
three p.m. at the First Baptist
• 'Church with the -Rev. David
Walters of Shepherdsyille
officiating.
Miss Naricy. Spann . of
Murray will be the rnllid of
honor. The bridesmaids will The Bear Creelt Girl Scout
. be miss
Philpot, sister of the groom. Showcase...Lit the National
and thise—dittie—nuncd ArlisorY witil-
Billington and Miss Claudia proximately 40 troops con-
yftningynii of -Marren minima __dating of- 750 to 800 girta
of the bride-elect': The Junior Participating lir the event.
bridesmaids will be Cheryl TWO categories in which the
Bthington and Kellye Geurfn, girls could participate were
Murray, cousin and mere stage production and
rtspectively of the bride-to-be. demonstration.
The best mah-will be Steve - In the Junior Scout division
the troops that won stage
productions were: First place,
Troop 292, Leader Judy Roof;
2nd place, troop 233, Leader
Sharon Stuart; and 3rd place




Groomsmen will be Jim
Yonts, Louisville, Scott
Rogers, Owensboro, brother
of the groom-elect, and Peter
- -Walters, Sheperclsville. Steve
eveurin of Murray, brother of
the bride-elect, will be usher.
, Following the ceremoay a was woir by: 1st place, Troop
40 Lealier_ SOY Stichr, 
—, Troop 98 Leader Rose
Elrod; and 3rd place Troop
138, Leader Phyllis Garrett.
The Junior troops that won
in the demonstration division
dake Tips
If-you want tcr-frost that
take before freezing it, use
an uncooked frosting be-
ause it will freeze better were lst,.place,_ Troop 292,
Than the cooked-variety. To Judy Roof, leader; and 2nd
thaw a frosted cake, unwrap place Troop 206, Gail Harpole
It j;iTa-ce on a wire"elr----Uider.
ht room temperature. An un- cadent Troop 125. Leader
frosted cake may be thawed Mary Henry won 1st place inIn the wrapping. the demonstration divisions.
And Save
1 0 OAU On AP Parrhases
Lay Away Now For
• Christmas
Nov 2759 through Nov 26th
COACH HAS SURGERY
Murray State University
Assistant Coach Carl Oakley
underwent back surgery on
Wednesday, November 23, at
the Jackson-Madison County
General Hospital, Jackson,
Tn. Persons may send him
cards or letters at the hospital..
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Bill Rollins of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes





Nell Thurman of Murray











Buy your sportswear gift
items during this sale and





in sizes 6 to 18 Buy
now and save at Bright's1_
. SURGERY PATIENT -
Mrs. Gussie- Adams of
Murray entered the Northwest
Comm %laity Hospital,
'Arlington Heights, III., on
November 20 and underwent
hip surgery on November 23.
She tuts been with tor sea, the
ttev. Thomas _Ed- Argun', -267
Beau pr.,- De i Plaines.
since August awaiting
surgery. Persons may send
her cards alldle_tter3 to Gussie.
Adams, Northwest Com-




Ewing Lee of Murray has




" - To Receive Degree
of Beta Sigma Phi met in
- 
Lamar Hendon Harrell, son The graduates, theirregular session on Thursday, of Mr. and Mrs. Jamie G. Parents, other relatives andNovember 17, at the Federal__ iiarreft; Route 8 goi--Int , friends will be guests ofSavings and Loan building._ _Murray is a candidate for the President and Mrs Collins atA short business meeting A-14: s. degree cum wile-at a brach honoring members • -was conducted by the of the December class from .‘-president. Debbie 
Lyaria.•-:---payid Lipscomb College,
Refreshments were served by.. December_
Nasbitlie, • in., in -the
• .cutoe mencement day.-• -- -- -----------
12:00 to, It-30 p. cm. on corn-
rjnahostesses, Sue Ann Hutson and A gradaate of CpliewaY . °Pee441 actfvity of dayBrenda-Esles. connty*High School, Murray, will be a breakfast for theMembers attending were:
Debbie Brandon, Ii Brovni,progroothC 
is com.:_pittie ng___.ansineu major _.husbandagraduatesaatnad:ootheaiir awi.vDeies o;ir. _
Barbara Chilcutt, Rheanetta management Mack Wayne Craig will beColeman. Brenda E3tes„.:_ , President Aftwart_coutiveet_host ad . -Mae- _Margin... iere-9ihsehrhteTT-Greves, - Lipriili-iiiii- COidei - tii-e-- tarter. retired . ch141 nhn




For 2 days only save 20% On any regular
• priced coat in stock at Bright's Save
on leathers, leather-looks, fabrics,
fur-trims, furs, fake-furs in pontcoot
and dress lengths. Minks and raincoats
are exc!,.,ied Buy and save at Bright's'
Is of beautiful current-
weoters in your favorite
ocl fashion olors to
outfit They make super•--os gifts We'll giftwrap
zree'' 'no way thot's sure
e r•Avoiloblosirs ki7zes
• Bright's 'Save now!'
The Xi Alpha delta chapter
Linda Hodge, -Vicky Holton,
Sets AAA Hutson, Beth
Lasater, Debbie- Lyons,
Shirley Martin, Jeanie









Proximately 51 graduates-E-4"1"makei dePartment, _
commencement exercises to be hostess for the breakfast, 7
be held in Alumni Auditorium
at 2:00 p. m., Dec. 10. Com-
mencement speaker will be 
Suede is suitable
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thursda y, November U
- -Community Thanksgiving
Day Service, sponsored by
Murray-Calloway , County
Ministerial Association, will
be at Immanuel Lutheran.
Church, at ten elm
Ellis Center and Senior
-Citizens office will be closed
for Thanksgiving.
Friday, November
-Murray Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees Will net
at-the-Weacknen of-the-World--
Hall at .9:30 a.m.
No shopping on the Senior
Citizens- van will be today and
the office will be closed.
- isturdaY.November
Capt. James Carnpen
Chapter of r the Sons of the
American Revolution will
have a luncheon -at the
"Muse Smorgashont-
at noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Hook
will have a reception in
celebration of their 50th
• wedding. anniyersary at the
Merit Union Hall, 212 Ea.sl.
• Water Street, Mayfield, from
seven to nine p.m. All
relatives and friends are. in- "
Sunday, November ZI
A reception in celebration of
the 50th wedding anniversary
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Townsend will be held at the
Puryear Baptist Church,
Puryear, 'Fn., with all friends
and relatives- invited te-
between two and four p.m.
Pacers Club Meets
i 





met on November seventh at--
the home of Wilma Beatty
with twelve members and four -
guests present.
Guests Included Aimee Lew,
Gerry - Johnson, Claudia
Moore, and Pat Dornfeld.
Joanna _Adams...gave . an
informative lesson on "How
Food Affects Your Health."
Those present showed many
interesting things to make for
'Christ-in-as which they-lied
brought.
- The nett meeting will be a
potluck Iiiiieheon -at 11 : 00a.ni. -
on December 14 at the home of
Martha -Slow. l'hirsewho wish
will participate in a Christmas
cookie swap
„
• Sunday, November 27 -
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Garland will have open haus
at their home in New Concord
in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary. All
friends and relatives are in-
vited to call between two and
four p.m.
Turner-Coles Vows
Are Read At Home.
- MR. AND MRS. AMR COM cut their weddingealteat the
reception held in the borneof Bro. and ME& Harold Irvan -after
their wedding vows were solemnized by Bro. Irvan on Friday;
November-fl, at seven pm. at his home.
The bride is the former Karen Turner. daighter of .Mr. and
Mrs. W. T.•Tirtner'of MurritY:Sliets a 1777 graduate of Murray
Illgh School.
The groom, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Coles of Murray, is a
1976 graduate of C.allowayCourity High School. •
Has Meet At English Home
The Gamma Gamma 
Theearl:" settlers in Amer
c 
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
a ate -used tea leaves, held its regular meeting onwith salt an-d utter.•
November 10 it the home of
rPi
•F•e•
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Mrs. Julie English.- The.
president, Edna Vaughn,
presided.
Plans were discussed for the
Christmas party to be held
December 17 at 6:30 p. m.
Marsha.-florton will he in
.charge otthe event.
Rita Burton, ways- and
means chairman reported
that the greup will be sentry'
hot chocolate and coffee at the
Christmas parade. The 
chapter will also be wrapping
Christmas packages, if
possible, during the Christmas
season. A Friendship basket
lilt also be auctioned off at
e.adie big as a srnall -
money-rnaklng project.
RIG GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J.
Resig of 1714 B Wells Ex-
tended, Murray, are the
parents of a baby girl,
Heather Ann, weighing six
pounds fifteen ounces,
measuring 191/2 inches, born
on Monday, October 24, at 3:33
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospsttal.
Grandparents. are Mr. and
Mrs. John V. itesig of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth W.
Donham of Oak Ridge, Tn.
Great grandparents are Mrs. •
John B. Resig of -Altoona, Pa., -
Harry Fenton of Murray, and
• Mrs. E. M. Coburn of Oliver
again...so soon?
A few years ago I wrote a column especially for -
Thanksgiving, and it was so well received that I was asked
to repeat it. Now it's become a tradition. go, here it is ti
again, with a few -minor changes:
On this Thanksgiving Day, take a few minutes to think
about that you hay to be thankful for.
11;3.8'8 Your heakh7 Not so good? Weir, dial g
lived this long. A lot of people haven't. You're hurting?
Thousands-maybe millions-are hurting more. (Have you o
ever visited a veterans' hospital? Or a rehabilitation clink
for crippled children?)
If you awakened this morning and were able to hear the g
birds sing, use your vocal chords to utter human sounds,
walk to the breakfast table on two good legs and read the
newspaper with two good eyes; praise the-hordt-A -lot-of --
people couldn't.
How'oyeur pocketbook2-TWelloilhowtialdie--...
a lot poorer. No pensions, No welfare. No food stamps, No
Social SetvOrIty. In fact, one--tittrriof thepeOpiiinthe wirrid -
will go to bed hungry tonight.
Are you lonely? The way to have a friend is to BE one. If
nobody calls you, call them. Go out of your way to do t
something nice for somebody. It's a sure cure for the blues.
Are.youconcerned about your country's future? Hooray! g
-Our system ham been saved by such concern-coocern for ;
honesty in government, concern for peace arid concern for 0
fair play under the law. Your country may not be ,a rose
garden, but it also is not a patch of weeds. 0
Freedom rings! Look and listen. You can still worship at o
the church of your choice, cast a secret ballot and even
criticize your government without fearing a knock on the
head or a knock on the door at midnight! Aid if you want
to live under a different system, you are free to go. There
..are an walla or fences -nothing to keep you bare.
As a final thought, if you've never said grace at your
table, dolt today. ,
And if you ARE accustomed to saying grace, this time,
instead-of having an adult recite it, lets child lead the-arest.-
Firati-eyeryone at- the table should hold hands:- - - -•
Here is my Thanksgiving Prayer; iwkic.h. I offer dot truly:
once a year, but on every occasion when grace is recited at
my table,_ You axe 'welcome -to -
"0, heavenly Father: We thank thee for food and
remember the hungry.
We tla.k Thv. fm h..Ith and •remember the siek.
We. thank thee for friends and remember the friendless.
We thank Thee for freedom and remember the enslaved.
. these -rentembsances--stir_og to '3,-3-vice
that Thfts to us may be, used for others. Amen."





A lounge chair will be one of
the most popular chairs in the
house, so, when selecting one,
ease of cleaning should be an
important consideration. X'
room naturally looks nicer
when furnishings are fresh
and bright. Be sure upholstery
can be suds-sponged-many
fabrics have aimcial finishes.
Or the chair covering should
be removable. After washing
a cover, realace on the chair
while still slightly damp so it
will fit tightly.
This is a real time-saver as




(hi' rly.1 fist K Prirrt iitirtm min 
refinement find itt the. I • ,.f Sie cullev.hir
--nrwtrriff.hr•rhe  "
C - See 011Magnifice
nt Array.
  ShJulie English wasappointed_ - --,,photographer for the group. . a 'oli)case- ;—Airs. English presented the Hate t.-write letters? head S1 to -Abigail Van-Buren., 132------e. . . . „
cultural program forge Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
a- AltOeeasions." Please encloilra • 0 , .. -lai By-Pass Murray, Ky. 
owwwwAvoarcrwoorovrettstweraisnavvourfr olqrswiruria 
fevening entitled, "Cheers' 'Row to Write Litter ter
and marriaga.p__sne _gave an loos, self-addreseed, etamped12441 envelope. 
o
interesting talk on the 
recent aspects of working and.
being a wife and mother.
Members gave- some short
cuts they have used in
managing their many duties.
The members stood and
repeated the closing ritual and
then joined hands for the
Mizpah. Mrs. English served
refreshments to the group.
Workman 'Home
The North Murray
Homemakers Club met in the
home of Mrs. John Workman-
on Friday, November.-11.,__at. .
1:30 p.m. with the vice-
president, Mrs. Ivan Outland,
presided in the absence of the
president, Mrs. Edgar Morris.
Mrs. Esco Gunter presented
the devotion using Isaiah
.40:2741 as scripture telling.
the parable of the wingless
birds. Eight members an-
swered the roll call by each
naming a special talent.
- The lesson on "How Food
Affects Your Health': was
presented by Mrs. 'Charlie
Crawford and Mrs. Esco
Gunter, who said one must
practice good nutrition and
good eating habits throughout
your life to lay the foundation
for good health.
"Bead bells" was the craft
lesson presented by Mrs.
Gunter.
Announcement was made of
the annual meeting of the
Calloway Homemakers on
Tuesday, November 29, at ten
a.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord with Dolly
McNutt as speaker.
Mrs. Bailey Riggins read
the landscape notes. The
recreational entitled
"Thanksgiving Day" was
conducted by Mrs. Gunter.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Workman. Also
present were Mrs. Angie
Gibbs Mrs. Fred Gingles and
Mrs. Greene Wilson.
The next meeting will be
held Friday, December 9, with
a covered dish luncheon and








YOUTH-DEW COLOGNE 1/2 FL. OZ.
SWISS PERFORMING EXTRACT 1 / 2 FL. OZ.
MAXIMUM CARE HAND CREME NET WT. 1 / 2 OZ.
PRESSED EYELID SHADOW NET WT. .2 OZ.
FACE AND CHEEK TINT NET WT..2 OZ. purchase of
6.50 or more












Bernard C. -Harvey, Mrs. Bertie a pair of pliers athim. In Baltimore,., million from university requests for asked to try to resolve the physician rhi,‘„,_hgra__ Jack_ Jories,and Aura, _isinterlingritreurned.
requests for capital construction funds dressintitat the university levet. attended -the -Meeting: of the Western, - Emmy, on his arm. He needed fiveover the next two years. - Two bills have been pre-filed by state Conference of the Kentucky Hospital ,... bodyguards. In Denver, they're paying_ --44- --The - eight -schools, -which are sem-Tom ltirsterlY, D-Frankfutt to Association held yesterday at Kenlike
receiving $232.1 million in state use medical seosorship.s to. distribute Baia to 
throw bricks at Cosell's image on the
- • screen, and somewhere in the-East a •
according ABC broadcasting booth chanted an on. •
ohm-lenity-at Howard-enselL One threw- -On2reyample• Vntmg nf The
lands, and relented 'all Wowaire---rir rural- Kentucky by Sr.-- Joe Pat James of the Murray Hospital tbc_soklium with, his elegant_ ladL
_ operating funds this year.Nere doctors. more, evenly throughout the
- Madtim; Car*" 
-wt manlia.4 received tiOnot ptiblICity for .
-$319.2-rualion next-year and $361.6 state, and torequire Ketitucky medieal - waffler, And Bernice VIrins of -the ...a petition iientandinig that _kw dump.
-11Clilli011 the folftlfiving year . school graduates tO practiee In-Ken- Murray Training School Chapter of the Cosell.
The council recommeogied that the tacky for a certain period of time after Future Homemakers of America ap- You read what Joe Garagiola said.
universities get $272.9 main in 1978-79 graduation. peared on a panel discussion for the
and $366.8 million in 197940: Another bill pre-filed by Easterly Murray State College Home Economics 
He said Cosell kr-tew nothing about
baseball. Miss Lillian, the President's
Council Executive Director Harry would establish membership Adult Method Class on November 15. mother, was quoted saying she didn't
Snyder said the council did not 'qualifications for the admissions Elected as officers. of the Junior want Howard to die, she just wished
recommend any new funds for campus committees of the University of Garden Club were Marian Belote,
construction over the next two years to Louisville and University of Kentucky Margaret Rose Bryan; Patty Pasco, 
they'd take him doififnethq e air. You read
avoid- jeopardizing _the __Ialiversitteg.' - medleat schools- Betsy Blalock, Jane Bryan, and 
.
4: But you didn't read the rest.
proposed operating budgets. - Only a handful of additional higher Pamela Hose.
"The importance of our recatn- education bills have been .pre-filed. 
• Garigiola and his wife called the
Mrs Joel Crawford and Mrs - Carl cosois and„in tears, twined saying any.,"
mendations on the 1978-80 operating - Most of the interest in the 1978 'Acid's rt presented .ffie lesson ti.1 the such things. And- bliss Lillian,- at a -
--'--7- -institutions" money requests. during the next two years. 
ears Ay . etil-tunn aboutfloward Correll.
The Murray-Calloway County United-Y.'  ' 
Kindred makes his point well and the
point is well taken. _ ....Th.4.4aWnge-5-reelanli. -- ; -thf7---- 44enfeetlffirtg-hinds---'9":-4)alanGes Fund - tonal/ilia -ifitnintriced .that iffi-- - - - '- - - - ---*--A.±-0- -- - • .. _the last bienniumtrunmeathe coiniCil's from a previous year or unbudgeted: ...... United Fund Drive _bad.-,.pg§60_01..._ ,.- By DoVe-suidred -
mar-k-00-4tatoward-a-. budget-- nt-theiVorld-Sei i., idiots-below:thein-preparation TOr the-into timers' Apart from deciang_how much the





Turk eys ..-Get----cattoht-aa-604tr-oopers on-dtit y-frem 4 Pill .
 Thanksgiving Be carpfill that  Thank cgiving FVP to midnight 
you don't. The state will have of the following Sunday. About
--extra crews of lawmen-on the--50-of-the-cruisers--will-be un-
highways This thanksgiving- marked, and 38 cruisers have
eagle eyes and citation books new radar units that enable
0-pen. trb-oliers to track vehicles white,.
In addition  to state_ police _moving.
"smokeys," the Department of
Transportation will have - _ 68 Last Thanksgiving 13 people
ini*tori-patrolling in seairai --died on Kentucky's highways.
of lawbreakers and drivers who The worst Thanksgiving was in
_ need heln, ___ _1966, Ityhen_ 32 _people died.
In the off season, the in- . State police say they'd like to
spectors •- concentrate on in- hold this year's death toll down
speding trucls, but during the to last- year's-level. ,
_holidays thPy-1,411- bP watching IL- Am_ all_do our part,..we
for drunks andspeeders. migIlt- do- better. Drive safely,
The'itate"pOlice WilThaiie all arid watchout for turkeys.
- - - •
Gov. Carroll May Not
Adjust Budg
By MARIA BRADEN _
Associated Press Writer
FRANICFORT-,-Ky: Theresa-
good chance that the 1978-80 budget




Judy Kelso, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Glen Kelso, Lynn Grove Route One, will
leave tomorrow for Lexington where
she. Will join thirtY-§ik,other 'Admit=
for the trip to attend the National 4-H
Congress in Chicago, IL,
presoleihs al, ine council's Most recent - 
Jack Mack Carter, formerly of
meeting. 
Murray, has been appointed as editor
The-council-recommendation against 
and publisher of the Ladies Home
appropriation of capital construction Jouraal 
magazine.
funds by the General Assembly would 
Deaths reported include William













It's always a good feeling to see a
familiar face or 'name- when in a
strange city. It makes us realize that
the world is; afterall (as they say in
Douglas an Roy Hurt, age 81. Disneyworld), small.
= tionns  'es---acil tins meet education_will get _ seeking ether soma, ef wilding for , _1(..liy Pin_ k_ley and. ..,,.....Phvilee' Cumtingharn, S h was the Case the other inorriing -
of Murray have been selected' &IS fresh- when we picked tip 11- COW tit the
to the General Assetubly_without much new building or renovation projects. man _cheerleaders at Murray State washmoun Post --Jumping out st_tur
adjustment by the executive branch. Stryder- saw-liesa  only 
two potential
University.
The _reason? Gov,_ Joan carrail has sourcess: squeezing money 'from from the front 
page of the sports section
ssistiug. knouts or --.new-: Relr..., -mist JoYce Ann CntoPer• daughter at- was-a-eeliunnentitled "This-Atorning,"
%-Said he'll -adopt the-cotincil -reeem- -- pryiects through the sole of bonds, - --Mt: . Ifltd Mrs :••••141-1111Y COUtier. alit- written )iry nape-other_than -rioff Kill
-riendrifion if ftmds are available"- ---- - He_ said it was _dear that several _Robert Thomas Houston, son of Mr. and-. dred,_forwier_ sports editor of the
Thoffias Houton, were married. Courier_Journal„ now math the Post.. Carroll's willingness to accept the institutions had critical construction Mts.
on October 21 at the Sinking Springs-- Very few Writers have -the talent qfcouncil's proposals 1 cp, ..ents- - a- deeds, but that stale finance depart-
departure from his position two years ment officials told him not to assume Baptist Church- - • - blending the words like Kindred can.
that "nnnroenrring ftmds" would he , We particularly liked -the 'followinga o - when he criticized the council for 
failing to take firm enough hold Of the available for construction prole* ___ 20.Y
ets Much
- recartimendatkalbY4OPer cent- income in thectirrent year-.
ng- It -kaaeltett-7-114)aut4lefor-thebieriniunt- the legishitufeAtiff6e
,
-Murray I., t1ger 7 tmer
room and lights and inierophones and
they cry because TV is given
preferential treatinedt. The look for
ways to Ittiock television, and the
easiest is to take a shot at Howard
cO.SelL
They have ceff.am -fair-(tounaf.
-Gesell often-blabbers on-and-obscures
the event he's hired to illurninate. He
eon- be an -annoyanee,-too, -in-the -very--
_Way 11-says
with • authority in a tone approaching
condescension,ss if htalone to.
deliverknowledge. -
Like presidents and garbage
collectors, however, sportswriters are
not always fair, and because Howard
Cosell works for the hated boob tube
videots and because_Cosell, returning
like' for like, sail .SPOrtaiifiters are
ght-attd-paid-for -bumkraiecause- -of _
all 119.Lf stnne-zilack-eagettf_cr xis goo&
to
budgeti'414-"t'weighs-the-iml"tance-legithilW- mil---1-QC-1"4-el'ementanr---mectmg--of the Lyttrt Greve partold _Correll shed. Deter. men,-
- ormany °Utile-projects listed in-these and secondary-education rather than- H k Club held  r
requests,7 Snyder told university higher education-- Mrs. Vernon Butterworth.
New York Daily News has sniped
CISHITTOrlefftt, but he
brae new grrumrk_of pritizIess_during
the World Series when he wrote that it
would beoice_ife foul halistruck Cosell
in the throat so he wouldn't be able to
-talk. It was in New York, where
cement-heads -have the Daily News
-read to them; -that pair of- pliers -flew--
into the ABC booth.
Cosell has done nothing to deserve
this. Of the handful of national sport-
scasters capable of an intelligent in-
terview on a variety of subjects, Cosell
is the man You want to ask the hard
questions. His job now requires as
much- show-biz- as joi- alism,- but -he
handles the -schizophrenic -demands
smoothly. And anyone who cares about
Business Mirror 11, J.41-11 rcouliff
Existing Home For
First Time Buyers
NEW YORK (AP) - It looked per-
fectly logical at first glance, this
defense by the nation's home moAgoge
lenders against complaints that rising
new home prices were excIudipternany
Americans from home-owneiship.
New Nines Usually aren't Thellit for -
first-time buyers, explained economists
-- of- the -ALS- Leogoe of Savings_ 
Associationa, which make Most of the
home mortgage loans throughout the
country.
-Most new homes are built for the
second-orthird-time buyers," they
said.
An "overwhglming" 65 per cent of all
new homes are bought by families
"who are using the accumulated equity
and appreciated value of their present
homes to purchase new housing," they
evpiiiined 
So what do. we offer the first-time
buyer who hasn't had the chance to
buildup much of a down payment? We
offer him the used or existing home. It's
"a great opportunity," they said.
More than 80 per cent of all homes
sold last year were existing homes,
they said. It's true. The National
Association of Realtors recorded
3,002,000 such sales, a record. The
number will be even higher this year.
Those existing homes are a great
buy, said the U.S. League economiSts.-
The median price of a newly built home
last year. was $44,200, but an existing
home sold for 13.6 -per cent less at
$38300.
Watch those figures! Didn't we hear
earlier that the peOple who sold -the
' ettifing -Minis benefited not only from
"appreciated 'value?" In other words,
existing prices.seem to he rising f.00._
How true. That median figure of
$38,100 is a good one for certain pur-
-poses, but it does after all include.sorne
homes that arein very poor condition
and ready to be phased .out rather than
lived in. -
This--eloesnit-riteen there -aren't
bargains in existing homes. Many
young couples have found, renovated,
and upgraded such houses and -now
have accommodations superior to those
who live in brand new houses.
But existing home prices aren't
standing . still. That $38,100 median
figure has already beenbumped up to
about $44,000, or just about the price of
lastfear's brand new home.
Quite understandable too. Don't
forget, it's just that- kind of ap-
preciation, the U.S.- League economists
wird out, that provides first-time
owners with the equity to apply to a
brand new house.
In 1976, the year in which the median
price of an etIsting home was $38,100,
more than 39 per cent of all...existing
home sales were at minimum prices of
$50,000.
That percentage is much higher this
year, as it has been every year this
decade:- In- September, l973,- about 13.5
per cent of existing home sales were for
$50.000 or more; in September 1975 the
percentage was 23.1; last year, 29.1.
Existing tibrile **ices clearly are
soarinkespecially in the quality home
category. But, yes, there are bargains.
Nearly 14 per cent of existing sales this
•
Murray Police Chief _Burman Parker
said that ;147.75 were collected from
-the pew-parking meters after the first
lour days of operation. The next five
days netted $190.07.
Betty Yancey, senior, was crowned
as basketball queen of the Murray
Training School. Her attendants were
Ilene Taylor, junior, Nell Turner,
sophomore, and Dolores Heater, -fresh,
mna.
In high school basketball games.
-Murray Training beat K"jrksey,- and-
-LynftGroveleat Almo.
Joette Ispoliter, eleven year old
daughter  of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
-Lassiter of Protemus ancr student at
Lynn Grove School, Will begin writing a
children's column to appear each
Saturday in The Ledger & Times.
Miss Agnes Gorsuch was honored at a
farewell party given by Miss Lillian
Downs and Miss Betty Bowden at the
Bowden home. Miss Gorsuch is leaving
for her new home in Brooklyn N.Y.
"The Farmer's Daughter" starring
Loretta Young, Joseph -Cotten, Ethel
Barrymore, and Charles Bickford Is
showing at the Varsity Theatre.
omema ers at .the home o tioned his name to anyone, much less a
reporter, and, anyway, 'She liked
Howard.- Then-she- kissed -him on the
.30.-Years Ago- --cheek: -Thoseitories; if reportec4-went
unnoticed here.
People are saying 'terrible things
about Howard Cosell and they ought to
shut tip. It once wasinnocentfun Urpick
on Cosell, whose polysyllabic pom-
posity made him an irresistible target,
but enough's enough. People are
throwing pliers at his head and that is
sick and it is-not fun. To pick on Cosell
now is to spawn idiocy. It is time for a
- - -
When you try to figure out why
football fans snarl dirty names at Cosell-
- and his wife, when-you look for a reason
a TV -broadcaster is so publicly
humiliated that the President's mother
,CaMPa%ion.....toluilust,_
sorry to say, look at what sportswriters
have done to the man.
A lot of sportswriters don't like
•Cosell. they don't like him because he
works on television and is famous,,
brilliant,, arrogant, pushy and wealthy.
They'll say they aon't like Cosell
because he knows nothing about sports
(they know Wall, of course) and they'll
cite, chapter. and verse, mistakes. he -
has made (they have made none, of
course). They sly he preaches jour-
nalism but practices hucksterism. They
say that, and there's something to it,
but in the end they don't like Horard
Cosell for one reason_ he is the
preeminent symbol of sports on the
boob tube.
- wRrrt A LETTER -
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must ty
signed by The writer and the writer',
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published. -
Letters should be typewritten an,:
double-spaced whenever possib:
and should be-en topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right
condense or reject any letter ani-
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The 'Murray Ledger tk,
Times, Box32, Murray, Ky. 42071 -
The boob tube. How many times have
those- words been typed by these
fingers? Too many. A gratuitous insult,
for which these fingers should
apologize. For all its flaws, which differ
from newsoaper flaws only in quality
and not quantity, television is a
powerful force for good in sports. It can
achieve • immediacy and intimacy
forever out of -reach of print jour-
nalists. Some writers thank TV for that,-
because what viewers live through one
day, they want to read about the next
- Other writers,-lazier, cry:
amcionlilated _esuilL: but 'from year were for $25,000 or less. • They ety Itiout cameras in the locker
. r • "
474. • 
_36SwilH'enernhertilOtr- qnsetl,
New York. Jew, defended fnr 312 years
a living while his draft-refusal case was
in the courts. .
All never ,forgot-it,-and-the resulting
-relationship helped make Cosell • a
national name. Monday Night Football
secured his fame. Or perhaps, -Cosell -
secured fame for football on Monday
- nights. You may argue either way. Just
make-this note: Away for a year on
NBC, Don Meredith was forgotten;
backat ABC; he's a hero.
And why? Because. Howard Cosell
witliLigly plays the pompous rat to
Meredith's aw-shucks good guy. For
that,- --1Witidith--di-ight -16 ter- Most
Denver dodos what to do with their
bricks.
•-•.%
the righinta flTarkiduslini tn.:work-for-
Bibleahoup,hi
• •
Therefore whosoever it eare I h
these sayings of mine, and doeih
them is like a wise man . . . Mat-
thew 6:24.
Build on the -solid rock ot Christ's
gospel The foundation is sow
Murray Ledger & Times '
l'ublisher Walter!. Apperson
Kditor , ilene NIL( uti heon
The Murray ledger-4 Times is published
every afterniiion -x' p( hundays, July, 4 Christ-
mas Ida), New 'itiar s 1/a) and Thankssicsin
MuTray' Newspapers , 103 '5 4th St
Murras Ky 42071,Sei ond Class his:574e l'aid
Ylurrai,,Ks 42071
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arriers $2 50 per month, pa)able in advance
mad in I allow") ( and to lienton, Oar-
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-tievis and Spirrt5 bept 7931911 •
hIEARTUNE
HEARTL1NE is a service f-Sluilor se7or
citizens. its purpose is to answer
questions and soke problems-fast. U
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 F. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, sell-addressed
envelope. The most slay] replle*will
be printed in this-column. • ! -
HEARTLINE : I have heard of a term
-railed "reverse mortgages. -De--you -
know anything about this?-G.K.
A. For most homeowners, paying off
-the mortgage is #49son enough to -
-----etlehiate.--Bfft-U-W"savtrigraiutinan'
associations get regulatory approval
- for what they call "reverse mor-
tgagee," those homeowners will have
another reason to cheer.
Regular mortgages require that the • -
borrower, Using a home as collateral,
repay the loan in installments-Remere_ .
mortgages are just that: a savings and
loan association would pay the
borrower, in monthly itistalhnents, a _
sum based on a percentage (probably '
80 pereent) of the property's value. The
S&L recoups the loan when the home is
sold or the owner dies.
-"Reverse mortgages Avould-OPen a
new source of income for lnilIIToasof
Americans whose largest singleassetr- --
the home where they. live, sits idle,"
says John 4.; Hardin, preSident of the
United States League of Savings
Associations.
There are certain disadvantages to
''`'e‘ the plan. Under tto mat law; there -- • --
._0111,,he7mariteductibility...of-loan--10-- --,;-
terest because there are no payments
when the loan is in effect. The borrower
is, in fact, accumulating -debt rather
than paying off a loan.
The Federal Home Loan Bank Board
in Washington, D.C., hopes to complete
a study on all aspects of reverse
. mortgages this fall, so ispalsi
reverse mortgages will be- offered in
1978. .
HEARII1NE: I've been receiving
caaltlity benefits for the last 15 months
-.. and I, now ha vwtha chance to go backko - -
work. My condition his not improved
- and-I'm not mire that-I'll be able to-do
this job very long. What happens to my
disability benefits if I do take the
A. The Social Security law provides
for continuing your benefits for up to
,.714.0P19-01‘
ability to work. If it is then decided that
are-able -t substantial.-iptinft
Work; yout benefits will-be paid-Riraft-L-- =
adjostment period of,three, additional
months.
local SocialestEity_ office th___Ayo_tiare 
goWft-o-Vvor .
1...RTLINE:-- I. -am=a-=',50-yuar-old-7-.---
widow and I will soon be quitting My
jett71-have been quite lonely lately and  
when I retire I don't know what I will--
(10..1 W-nalthe,int.inirteri in ykliiing fa 
pen pal club,. Do you- know -of-- --
any?ArF.C. --- 
A. Heartline has developed a pen pal
club called the Heartline American 60
! Club for people Over 50. There are
thousands of members throughout the
country. We have sent you complete
information and an application form.
Anyone else can receive information by
writing to Heartline's Arnericari 60




By The Associated Press
Today. is Wednesday, Nov. 23, the
327th day of 1977. There are 38 days left
in the year. -
Today's highlight in history:
chi this date in 1765, the Bthish Stamp
watAiest- --repudiated- -the'-
American Colonies - by the court-of
Frederick County in Maryland.
On this date: .
Irt-.1804. the 14th Ame-nean president,"
Franklin Pierce, was born in
aiillshorough.N ki-
ln 1890, the Grand Duchy of
• Luxembourg was separated from. the
Netherlands,
In 1943, in World War II, U.S. Marines
seized the-island Of Tarawa from the
Japanese in fierce fighting in the
Gilbert Islands.
In 1945, the United States ended
wartime f6od rationing.
In 1970, a U.S. helicopter force landed
at a prisoner of war camp in North
Vietnam but did not find the American
prisoners it had-hoped to rescue. •
In 1974, President Ford and Soviet
leader Leonid Brezhnev held a- long
conference a; the Soviet Asian port of
Vladivostok.
Ten years ago:, Anti-American
demonstrations broke' out in Ankara,
Turkey as an American delegatioh
arrived to try to help ease the Greek-
Turkish crisis over the disputed island
of Cyprus. .
Five years ago: Bolivia, declared a
form of martial laiv - a state.of siege
as the rightwing government reported a
conspiracy to stage a coup. ..*
One year ago: The French writer and
art historian, Andre Malraux, died at
the age of 75.
Thcarght for today: Get- double'
security from your relatives - Ed
Howe, Antericanjouthatist, .1853-1937.
•






Davis is the Phoenix Suns'
The 6-foot-6 for-s;.;ai:a frail
the University of North
Carolina scored a career-high
34 points, 'nine in the last 317
minutes, helping the Suns to a
118-107 National Basketball
Association triumph over the
Los Angeles takers-Tuesday
was Phoenixt----fifth-
--straight-vietory at home- -
"He's a heckuva
Said - Lakers Coach Jerry
West. "I saw him play a lot at
the collegiate level-and he's
just a great player, and un-
selfish. He's as good a rookie
at I've seert play thISYear.".
That's exactly what the
Suns Were hoping for when
they went into the college
draft in June. Both their
forwards, Curtis Perry and
Gar, Heard, had missed much
of last season because of in-
juries and Coach John
MacLeod was seeking
insurance in case one of them
couldn't come Wei. He also
wanted a pLiyer- Who could
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READY TO GET THE BOARDS- While Edward Deberry (DO) of Hickman County is putt
ing up a
shot, everyone else moves into position to rebound. On the left for the takers are 
Jimmy Lamb
and Darryl Bushrod while in the right corner, Roger Scott of Hickman County and Gen
e Lockhart
(53) of the takers move for position.
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon
Rookie Walter Davis Fires In
34 Points, Suns Rout Lakers
add some quickness to. _a
relatively slow frontcourt.
He got his man in Davis.
"He does a lot of things very
well,'' said Mac I,eod. "He
--Bririgi the ball &Own like a
guard, has the ability to play
defense and is the best
shooting forward we've had
since I came to-Phoenix. And
he's got just a super attitude."
Iti other---NBA games
Tuesday night, ___the_ Buffalo
Braves edged the -New York
. Knicks._ .102=101, the _Denver
Nuggets trimmed the
Washington Bullets- 119414,
the Philadelphia 76ers beat
th6 Houston Rockets 105-99,
the Milwaukee Bucks defeated
the Golden State Warriors 109-
88 and the New Orleans Jazz
Stopped the Indian Pacers
123-118.
Phoenix led by as many as
17 points before Lakers rookie
James Edwards scored 11
points in the third quarter. Cos
Angeles pulled within 1 102,
but Davis' three-poin play
with 3'7 minutes to o put




• Two Whitemeat Chicken Planks„
• One Golden Fish Fillet
• Fryes
At pariT patinri choppec
ONE YOU KEEP
Pirate's Crew Cup FREE with
the purchase of a 16 oz. soh drink.
Collect a different cup each week.
Four in all, available at participating
Long John Silver's Seafood Shoppes
711 South 12th St.
Randy -Smith's_ 1174.00t,
jumper with three seconds to
play waPthe winning basket
for Buffalo, which got 34. 
pointsfrom Billy Knight, 26
points -k-om-Sinith_and__ 19_
rebounds from Swen Nater.
Nuggets 119, Bullets 114
Denver. continued to buck
the trendiErotmd the league by
posting its fourth victory in
the last five starts on the road,
beating the Bullets at Lan-
dover, Md. as Bob. Wilkerson




record to 11-5, including 9-1
under Coach Billy Cun-
ningham, as Doug Colliria-
scored "27 points and George
McGinnis 24.
Bucks 109, Warriors 88
Golden State shot just 29 per
cent from the field in the first
period against Milwaukee, fell
behind 35-22 and never
recovered. Brian Winters led
a balanced Bucks' attack with
22 points.
- Jazz 123.2er-err 108. _
_ _ New Orleans .pulled away
from Indiana with a 21-4 burst
early in the third - period en
route to its third straight
-victory. Pete Maravich led the
Jazz with 34 points and Len
Robinson had 28.
TENNIS
TOKYO - Ken-ftosewall of
Australia defeated Jun Kuki of
Japan 6-1, 4-6, 6-1 and Martina
Navratilova of the United
States whipped American
Wendy Overton 6-4, 6-1 in first-
round matches in the $125,000
dunze -Woad 'tennis chain-
piobsisty
By MIKE BRANDON takers stayed on top, thanks Oliva bombed one in from 22 off, they could get us. But 
One of the main keys in the
Ledger & Times sperle &mar , japan /0 some ridiculous free feet out on the_left_key for a 41- thank goodness Olive and game was the foul 
shooting.
Glen Olive had two hot throw shooting by Hickman 40 Laker at the end of three McCallon came 
through the The Falcons hit only nine of 19
streaks during which time, he County. The Falcons could periods, way they did. 
while the Lakers cashed in on
scored 18 of his game-high 27 have shot blindfolded and With just under five minutes "Hickman County 
jumped 15 of 18 shooting from the
points Tuesday night. _
opposite-handed and still left in the game, Hickman us with a good man-to-man stripe.
-gt was .is_beekec..eutefrk_ _coukl ._have _probably done County led 48-45. -- defense and if you don't have a "I really felt like 
we should
of his two streaks that may better tharr cawbf -"iVe- got a little careless -11--guard who can penetr
ate;-you-Aave won by more than six
have been the most important The Lakers led until when that point and put up a couple
one he made and it could have with 3:33 left in the third of poor shots," said Hickman
even turned the tide -for Period, 6-3 Roger Scott of the- -tinty coach Dale Ray.
Calloway County's 63-57 win at Falcons hit from inside for a After the first of the two
Hickman County. 35-33 lead for, the Falcons poor shots, the Lakers scored
"We had a 33-29 lead and before Olive came up with his on Jimmy Lamb's only field
then we went about four big bucket that tied the score goal of the night to make it a
minutes without scoring again and ended a four-minute 48-47 Falcon lead. Then came
and let them get ahead," Laker drought. the second poor shot.
Laker coach Clayton With just 44 seconds left, Olive got the rebound, drove
Hargrove said. Hickman County had a 40-37 the length of the court and
"Then when we were down lead but a five-footer by jacked up a 15-footer from the
35-33, Glen hit one out from Darril Bushrod cut the gap to circle. That gave the Lakers a
around the top of the circle one then Randy McCalion 49-48 lead with 4:08 left in the
and that snapped us back into - stole an inbotuids pass. The
our game. Had we not have Lakers then froze the ball until
scored then, they might have., *ilea with_taxn seconds
stretched the lead out and you
know what Hickman County
can do when they have a
lead," Hargrove said.
Olive's first streak —of
scoring came in the first
quarter after the Falcons had
started off with a bang and a 9-, Player ee
2 lead.
The Lakers scored five
consecutive points then Olive
hit for six points in succession
to give Calloway a 13-9 lead at
the end of the .quarter. He
continued his streak and ran it
to nine successive points by
scoring a three-point play off
the second quarter-tip fora 16.;_
9 lead.
For the rest of the half, the
Olive For Two
""• er,
OVER TNT BIG MAN Randy McCollon of the takers flies in
for two of his 20 points and has to shoot over 6-3 Roger Scott of
the Iraltons to get the bucket. In the background is Roger
-









Big Sam Franklhi has been
chosen as the Defensive
Player of the Week in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Franklin, a 230-pound senior
defensive end from Moss
Point, Miss., had six tackles,
one assist, a deflected pass
and five quarterback sacks in
Murray State's 21-13 win it
Western Kentucky Saturday.
Franklin's sacks were for a
total of Minus 38 yards.
A cinch for the All-OVC
_Team and a man who should_
be considered for All-
American honors, Franklin
finished the season with a total
of 20 sacks for minus 143
yards.
gaincAlien Olive went on his 
tear down -the stretch, hitting
for 10 pointsin threelninute
span.
scorei--
Besides Olive, senior guard- 
cki of 11 1= 6 2 while Donwereseca d
second
Ir
Randy Mccallon was also with 1560. In third were David
having a brilliant night, firing Fielder and Margie Dyer with
in 20 points and leading the a 1559 total.
offense. Tiushrod, a 6-5 senior Red Doherty and Mildred
center, added 11 points and 12
rebounds. 
Hodge were fourth with 1537.
Others who bowled a 1500
'Dale Ray scouted us in our series were: Bob and Tracy
-first game Saturday with LaMastus 1525-and Lloyd and
Livingston Central and Dale is Nancy Todd 1510. Richard and
a good coach. Anytime you
play' againsf one of his clubs;
you know you are up against a
well-coached outfit,"
-Hargrove-said.
. 'They really tried to stop
Jimmy Lamb. He had 25
points Saturday- and-I- guess-
they felt if they could cut him
are in trouble. But Randy was
able to hit Glen and if he was
doubled team, then he kicked
it off.
"We knew Glen was going to
be . a good shooter. In two
scrimmage games, he had a
total of 22 from 29 from the
field and we really were a
little disappointed with the
way he shot last Saturday.
There's just not enough you




Twice in the final 90 Bowling Tourney
seconds, the Lakers led by Tommy McClure and Linda
eight points. Olive missed one .Drake won the  Annual Cot-
shot in the last period, that vette Lanes Thanksgiving
being a free throw. Other than Turkey Shoot Bowling
that, he played about as Tournament last Sunday.
perfectly as anyone could They placed first with a
have played.
Choose 'Power Guidef..All
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whttewall plus El 93 F E T
aria um tire
ust Say 'Charge It'
points," Hargrove said. "But-
at least it wasn't as nerve-
racking as Saturday's game,"
he added.
The Lakers' win Saturday
was a 67-66 overtime heart- •
stopper.
'The thing that really
impressed me about this one
was we got behind early but
still maintained our poise. We
only called two tirneouts in the
game. We had one with about
a minute and a half.left when
we went into a delay game
-7-sve had oni hilhe third
quarter when we weren't
playing Much-defense: • —
"The thing about this club is
that I have Randy McCallon
as my leader on the floor. I
can tell Randy . from the
sidelines just wrict to do and
he has enough maturity and
leadership ability to do it,"
Hargrove added.
Hargrove, 2-0 in his young
coaching career, will-be trying
for his third win in succession




fg ft pf tp
_ BushOliverod,.. _
McCallon ' - '  7 6 5 20
10 6 2 26
.1 311
Pat Scott had the dubious Lockhart 
1 0 1 2
the low score, a 1289 series.
The door prize went to 
scottLainTotaib
Wuhan, Coonty
rg" ft pf tp
tianoi of wthning-The 0-th-el-or . Gall't 
o 0 4 0 •
' 214- g is 64-3
Buford -and--Ritzr-McGuire-trf-
 
Mayfield. Those who did not Rhodes 
Del* 6 3 4 15
1 0 2 2
free-game ticket by asking at- Tote —44- 4— ify-67--
1 05 3 103 .
win a turkey will receive a ReeWeese 
the bowling center. 
—63gliglyi co 13 12 16 22
, 9 12 19 17-57
se any of These 7 other ways to buy Our Own.Custorner Credit Plan • Master Charge
ElankArnerozard • American Express toonesi Caro • Carte Blanche • Oinn.,-G4uo • cash




.Up to 5 Os
of mator brand
lOr 30 grade oil. •
•• Complete chassis lu-
brication and oil change












REPEAT OF A BEST SELLER  
'Custom Power Cushion Polyglosi
Goodyear's best-selling tire.
Double belted, smooth riding-
chdieri-for new cars frbrin970'
right through 1978! -
$ 478-13 blacked)l
plus $1 71 VET.
arid old tire
Many Other Sizes Low Priced Too
Front-End Alignment
U s made Lars -
Darts extra
, if Retried






equipment, used by ex-
perienced mechanics.






Add $2 06 for 'air Conditioning
parts and labor.
• Our rn4ichanics electron,
sally fine-tune your engine
• New points, plugs and
condenser • Test charging/
starting systems, tirne en-
gine. adjust carburetor
• Helps maintain a smooth







- GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. tang 6:00 P.M. Duly- Open Friday ulna 8:00 p.m.
Mgr. T. 'Nankin Mgr. E. Witte Mgr. S. Davis
:315 W. Broadway 600 Jefferson 100S. Statelinc
Mayfield, Ky. Paducah, Ky. Fulton, Ky.
247-3711 442-5464 472400















































CLEARING IT OUT- Jimmy Lamb (41) of theLakers gets the
rebound and prepares to clear it out down the floor. Beside
Lamb is Glen Olive (33) of the takers.
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon
at..;
PRESENCE Of THE BIG MAN-The presence of a big man in the
lineup is valuable and here is a case. Roger Scott of the falcons
puts up a shot and 6-5 Darryl Bushrod (25) of the takers leaps
high to defend. Scott rushed the shot and missed it. Other
players pictured include Glen Olive who is blocked out by
Bushrod, Randy Garland (45) and Ricky DeWeese (21).






No. Guarantee Of Better Program
Even before Bill Furgereon had officially resigned his
post, there were rumors of who the next coot was going to
be.
It's amazing how rumors fly. Yes, we alike testi-over- •
coffeeind talk sports. But howmany of usinowishat were__
talking about?
Everyone and his brother is going to have achoice for the
job. The best thing we can all do isuit hack, be quiet and
hope the people in charge of hiring 'the new coach will make
a wise decision.
There's enough pressure on the people who will make that
decision. YetcaOggestions are fine, demands aren't.
It's not going to be a popularity contest. This university
will be hiring a man who, according from what we gather,
will have enough pressure on him already because we un-
derstand, he will be hired to bring ap OVC championship to
Murray State.
Replacing Bill Furgerson is not going to be the easiest
thing in the world to do. First of all, Bill Furgerson has
more contacts than probably anyone in western Kentucky.
— -Regardless of who comes in and takesovar the- 01)41a-fait_
remains that there is certainly -no guarantee Murray State
will de better than the .64.record Furgeirson posted this
year. -
Whether or not you liked the way Furgerson coached, you
have to admit he already had a foot in the recruiting door
since- he knew everyone and point two, Bill Furgerson has
alwaY8 been a good public relations _
Furgerson lived and died as the team won or lost. The two
sports writers who knew him best over the past years,
myself along with Pat Moynahan of the Paducah Sun-
Democrat, will be the first to tell you how happy he was
when he won andhow sad he was when he lost.
We could also tell just what-kind of mood he would be in
when he cattle out of the dressing room. If it was one of
those games where we won but didn't look that great,
Furgerson's fece would give away his feelings.
To interview BM Furgerson was something else. Hi dld
Bears Heavy Favorites Over Lions Football Fans To Have
By BRUCE LOWITt
 _AP-Sperts-Write4-- ,
We won't bore you with a tot
of talk about a turkey. The Na-
tional Football Leaffie will
serve that up next Monday
night.




Walter Payton, having shat-
tered' O.J. Sbnprion's one-
game rushing-recorrL-takes
aim at his one-season mark -
and does it. against the team
ll 
i_
Simpson steamroered just a
year ago. Payton and the
Bears also will Hu' roughshod
over Detroit. The Lions will
tome out of the game looking
more 4-Ike y giblets.
St. Louis drives everybody •
up the wall with its iast-gasp
victories while Miami drives
lits coach up the wall with its
lastgasp defeats. It won-1 be - Did you know 8ari Diego's Howdy, parcfner. BANG! •
that 
rinse this Jim. The 
 Inkint
 the
"C*11111.1 defensel 'bajWal 4*' Br"--17.- Large Choice Of GamesCardinals will knock the ____ jou know Seattie's got' the ̀ ve Mays will be busy
(ahem) stuffing out of the No.12 defense? Do you know ningaWaytrom tacklers while
 what that adds up to? Los Mentes' runs over the Luster, a Louisville native; was named as the MVP in theDolphins. the
Add to your upset stomach'isTats—Killers IK Browns. 
_Ay juswAinuggnx cutest.. In VIM --tourney, Calvist's-Calvin's Morin gtate, Roll Ward,.
our Upset Special - New Or- San Francisco beat New Or- patriots 34, Eagles 20 11 _ The focOrteswitanthtstwo"ortain on ait.Pwit is in Texas now visiting with Calvin while on a recruiting
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP)leans over San _rrancispa rigaut iLoy.ertinag_two weeki_ . trip. 
Last week's 12,2 mark put the ago — but t* Vera didn't .'plaNyewOff 
England
-153 'armtuar'llonksgrvitig Day- 
anyenerts. able to-do-ittare te happy In Amarillo- `Catiti  said he an-UhriTatilli
season's record at 98-42, .700. have IP worry_ shout Archie season too late. 
feast, turkey and pigskin, not anyone actually tuoe Into see? - • „Kevin's seventh grade football team had a 9-1-1 record
This week's pickings: Manning then. Bengals 33, Giants 13 * 
necessarily in that order, ap- -='-SUNDAY: CBS gets the and he had .1400 yards rushing and led the city. He pfayed
Bears 27, Lions 10 Raiders 35, Bills 10' - Ciricinnati uses the reverse.
_ preaches. Most sections of the etigit hew. The NFL illSiSts tailback and quarterback. Kelly's sixth grade team won the
-
• the interviews. I've often thought that I'd just give the man
a couple of sheets of paper and let him go at it. He would
make a great sports reporter.
 You never had to ask hinttoninany questions, healways..
had the answers beforeysei OnAtie. pre-game___
stories, you could Just walk in and grab a cup of coffee and
Furgo would take it from there.
- If there ever was a  man whose blood did indeed run blue 
and gold, it was and still is Bill Furgerson.
If he does decide to remain in some capacity at Murray
State, we are quite sure he will be actively involved in the
football program and give all of his support to the new -
coach.
Bill Furgerson was a winner. He shall remain that way.
Calvin's Team 4-0
The man responsible for helping uplift the Murray State
basketball program is not longer here. And that man, Jim
Calvin, called the other-day-from his eaaching office at
Ainaril10 College. •
Calvin, who said last summer When- he left h4Sti after
three years as Fred Overton's assistant that he'd still be a
big Racer fan and would be subscribing to the paper, called
up to renew his subscription. -
His team is off and running to a 4-0 start, with one of their
wins being a 9043 win over Wayland Baptist, a four-year
schca. In that game, Calvin's team had 17 dunk shots.
Last weekend, they played in the Fifth Annual Amarillo
College Classic.
In their first game, they won 83-n over Garden- City, Kan-,
sas. The next-night on-the- Door-, they- wenvolve.d-in-a
record-breaking performance.
Chlvin's Amarillo team went two overtimes before finally
winning 140-135 over Hill Junior College of Texas. In -that
game, 6-6 John Luster had 42 points and 21, rebounds, 6-4
-Freddie Ford of Albany, Georgia, had 33 points and 6-6 Ted
James of Chicago Phillips had 27. Incidentally, Murray
State will be vigorously trying to recruit James.
On the next night, Calvin's team won the tourney, though
they-didn't break 17. records-irf theirip-50 win over Col-
fevllle,Kisas
"We held the ball in the fourrcomer for about 15 minutes.
--C.Virlifcb--i-vere drained from the-nightlefftir-e andWe-wallisr
to gettorrie Unit off the dock," Calvin said.
. - --country will get no ------an that: 'the networks alternate .. ... - -- - -
-11Wlions for 273 yards. Last turkey hash, turkey bisrgers . — -li football games 
this long nab - • _ Ccasts on sYs • - 'The-kids really_ leveithere7kmarillo has the greatest
--- weekend to help with - or during the regular season and .
perhaps impede - digestion.., it's CBS' _turn. The netwerk organization called _Kids SIncOrporated arid tbey sponsor
week Payton rolled up 275' and turkey a la mode we get. 
sports program fornuth that I've evef seen. They have an
Ards- If we, didn% -*Paw*. Monday night-indigesti' on ... - . Irlkings 17, Packers 10_ will-offer Washington-Dallas. evefir sport you can Milt-gine • from football throughTwogams without quarto._ Here's the schedule:
things off with Chicago- PresumahlY Well fed by ;low, city for kids. It's unbelievable howthey push Kw Calvin ad-
-THURSDAY: CBS kicks Summerall and Brookshier, volleyball and soccer. There are 151 basketball teams in thebacks - or much of anything
else.
Oilers 28, Chiefs 12 Detroit, a pair of National 
will be on hand to point out ' ded.
Kansas City's got no of- Football League disap- 
that Washington still has - a For those of you who knew Jim Calvia pall , pa
and Tom Brookshier will talk Amarillo. You should get a look at his business card, shar-
city championship: -Last year Simpson nailed After turkey sandwidtek4Imbe Giants' offense goes the(
better, we'd' expect-lob or and this! - -
more this time. But that would Broncos 20, Colts 17
be foolish ... wouldn't It? Denver's mile-high again
Cardinals J, Dolphins 17 over being in first place. Etalti-
- -Miami, which gets isgrnedmore _ loott MeittlY
bf long Passes, usually blows against- seconddrate tom-
leads late in the game. The petition.
Cardinals, who love long Cowboys 31, Redskins 13
passes, won't wait that long. Remember how they've
Chargers 205 Seahawks 10 been saying Washington has a















Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
-Vor...home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
Includes.. .Individual bays (any-9ize), 24 hour private








641 Nor*, Center Drive
Near perkins Pancake Nouse, iteltind Carl Howard Used Cars.
U-LQCK IT "U-STORE IT
U-KEEP THE KEY
S'110'  month 5'600
5'116',  month
Ira W  month $25°°. • _
10'0 b'    month
'anal tel Sund
fense, no defense and -no hope.- fOintrbe*1-,- Pat .41mMerlin-106-11!'f Wfb'tht'air
Stealers 41, Jets 9
about how both clubs have a CBS will televise six games pest— thMg you've ever seen. I have one in my billfold so ask
shot at their division title regionally and NBC will have me sometime at a game if you can see Calvin's calling card.
Like carving up the main
course four of them. ABC will be con-4iespite .500 records. As the It's class.Fakons 20, Rues 7
game wears on Brookshier tent with college football high- Speaking of class, the 2-A Class A state championshipSpeaking of turkeys ...
will suggest he'd rather be lights. game will be held Friday between Corbin and Mayfield. Af-
Self-Imposed Exile To
End Saturday Macy 
_
LEXINGTON,-Ky.;--(API--= stpline He let the players go-
ft Kyle Macy's self-imposed off on their own. I didn't haveexile from college basketball confidence in his coaching and
ends Saturday when second- I thought it best to leave,"
ranked Kentucky meets' Macy _said.
Southern Methodist in "My first decision was
cavernous Rupp Arena here. whether to go to a junior
"Last year was tough,"
Macy said. "The hardest part
at first was watching the guys
get ready before the game and
not being a part of it. The days
would drag on. I thought the
season would never end. But,
when Tfook-back and review
things, I've decided it _went
pretty fast. .
- Macy was heavily recruited
bt Kentucky during his high
  school career in Peru, Ind.
--rfitelofoot-3-guard- was tamed
"Mr. Basketball" in the
Hoosier state, symbolic of
Indiana's best prep player.
Other schools wanted him,
too, including Purdue. After
high school, Macy became a
Boilermaker.  
"Being 'Mr. Basketball,' I
thought I had to stay in the
state," he said. "I was pretty
young and I thought I owed it
to the people. I found out the
people didn't care. I learned a
lot in a year."
Macy was Purdue's third.
leading scorer years ago,
averaging 13.8 points per
game, including 23 games as a
double figure scorer. His
season high was 38 points
against Minnesota and he was
second on the team in assists.
He also was unhappy.
"At the time I signed, I had
a good relationship with Coach
(Fred) •Schaus," Macy said.
"But I misread him. I though
he had good control of the
team. But he would say one
thing off the floor and do
something else on the, floor.
"It seemed that he never
tootr4targe-There wasn't din-
college and play two years on
the major level or sit out a
year and play three seasons,"
he said. "A lot of people think
transferring is a step down. I
viewed it as a step up."
Macy squirmed on the side-
lines last year while the Wild-
cats compiled a 26-4 record.
tYlag Telitleatee. for tbe South-
- eastern Conference title -and-
eventually stumbling against
North Carolina in the NCAA
East Region. Nesaiditsvas- R
„learning experience.
"I've had a year to learn the
Kentucky offense - and
defense," he said. "I alse
know the opposing teams
philosophies from running
their offenses against our first
team. I 'm not like a freshman
who hasn't learned the
system.
"I had a good freshman
year at Purdue and I have
confidence in myself," he
said. "Now, I want to prev 
myself to people who might
have some doubts."
GENERAL





cases from the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association.
An NCAA spokesman said
the organization would turn
over the documents to the




• will agree. ford, Howard Cosell and Don
-MONDAY: Frank Gif-
the state title. I'll stick with that pick and hope my predic-
ter the third game this season, I said Mayfield would win eating turkey. Summe-
Meredith will close out the tions end at 90-24 for the season. If they do, that-would giveABC is next with coftege ac- '
weekend with Buffalo at me a two-year total 01184-37: - - -- - - ' '' -- ' -Akin; Teta* " Tea- sas.
Oakland. This could be the In the OVC this year, I had a 35-18 record which isn't that-
ineaniaskaat. tn . -. ,,,. west buistattreettve Monday night:bad - -- --
-garne-of-the-season —Basketball predictions will begin nextweer -COM e rire -
Although thegiune
Jaebson will assure '-
these two teams get together,
anything can happen."
Doubters in the audience
will switch to NBC an hour
later for the best game of the •
day, St. Labs-Miami, an NFL You simply come to us for a real estate Large loans for homeowners.
matchup with definite playoff loan backed by your equity.
implications. Curt Gowdy Nit Ecruity-is-thr difference' between-how
John Brodie call the shots. much your horne- is worth, and what you $2,500
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to $3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18:80%
back a really big loan. For whatever yoif
$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%Forzano - for the Oklahoma- have in mind.
Nebraska game. Prime corn- Real eistine maims are-upiqrsp,•,-.
Petition will come from the
soap operas on NBC and CBS. 
So the house-you bought just a few,
- ABC returns at night with 
years ago probably' would sell_ for- a lot
southern 
Cal-UCLA 
in one of morewhichthan yineanou pasidy.ouriquity. In Bel-Air Center, Murray
se77,..y.gional,:rethabutt ibvll b7::„.......;.„,.. nd.;_the. bigger your equity, the Phone: 753.5573-
sh wnwina largp rpal pstate 
Wells Fargo office in Phoenix 
Charles gaicessen, Mgr.
and selected bowling alleys in
Lafayette, La. Those points
will get Arizona-Arizona State
and McNeese-South western
Louisiana. Chris Schenkel and
Frank Broyles call the shots
on USC-UCLA. The game has
lost much of its usual luster
seasoichie to Southern Cal's poor
-SATURDAY: ABC checks
back in with a doubleheader -
Penn State-Pitt followed by
Army-Navy. Grambling-
Southern will also be sholvm
but only on a 12-inch screen
located behind the Coke
stmaudechinnteceantterth. 
e Grambling
Al Michaels and Lee Gross-
cup will call the Penn State-
Pitt game. Keith Jackson and
Ara Parseghian will be on
hand for Army-Navy. Neither
team is ranked
CBS provides an added
bonus Saturday for fans who
have yet to catch a glimpse of
the year:A dumbest event.
"The Sports Spectacular" will
present the eighth installment
of the World's Strongest Man
, How to get money out of
your house without selling" it _
amount Monthly Meath! - Total Of ApR•
-c•-Nr P•Tman''
$' 73.17- 48 1'3;512:16 11,80%
$7,500 -80--$1-0,-1-6460 -1-2.08%
-FRIDAY: ABC has lined
up its fourth-string broadcast
team - Bill Fleming and Rick
•••• • • 1,0•11
loan. Right here. Right now.
So the equity in your house is like
money in your -pocket.
Call us. We've got your loan.
1
pcsi.1
,\7111REFT144.ere got yoar loan
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Tarheels' Magnificent
Flying Machine Top Club
. By The Associated Press
----Phil Ford's high-flying style
often makes news and alweys
makes courtsiders-rieribils. -
Once at a North Carolina
game, he sailed after
basketballs with his
customary elan and twice
leaded on top of the press
table. After the second trip,
one observer quipped: "One
more time back here and




will be giving it another whirl
this season, along with a
splendid crop of players
touted as one of the best in
college basketball history.
Along with the ubiquitous
Ford, such fine guards as
Marquette's Butch Lee,
Portland State's Freeman
-;-- .Atilianis and Haly Cross' Hon
Perry will flash their shining
-talents.
There is no scarcity of
excellent big men, either, with
such centers as Minnesota's
Mike Thompson, San
Francisco's Bill Cartwright
and Kentucky's Mike Phillips.
The forwards show some tall
talent, too, in players like
UCLA's David Greenwood,
Indiana State's Larry Bird
and Wake Forest's Rod
Griffin.
Ford is lauded as tile best
guard in the nation_ by North
Carolina Coach Dean Smith,
who rarely deals in absolutes.
While others may argue that
point, Ford is exceptionally
-good. -
The 6-toot-2 senior runs
-Smith's well-known four- -
corner offense with such ef-
ficacy that it has been given




with his gifted ball-handling
ability, Ford led the Tar Heels
into the NCAA final against
Marquette lastseason.
Lee, director of Marquette's
67-59 championship victory
over the Tar Reels at anent&
also is Without question one of
the country's premier guards.
The 6-1 Lee-is one of the great





leading scorer last season,
passed up the National
Basketball Association har-












nearly 39 points per game in
the 1976-77 season, including a
--71-point burst-- - against
Southern Oregon.
Perry was the country's
most exciting freshman guard
last season. The leading fresh-
Man, scorer witti
average, the-Crusaders' back-
court star won honors as
rookie of the year in the East
Coast Athletic Conference.
Minnesota basketball this
season starts and ends with
Thompson,„ who holds or will
- hóld evet'Y Gophers' offettike
record by the time the season
ends. The 6-10 center was a 61,
per cent shooter last season
while scoring n points and
averaging nine rebounds per
game - figures that got him
elected to some Player of the
Year selections. -
The 6-11 Cartwright shoots
as Well as any big min- in
basketball college or pro.
He figures to keep on doing
what comes naturally, as he
did last season with nearly 20
pOints and nine rebounds per
game.
Phillips anchors one of the
best front lines in college
basketball at Kentucky. The
rugged 6-10 center led the
Wildcats to the National
Invitation Tournament title
two years ago and into the
NCAA.playoffslast season. He
figuresladomore leading this
year perhaps all the way to
the top.
Greenwood, a 6-10 junior
forward, is one of UCLA's
slamdunkr speciallitt who not
only can score but rebound
with the country's best hig
men. The leading man in the
Bruins' Cast this season, the
graceful GreenwOacT-slioa
improve on his 1976-77 figures
of 10 rebounds and.17 pangs
per game.
Byrd was among the most-
proficient and least
recegnized players last
season, with averages of 33
points and more than 13
rebounds -per game. The
Sycamores' star might make.
more of a name or himself
this season, now that Indiana
State has shedded its small
town image and joined a
1-`ziame. - conference_ -
Missouri ValleY.
Griffin is a strong specimen
at 6-6 and 225 pounds who
throws his weight around
under the basket:He hit a
sizzling 62 per cent from the
floor last season, averaging
almost 21 points and nine
rebounds, and was named
Atlantic Coast Conference
Thayer of the Year over many
other standouts._
Other star quality forwards
to watch this season are Jack
Givens and Rick Robey of
Kentucky; Utah's Jeff
Judkins; Gary Winton of
Army; Marvin Delph of
Arkansas; Greg Sanders of St.
Bonaventure; Lew Massey of
North Carolina-Charlotte;







Buying a diamond is serious-
business. It pays to know some:.
thing about the shape or cutting,
the size or carat weight, the'setting
and styling of your stone. When
you choose your ring here we start,
at the top and spell out every facet
sof a diamond before you buy it. It's
the only way. It's our way.. be-
cause it works for ou.
7
IEWELiRS
301 Broadway. Paducah, Kr 442 35(,4, -5)
Darrell Griffith; Sidney
Moncreif of Arkansas, and
Lionel Harvey of Cincinnati.




St. John's; Dave 'Corzine,
DePaul; Mike Gminski, Duke,
and Mike Santos, Utah State.
Recruiting eflorts during
the off-season turned up some
diamonds in the rough
everywhere in the country,
with nearly every conference




freshmen this season are:
forwards Albert King of
Maryland and Earvin Johnson
At least four teams areof Michigan State; guards -
Eugene Banks of Duke and
Wes Matthews of Wisconsin,
and center Gilbert Salinas at
Notre Dame.
This widespread array of
talent will provide more
balance than has been seen in
recent . years in college
basketball. As many- as two
dozen or more teams have a
realistic shot at winning the
national championship.
Most of the conaiences
bare . _fierce top-to-bottom
jer_aan÷ .5fin  Fr sneiseu s Dnn_e,
Mike O'Koren, _and Archie defending champions of the
Aldridge of Miami, Ohio. West Coast Athletit Con-
Along: with the. previously ...ference, are Ow preseason
mentioned players, the top- favorites in their league, but
flight guards are: John like UCLA, won't haveas easy
Douglas of Kansas; Bradley's a time as in previous seasons.
Roger Phegley; Mike Evans The Metro-Seven appCars to
of Kansas State; .Clemson's have as Many sardinesas its
tan Rotrie Louisville'S number proclaltris, with
perhaps Cincinnati the biggest
_fish in the pool and Louisville
one of its closest challengers.
The Missouri Valley Con-
ference has expanded to nine
teams this • season with the
addition of Creighton and
Indiana State, and more than
half of them will be in the
race. -
A Penn spokesman calls the
Ivy League race "the closest
league situation in years" and
the Quakers and Princeton
will be among the crowded
field. The Big Eight feateres a





capable of winning the Mid-
American Conference, in-
cluding Miami of Ohio. At
least the same namber will be
contending for the Big Sky
crown, with defending
champion Idaho State corning
back to the pack after losing
three players to .graduation.
The Western Athletic Con-
ference shapes up as a two-
team race - .Utah and New
Mexico.
In the East Coast Con-
ference, Hastra lost its entireenergy and there are few
starting five throughclear-cut favorites anywhere,
including' North Carolina's graduation -and will have to
defending ACC champions. regrOup in a wideopen
- es- o-r e as well, have a wide-open
Heels, the ACC boasts several race, one that could be one of
attractive teams - including the .thast heieheed in the
Wake Forest, Clemson, Duke,
North Carolina State ,and comgetition.
leagues half-century -of
Maryland, with its om- Long Beach State is one of
-represent King. The ACC, the favorites in the tough
intermittently touted as the Pacific Coast Athletic Con-
strongest league in the ference. Furman and pm
country, might live up to that head the Southern Confereaae, _
lofty billing this season. but Villano-va are
will 'get plenty of competition rated tops in the Eastern
from the Big Ten. Eight. Only the Southeastern
Like the ACC, the Big Ten Conference, with Kentucky,
recruited some of the nation's and the Southwest Con-
top high school talent this Aereaea.,,__witn 
season and the consensus is pear to have teams con-
that the league Might be the siderably stronger than the
best balanced in its history. rest.
De fending champion - Among the top independents
Michigan, Michigan State, are: Marquette; North
Ohio State and Wisconsin Carolina-Charlotte; Notre
appear to have scored the Dame, Syracuse; St. John's;
highest in the recruiting war. St. Bonaventure; Holy Cross;
UCLA, the perennial Nevada-Las Vegas; Detroit,
Pacifio-li Conference cham- and Dayton.
pion, faces possibly its
-toughest league battle in more
then a decade. The defending
champions-who have won the
Pac-8 title 15 times in the last
16 years, face a stiff challenge




NEW YORK - Lehigh
University's Engineers were
awarded the Lambert Cup,
awarded annually to the top
Division II football team in the
East.
BOMBS AWAY-Glen Olive (33) fires in two from downtown
and boosts the Laker lead to 51-48 and as you can see on the
clock, there is 3:28 left in the game as the ball is released.
Other players in the picture includist Jimmy Lamb (41), Darryl
Muskrat (corner), Roger Scott (2Slaa Edward Doberry UV).
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Every Day Low Shelf Prices!


































































































































Winner: Card' ot Punched
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Texas A&M Picked To
Pull Shocker On Texas
HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
1-:W YORK (AP) — What's
!ao tough about picking _college
fJotball winners? •
_ 14st weelt.ioa1it'ain4ue-al
all the skullduggery by the
various bowl committees, this
corner picked every upset
\A here a Top Twenty team was
:oncerned, 10 in all.
And guess what? Three of
them actually came about,
giving several howls plently of
consternation — Colorado
State over Arizona State, San
Diego State over Flordia State
and Houston over Texas Tech.
In addition, Clemson needed a
last-minute touchdown to beat
South Carolina..
Even with all the crazy
selections, last week's • score
was 39 right and 19 wrohg for a
.672 percentage. Imagine if we
...._attrezeallybearing_down..Ear
the season — and these will be
the last picks before the bowl
games — it's 546-220-15 — .713.
This is the week that will
settle- the aaliifle for the
Cotton, Bluebonnet, Orange,
Liberty, Rose and Fiesta
Bawls.
Texas at Texas A&M: These
bitter rivals have played six
common opponents. Texas has
- the edge five. times and the
sixth is only a one-point differ-
ence in A&M's favor. Texas is
the nation's onry unbeaten
team so leave it to the good old
Aggies to foul that up. Upset
Special of the Week ,.. Texas
A&M 24-17.
Nebraska at Oklahoma: The
COrnriUskerS.tave , a 'different
offense and, according to
Oklahoma's Barry Switzer,
I.M. Hipp "gives them a
- dimension they haven't had
•-„ since.: Johnny, Rodgers — 1a-
back who can score from
anywhere on the field."
Overall team speed will
decide this one ... Oklahoma
35-21.
Penn State at Pitt: The way
things have been going lately
in. Western_ tetuisylykmia, all
the traditional rivalries may
pale in comparison to this one
'before too long.- Besides, the
Panthers think Joe Paterno
cost them a shot at the Orange
Bowl ... Pitt 30-24.
UCLA vs: Southern Califor-
nia..A _victory sends- UCLA to
*the Rose Bowl. USC hasn't
done much right lately, losing
four of its last six games,
which means the Trojans
probably will louse things up
for their crosstown enemies ...
Southern Cal 24-14.
Arizona atlrizona State: A
.funny thing happened to the
• Sun Devils on their trek to the
Fiesta Bowl — they got
bumped off by Colorado State
in the snow when a victory
would have clinched the WAC
berth. When was the last time
it snowed in Tempe?
Arizona State 38-17.
Arkansas, at Texas .Tech:
We've picked Texas A&M to
deal the Cotton Bowl a
staggering blow by knocking
off Texas. Why shouldn't the
Orange Bowl suffer, too?
Second Upset Special ... Texas
Tech 21-20.
Other games:
-- South — Alabama 35,
Auburn 7; Jackson State 28,
Alcorn State 0; Louisiana
Tech 25, Northeast Louisiana
14; Southwestern Louisiana
27, McNeese State 8 r Georgia
20, Georgia Tech 17;
Louisiana State 28, Wyoming
14; Florida 34, Miami, Fla. 17;
Grambling State 42, Southern
U. 21; Tennecser. 24, Van-




Skate Past Rockies 4-2
By The Associated Press goaltender, and if you've got
New York Islanders Coach that going for you, you've got
Al Arbour wasn't fooled by the a hecicuva lot."
Colorado Rockies' road Favell had the Islanders
fecOrd,- which included just stymied until the dash burst in
.__the.finalsiz_minutes while.the _
"I heard 'reports about ftcickieS had New York goalie
them," he said. "This is a .Glenn Resch doing cartwheels
good Hockey that'll." to keep his team in the game.
They were for nearly 55 Resch got a break in the first
minutes of their game against period when Gary Croteau
the Islanders Tuesday -night. -,fMined - on a shot during a
But the red-hot Islanders duo breakaway, stopped Paul
of center Bryan Trottier. and Gardner on a breakaway in
rookie right wing Mike Bossy the second period, then made
combined for three goals in three brilliant saves on Wilf
the final 5:59 to give New York Paiement, Mark Suzor and
a 4-2 victory over Colorado. • Croteau again in the fourth
In the other NHL games minute of the third period.
Tuesday night, the Atlanta
Flames beat the Minnesota Flames 4, North Stars 2
Atlanta scored on four of its
first eight shots against
battleweary Peter LoPresti —
starting his 14th consecutive
game — to beat Minnesota.
The key to the first-period
outburst was a shorthanded
goal by Bill Clement.
CanuckS 3, Penguins 3
Don LiVer's second goal of
North Stars 4-2 and the
Vancouver .Canucks tied the
Pittsburgh Penguins 3-3. •
"They skated just about as
good as any team I've seen
this year with the exceptica of
Montreal," said Arbour. "Just
because we've won games 9-0
and 9-2 this year, the fans
think we can blow anybody out
of our building. But nobody is —the-,game, with eight seconds
going to blow this team out. remaining, gave Vancouver
Doug Favell_ _is a good its tie with Pittsburgh.
Free for the Askina!
write
BIBLE COR rRESPONOENCE COURSE
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Sportswear 1/4 8 1 / 3 Off
1/4
The Dottiq Shop
Johnny Robertson Rd -





Sports design with peg-
board back for hooks.
Shelf for hats, etc. 14"
x 15" x 42". 07/1634
(4) Farrah Fawcett-Molars
/arra+ stands 12%* tall and has
rooted hair with that "sea streaked
lock" AICI 3 sad vp. 13/71000
(B) GLAMOUR CENTER
Hair is meltable sad ready to style
with buk. cep*. -Mar sad rotters'
With areke-sp kit. m.13/77012
Charlie's Angels Gift Set
Sabrina, Jill and Kelly are oettrtted an
lionpsuits and beats. Mesabi* kip. SW
tall 13 4864 11.1111
Carnmunicatiaa bow with melt
aarptug and r111)(e 13/77/31 *Lel
(14) Airsnetee. It's not







REMINGTON 700 ADL BOLT ACTION RIFLE
REMOTE CONTROLLED PORSCNE
Popular scale model of distinguished racing machine. Remote
radio control lets operator maneuver racer in any direction. Indoor
range 15-ft.„; outdoor range 30-ft. (Batts. not incl.) 81/4" x Po". Ages
5 and up 15/313.
CHAMPION SLEDS
Fleeting steering_ for smooth control;
grooved runners for speedy tracking. roll
length deckboards. 09/845/55
45" 13.15 55' IllS
• MODEL DF2
HUTCH_ Sliding chalkboard
.Cost less than 4e apiece with your favorite trimming
ilkmple batter requires no special ingredients
•N -stick cooking surface for easy cleaning.
e
doors. Hardboard and wood.
White and -pink. 3614': x
174-x 32", 07/1631.15.95
NI-CliAIR. With dropleaf
feeding tray. Wood and
hardboard in pink and white.
28 H. 07/0F1303.... 811
Furniture Every Little
Mother Would love
CRADLE. Wood and hard-
board finished in* White
and pink For dolls up to
21r. 0701203 .. 8.0
With drop-down tailgate
Detailed cab. ,:hrome qrW
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BAND SKATE-IN—The Murray High School Band Boosters Club sponsored a skate-in
for the benefit syf nte.Mmyro _High School Band 09nge Bowl Trip at .the
Rink on Friday November 18 from 10:10 Im. to Saturday November 19 at seven pm
Member,. got ponsors for the skate-in and a total of S3,600 was raised, according to
Mrs Ma‘ Brandon coordinator for the fund raising event-. Direi:411- WinrieTWith a MIA
of C191 %yip. Bin telie pictured center. Other winners were left to right Middle
School. Tern Roberts, seventh grade,- S38, and Todd Bartlett =eighth_grade..SI38,75;_





NEW DEL.HT, India (AP) —
The steneh- of rotting corpses
and a pall of smqke from
funeral pyres blanket stret-
ches of India's southeast coast
estimated a total of at least 1.5
Million acres of crops were
destroyed, including banana
and rice plantations, and
floods covered more than 200
where .a cyclone and tidal square miles of land.
wres sum ar least 10;000 Air force and navy planes
persasTot weekerict.-- cogers-droppitd- more
Times of India said the than 10 tons of food to isolated
death toll could reach 20,000, areas_ but_ mally stranded
and tens of thousands of iurvi- hungry survivors still had not
vors were homeless. been located, officials said.
The stricken state of Andhra CARE* and United Nations
Pradesh was "bell" on earth,"' Organizations provided relief
one newspaper report said. clothing, tarpaulins and
Officials said as many as 100 cooking utensils.
— villages were washed away by - It was the 'country's worst
the towering waves generated stordi 'disaster Since isn,
by the storm: Countless when a cyclone; the name
bloated human corpses and used for hurricanes from the
animal carcasses were seen IndianOceari„killed. Hn
" - estimate& 10,-000 persons -in
"Overnight, villages have Orissa state, 750 miles to the
been turned into burial . north.
grounds," said the state
education minister, Khrishna
Rac, after .a tour.
He reported -roads blocked
by masses of uprooted trees
and debris in which bodies of
cattle and humans were MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
tangled. Morehead State University
Bodies that could not be President Morris L Norfleet
identified immediately were is going on radio and cable
.being burned on huge funeral television to expand his
pyres in an attempt to prevent communications With eriutimrs
the outbreak of disease. A at his school. -
reporter for the Samachar Norfleet will respond to tele-
new agency -said he saw phoned-_questions during a 30-
thousands of corpses and minute telecast next Tuesday
carcasses in the worst-hit on Channel 2 of the city and
--L-district of Divi Taluk. campus cable systems. The
. "In some villages; the living program will be carried live
were struggling for survival by the-university's 50,000-watt
and have no tinie to attend to FM radio station, IrATMKY.
the dead," he reported. "They "The program will provide
are so shocked they have an excellent opportunity for
to cry." dialogue with a large number
The toll in Divi Taluk was of. students at onetime," Nor-
eittrilated- at 8,000 • dead and fleet is quoted in a news re-
the damage at B230irifflion. lease as saying. "I'm really










tverthough our employees are enjoying Thanksgiving











Kentucky Lake,? -a.m. 355.3,
.6-
Below dam 312.2, up 2.5.
Barkley Laire,"7 a.m. 365.1,
up .6.
Below dam 319.0, up .1.
Sunset 4:43 p.m. Sunrise
6:43 a.m.
MSU Speech Department To Be In Project
The Department of Speech
and Theatre at Murray State
University is one of three in
the Southeast selected to
participate in a pilot project
focused on innovation; in
recognition for innovative
work 'in Communication in-
struction.
Gantt said they will visit the
campus early in 1978 to study
curricular or instructional
communication intdruction- problems a,nd tq, iTgyy-  VenikilftraNINEV-'"Teliartineiit's situation within
ment chairman, said the the academic community.
..pmject of the Southern Speet:b — Later, the team will make
Communication Association recommendations to the '
(SSCA) and the Southern department, followed by in-
„Regional Education Board terviews to evalute the suc-
(SFIEB) will also include the cess of the response to those
UniverOty of North Carnlina. reommenclithons,  He ,said
at Chapel Hill and Miami major emphasis will be the
Dade -ComnumitY - identification of areas- in
College. which the faculty and
He added that Murray State department might profit from
watt- selected- -as the state ' knowledge about alternative
regional university for the methods of instruction and
project, which will consist of curriculum.
sevehl stages 'tinting the A swirrier workshop in 1978
spring of 1978 and the 1978-79 will be sponsored by the 8SCA
school year-. — • and SFtEB- for training in-
Two consultants have been dividuals to continue .the
selected by the Task Force On program in other departments
Innovations and Corn' throughout the Southeast.
munication -Instruction of the Gantt said any Murray State
SSCA to visit Murray State._ faculty members selected for
They are: future visitation teams will
Dr. John Sullivan of' the have at Opportunity to gain”
University of Virg/fit,' who additional proresSionaI
will provide expertise in reputation and to extend the
administration; and Dr. Linda sphere of idlueliCe of the
Heun of ̀  Northeastern department within the
Missouri State University, ̀  Sotitheast region." -
who, along with her husband, Gantt added that nine
has received national graduate teaching assistants,
along with the 10-member full-
time faculty, will be involved
in the project.
He added the department's
selection for the project is
"probably a recoggition of the
Work done in the past two
years to -try to improve the
curriculum and to strengths°
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it is, explain to you exactly what you're buying
and what its worth: Indeed, we guarantee it.
What's more, our credit plans enable you to buy
--now-,-vnth-mrmoney slavm7 and -spread the-payments
, over one or more years. Krair ihpie, d?"
Para& M. Ilima,ts Oho, M.. Waal Or•, Tow lisp
04. iliebilise's Shah
h. Thum hers Sushi Ilismoul Vises
COME WILERE TILE SELEC770N IS!
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HUNDREDS OF Diamond Earrings And Diamond Pendants
Our Entire Stock
- 30 TO 50%
OFF!
a
CHOOSE YOUR PAYMENT PLAN
• 12 Or 14 Month Budget Plan • No Interest 90 Day Plan




















































































Given Away Each Week
Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
This Week's Norma Childress
Winner: Glendale Rd.
•Nothing to Buy •No Cords To Punch •All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
_
.Ernployees of 'Porkers and Mtn' Families not eligible to win .Adults
a1YIn1& register cia do not have to be present to Wih.
Texsun Pink
Grapefruit Juice




















With '10.00 Order Or
Duncan Hines
Excluding Angel Food
Prices Good Fri., Nov. 25
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luirDecut
By Abigail Van Buren
Seller of Shoes
Sings the Blues
DEAR ABBY: I am writing on behalf of the salespeople
who sell men's shoes.
When a man goes to a doctor for an examination, he at
least unbutt.cuas his own shirt. So why do some men dime
into a shoe department, sit dawn, an4 expect the
--stdesper son- to undress- titeir fiet? -
The salesperson is supposed to try the NEW shoes on
the customer, not take off the old ones; but when I ask a
man politely to slip off his old shoes, he looks at me like I'm
.crazy. •
And while I'm on the subject of men's shoes, when a man
comes in to try on shoes and I ask him what size he wears,
nine out of 10 say they don't know!
Can you believe that a 50-year-old man has no idea what
size shoe he wears? So we have to look in his old shoe or
'measure his foot. This takes time and most of us work on
commission. It would sure help a lot of us who sell men's
shoes if you'd ask your male readers to please be a little
more cooperative. Thank you.
OLD SHOE DOG
DEAR DOG: Okay, here's your letter. Now, all you, men
out there, if the shoe fits—Wear it. (But fist, takeyour old
_sitat-9ff, and. remember- Your Wail.
DEAR ABBY: We've beep married for 46 years and
have four children. After our last child was born,
complications arose, so I had a hysterectomy.
It was a big relief not having to worry about getting
pregnant again.
Well, a few months ago my husband came home and, .out
of the brue, announced that he'd had a vasectomy! I
couldn't have been more shocked. The more I thought
about it, the more suspicious I became. tWouldn't you be?)
Tell me, Abby, why would a man want a vasectomy
when his wife has had a hysterectomy?
SUSPICIOUS IN OELWE IN, LA
DEAR SUSPICIOUS: He has oft;liously decided that he
wants no more children with you—or anyone else.
DEAR ABBY: I am getting tired of reading about the
atrocious things wives discover about their husbands after
marrying them. For instance that they are unclean, that
they have a temper or that they're stingy. All the clues are
there during courtship. Why don't women see them and
heeci-the w-arning? •• • - - -
. It seems to me that if a woman chooses to overlook a
fault ia her husband BEFORE marriage, she should
continue to overlook it AFTER marriage, and forever hold
her peace.
- sue exped a militc7Clariie cWernig_ht lost
because he _put. a w Tingeir
- REALIST
DEAR REALIST: ff you'll excuse-a. effehe, "Love- is .,
blind." Some wonien do not see faults before marriage.
Other women (the predatory kind) marry a man knowing
—..-Isia.sleficiendes but hoping to "reform' him. They rarely
do, and their failure eventually leads to frustration and
bitterness.
CONF1DFATIPLL -TO D. D: *el if..3131s_artiftctiitZter to
.11n.,:wer..our child's questions, you are too busy.
SAE OBSERVES WEEK — American Education
Week (Nov. 13-19) with the theme, "Working Together
for Education." The Student Action for Education Club.
(formerly Future Teachers of America) has been active
during the week. As a money making project and as a-
service to the students the SAE sponsored a book fair
at the Calloway County High library. Said one SAE
spokesman," In order for -the maximum to be gained
crom education, the parents, students, and teachers
must work together. The goal is the_same for all of
these — the best education possible for the student "
In the picture above, students examine books at the
fair. Pictured (from left) are: Ben Brumley Kelvin
Williams, tarry Satterwhite Mark Outland Stan
Rushing and Fred Kemp. In the bottom photo SAF
students--taking book ordes_4...tre (from left) Sh.umon
!ones Tammie Rudolph and lohnna Brandon
Cookies
Cutters of All Sizes, All
Shapes for your Holiday
Baking
Baking Sheets that won t
buckle, rolling pins and
canisters to put the finished







WOOLENS 1 -OFF Per Yard
'6" Plush Poly-Cotton Velour
*Regular $998 Yd.




*Black, Wine, Dark Green,





Saturday 10 AM'. 6 PM
Cardinal Point Shopping Center
Nerrta
master charge
I •••  C•14f,
CHRISTMAS RIBBONS
RED SCOTCH TARTAN PLAIDS
RED & WHITE GINGHAM CHECKS
VELVET & SATIN

















- - . • IF-
EYE-LET EMBROIDERY TRIM
01/2" to 1/2" Wide
*White & Ecru
*Values to $198 Yd.
3 YardsFor
HEAVY PANT & BLAZER
CORDUROY
*Mid-Wale
*Navy; Tan, Grey, Brown 198




•Pre-Finished Hems and Sleeves
•Reg. '11" to '15"
•60" to 76" Wide $298
w EACH
o Mom..
from her favorite cut-up
Great gift for Mom
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CB'ers Asked To Help Curb Holiday Accident Death Rate
' 71,,torists with citizen band
have been asked to help
,,,toipolice :curb the accident _




j-15neit 15,000 tlirels tb CB clubs
-And related groups over the
at two months, advising CB
uperators how they can help
police. The Thanksgiving
holiday will be the first big
test of their response.
"We're hoping to reap a
great demand," U. Ernest Bi-
yens, state police public af-
fairs officer, said Tuesday.
Rixens ...said the CB
operators accepted the cards
With. enthusiasm. "It's the'
best thing we've. got going for
us" he said.
The card advises motorists
with CBs to report accidents
and their location to a CB base
station, which will transmit
the information to state police.
Motorists are asked to find out
if anyone is injured, and if so,
whether an ambulance has
been called'.
Motorists are -also asked to
inform .police if they come
across a large rock or an ani-
mal in the road. Bivens said
police hope CB operators will
also report incidents involving
reckless driving or apparent
drunk driving. "
Although Bivens said assist-
ance from CB operators is
"our big hope," police will not
be relying solely on CB
reports. In ,ddition to the
regular fleet, state troopers
will be patrolling in unmarked
cars.
Bivens said about 50 of the
unmarked vehicles — "plain
wrappers" in CB jargon —
will be on the road over the
holiday, more than ever
before.
Unmarked cars will work in
conjunction with radar-
equipped patrol cars, and will
also patrol alone._ "You never
know who your neighbor's go-
trig to be," quipped Bivens.
Radar will be used very
heavily during the peak travel
periods on Wednesday night
and Sunday, Bivens said.
All unmarked cars are
equipped with flashing blue
lights on the front grill, and
drivers are uniformed of-
ficers, Bivens said.
Thanksgiving is
traditionally one of the worst
holiday& with respect to traffic
fatalities, primarily because
of the unpredictable weather.
The record number of high-
ome items not exactl as sictured
way deaths was recorded in
1966, when 32 persons died.
Last year there were 16 high-
way fatalities.
"What we're constantly
afraid of is the weather," Bi-
vens said. "It always seems to
change in Kentucky during
Thanksgiving."
Last year freezing rain
drenched the state during
peak travel hours Sunday
evening at the end of the
holiday, and traffic slowed to






should remember their winter
driving habits and slow down
when the temperature hovers
at the freezing mark. One of
the most dangerous road
conditions is a wet road at the
freezing point.
Families planning to travel
during Thanksgiving should
carry extra clothing and
equipment such as tire chains
in case of emergencies,
Bivens said.
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Acquited Husband-Slayer Feels Free
JACKSON, Mich. (API —
-Francine Hughes feels an
enormous sense of freedom, a
freedom to stand outside and
watch stars and. cars and her
breath "puff up in the air."
Life is different now, says
the mother of four, who was
catapulted to national at-
tention by her trial for slaying
the ex-husband who beat her
for 14 years.
"I just enjoy it. I just take it
in. I don't have to worry about
whatzs at home," she said.
"What's at home" used to be
-ex-husband James Hughes.
It is now almost four weeks
since she was acquitted ' of
firstdegree murder by reason
of insanity.
The other night I went out
on the porch. It was dark. I
watched the stars, watched
the cars go by, my breath puff
up in the air," she said.
The 30-year-old Mrs.
Hughes said she ,giddy and
overwhelmed by requests know that there are me-- diwovering her childrem.whe- --badly injured in an auto ac-
television appearances and tam n things that I really ,do are aged 6 to 12. cideut. He moved into his ex:
nthWspaper interviews and want. I. want to be successful She and the children htear—iiife'stiinFiMe home so she
at a job. I was headed for a settled temporarily in a could care for him. The
business career," she said_ __Mocies.t two-story frame home beatiagsaorsened.._____ _
Mrs. Hughes, who in almost with her mother in Jackson. It In tears during the nearly
nine months in jail crocheted a was here that she left high two-week trial in Ingham
bedspread for her mother and school at the age of 16 to county Circuit court, she
perplexed by the attention to
her plight as. a "battered
woman."
"Before all this happened, I
was like in a small world and
it sort of overwhelms me. I
don't understand still what's
going on," she told The
Associated Press Tuesday.
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--liHIGHWAY 641---MURRAY KY ome items not exactl
We have more hunting items than any other area store.. all at discount prices
- --Usk 2Please. -
Supremo ipoo Spool
'Tor effortless free-SpodttlIff Casting now with oversize-
power handle which allovrs 22% griler [Wing power..
Corrosion-resisting silver satin efini&.- Ultra light—
aluminum arbor spool. Self-lubricating discs for smooth
drag pressure; contoured Hydro Thinitb anti-backlash
control Machined bronze and steel gears, stainless steel
double threaded level wind:
— _
NYLON REVERSIBLE VEST













Four-Way Light Selection, Mirror









Sylflex treated- leather upper
which has a permanent water
repellent film, while still allowing
leather to breathe. Rolled top and
pull-on loop long wearing, non-skid
rubber bottoms.
Thick removable liner of pure
wool felt of finest quality. {met corn-
-pletely surrounds foot and extends
above boot. Easily removed to dry,
change or replace.













FM-AFC/AM/Police High/Police Low/Weather Bat-













three afghans for her children,
said she now spends time bak-
ing tread and cookies, getting












sweetheart. She said he began
to beat her shortly after they
were married in 1953, and con-
tinued the abuse even after
their divorce in 1971.
Shortly after the divorce,
























_ Mennen Teddy Be* or Football Decanter Bottle

























Not lather Dispenser for men, fits ctS






Superior nail care system, professional
.me-way filing and shaping. Automatic
buffing, cordless, portable, Model NM-1
Menke Tripleheader
Electric Razor
No nicks, cuts. scratCbes. self sh,e-
pening rotary blades, pop-up trimmer
No 1119F
sale$2798
„ _ ;1-,;Wranipier think:Americans'
( should gat what_thty pay far
solowilbai ober I
- sl e en Wrangler makes the
*•77 perfect western work
shirt. for comfort,
good ici ' olts . easy-care
and long wear Sup-',' berbly cut and styled
with front and back
yokes, flap pockets.
snap front and ruffs plus
dip,extra • long tailsTailored of 10q% cotton
1/4/1 ! 7.4 oz. sanforized
41'41111-. Ni 1% all
popular neck sizes and
sleeve lengths
Then, before
he raped her .!
Clamung self-defense 5134
temporary' insanity, Mrs.
Hughes testified that she
splashed gaseline around
Hughes' bed, then set the fuel
alight. Hughes suffocated in
the blase.
The verdict required a psy-
chiatric examination fbr MrS.
Hughes. She could have been
held 60 days but was released
after two Psychiatrists speit
















110 Volt, Fan Forced,
Automatic,
Tip Over Switch,










relived her life with Hughes.
She told of repeated Incidents
in which Hughes choked her,
threatened her with*a knife,
Leased their children to tears
and allowed a family pet to
freeze to death.
In the argument that
precipitated the kill inglast
March 9, 6he said, Hughes
ripped up her books from
*rlagses at enearby business
school, then made her burn
theta. He pushed TV dinners
onto the floor and made her
pick up the food, then rubbed













































Heublein Inc  t
McDonalds Corp   5134 42
Ponderosa Systems . _ _ - - •
Kimberly Clark 40 -1-4,0 The Calloway County.Youdg.
Unton Carbide  421'  Farmer Classand the 1Cirkse-Y
rip -4 Adult Class Will be addressed
517* 
- 
ji by Bill Carlin on Monday,
10% tis
 307,,,,c November 28 at 7:00 p.m. at
Murray Area Vocational
Center. Carlin is a com-
mercial grain specialist with
Clayton Brokerage Company
of St. Louis and Louisville.
-Good Market Planning," and
 _ _-is intended to -cover the tints-
and bolts of good market
planning, a spokesman said.
Special emphasis will be on
using the commodity market
as -a 'planning tool and the
ways hedging may increase
your profits.
Interested farmers are
invited to - attend, and for
further, information contact
Johnnie Stockdale, Adult
Instructor at the Murray
Vocational Center.
Continued From Page I
with S prosecution recom-
mendation of two years
probation pending &sod
behavior, $500 fine, and a
stipulation the defendant seek
mental health counseling.
According to court officials,
Joe Johnson and Marsha
Hencicn each pleaded guilty to
possession of a Schedule III
non-narcotic. Recommended
sentence is 60 days suspended
on good behavior plus the
stipulation the defendants
should seek mental health
counseling, and a $250 fine.
A defendant„Barbara Cope,
pleaded guilty to three counts
on possession of a forged in-
strument, with prosecution
recommending one year on
each count. In addition, Gary
Sayer pleaded guilty to three
counts of theftand possession
of burglary tools, with 14
prosecution recommendation
of two years with probation
pending good behavior and a
stipulation the defendant stay
ip Florida.
"Celsius" is named for An-
ders . Celsius, a Swedish as-
tronomer who died in 1744 and
who invented a thermometer
A- scale based on zero degrees for -
the freezing poiqt of water and
--161 for tr.oiliug whit.
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PORTSMOUTH, Va. (AP)
-Of Jo Blane Cathey of The funeral for Roy B. — To'the 
solertui roll of drums,
Murray, died Monday near his Smith of Benton Route Six is the 
uniformed figure marched
between columns of hishome on Route Two, Dover, being held today at tvd) p.m. at
--M.-Fre-had left his home about the chapel of the J.41. Chun- tri1"4̀, -- who turned tt_leir
one p.m. Monday to go deer chill Funeral Home with the backs as 
he passed. The ritual
hunting near his -home and Rev. James Cohoon and the is an 
old military ordeal, but
. died from an apparent heart . Rev-Roger am* officiating. 
in this case, the object of
attack while hunting. His body Serving as pallbearers are *-
diagrifee- was a 14-year-old
was fciiind about five p.m. Mac McCulston, . _Jimmy_
Monday. Apttriderson, Tim Starks,
The deceased was 58 years Kenneth Starks, Buddy
of age, was a member of a Anderson, and Steve Larktns.
Baptist Church, a veteran of Burial will follow in the
World War H, and a retired Murray Memorial Gardens.
employee of the Tennessee Mr. *nith, age 56, died
Valley Authority. Born Sep- Sunday at 9:40 p.m. at
tember 6, 1919, in Stewart Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
•County, Tn., he was the son of He was a member of the
. he late George Cathey and Oakland United Methodist
Bertha Blane Cathey. Church and an employee of
Mr. Cathey is survived by Air Products, Calvert City.
his wife, Mrs, Edna Shelton. He is survived by his wife,
Cathey, to whom he was Mrs. Odelle Bogiess Smith,
married on July 4, 1940, and Benton Route Six; one
one ,daughter Mrs. Audrey daughter. Mrs. John. (Diane)
Cathey, Route Two, Dover, Lane, .Ledbetter; two sons,
Tn..i three sons, John Eilane of .Roy Douglas Smith, Paducah
Murray, James, jr., Min-i Route Nine, and Gregory
neola, Kansas, and Bobby, Dean Smith, Benton Route
Dover, Tn.; one sister, Mrs. Six; three brothers, Marvin
Georgia Bailey, Murray; two Smith, Murray, Willie. Smith,
brothers, Thomas R. Cathey, New Concord, and Brownie
Nashville, Tn., and Robert Smith; 'Paris, Tn.; four
Cathey, Philippine Islands; grandchildren.
twelve grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 2:30 p.m. at the
Memorial Chapel of the Anglin
Funeral Home, Dover, Tn.,
with the Rev. Herbert Mc- c • •
Fadden oiticiating.. Nephews
are serve* as pallbearers and
burial will follow in the -
Jamerson Cemetery, Dover. 
Slated
Final Rites Today
Reaction to the drturuning
out - al. Frederigir.--Fdilitary------,
Academy here has apparently
forced the resignation of the
school's president.
' cot William Haas, who was -
named FMA president in
August 1976, resigned Sunday,
six days-after-the drumming -
out, but the school's directors
did not disclose his 
dltilTubsday.
The 14-year-old cadet put
through the drumming put
was ranked second in his
class:' He had admitted
stealing $14 from a teacher.
Haas could not be reached
for comment. He—is a 1955
West Point graduate who won
two Silver Stars and three
Bronze Stars for gallantry in
A general membership Vietnam. He retired from the
meeting for, the Murray Army in 1975 with the rank of
Recreation Association, Inc., „lieutenant colonel. -
The last time the U.S.
military drummed anyone out -
of the service apparently was
in 1962,. when .a Marine ac-
cused of theft was drummed
out of his unit at Camp Allen in
Norfolk, Va.
None of the armed services
practices the ritual today.
Some parents in the School's
booster club complained to
directors about the ceremony,
calling it offensive and vin-
dictive.
"Many of the boys were
upset by this," _ one booster
saidt,,"They didn't even know
and 
justly -That's why we sent
our oi-3-tallierEThee-anse HAAS
does a good job."
Some parents accused Haas
Final rites for Otis D. 
patientswill be held in -the • earlier this Year. 'of suggesting -the -drumming
Walker of Paducah are being 
Graves County Flealth Winners were Wally Young, - out ceremony. But Haas and
held 
a 




at rim.isZ The clinic will be conducted D'Angelo, match play; Doh The-cadet CarPa, angered by
Funeral Home with Eld 
by physicians ffoin • Oaks Club charn-. -petty thefts at the school,er:
University of Louisville School PionshiP tourhallicht• Three chose the punishment to set an
Arlie Larimer officiating and other, persons received example.
• Oneida White as organist and 
of Medicine.
soloist. • aDOn3Ored by the 
_Kentucky Plaques In each of the flights.
Heart Association, the Bureau
Serving, as- pallbearers -are 
Jack Mitchell, Danny
for Health Services, theMit-
chell, Max Dowdy. James 
University of Louisville
Medical School, and the
Williams, Ben Moore, and County Health Departments,
Troy Vance, nephews: Burial the clinic provides a
will ft/11°w in the °Iie 
°. 
tilt diagnostic service for each
Cemetery in Calloway County.
— 
patient, along with 
Hospital
recom-
Mr. Walker died 
Suflday at Lourdes 
-nege  (93 mendations for treatment and
—
Paducah. He is survived by 
management of the case.
his wife, Mrs. Loudean 
Opportunity will also ,be
provided for the physician
Weatherford Walker; one referring the patient to consult
daughter, Mrs. Gayle Joslyn; with the clinician regarding
two sons, Charles O. arid Gene his patient, and no patient will
D. Walker; three sisters' Mrs' be admitted without a written
Troy Vance, Mrs. Elizabeth referral from a physician.
Dowdy, and Mrs. Hontas Necessary expenses of the
,
On Friday, Deoember 9, a
For VA  D Walker 
one-day. -heart clinic for
medically indigent Adult three -club tournaments held




Federal State Market News Service
November 23, 1977
Kentucky Purchase • Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
igRece ts: Act. 997 Est. 1600 Etarrows
Gilts .50-.75 higher Solvs steady
US 1-2200-230 lbs 140.50-40.75
US 1-3 200-240 !be 
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. .• .
US 3-4260-290 lbs. 
-Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
US 14 450450 lbs -










(Oaks), will be held Tuesday,:
NoveMber 73, et seven p. In. tit
the Oaks Country Club Room.
Included on the agenda will
be the election of officers,
audit report, new tractor




On Friday, December 9, at
the Jaycee Civic Center at the
Jaycee Fairgrounds on- High-
way 121 North, Coldwater
Road, All Oaks members and
guests will have a Christmas
open house and reception.
Refreshments will be served what a drwriming out-was
and a disc jockey will provide --before the cireinony."
all types of music during the A parent who supported
hours of 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. Haas said, "Many of us feel
The Oaks Club held its the action was done properly
Awards Steak Dinner on
Tuesday night, November 2/,
at the club for winners in the
STOCK MARKET
_Prices of stock of local interest at 'noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray..are =follows:
BEFORE BANQUET, AUCTION—Chapter officers with the Murray-Calloway County Ducks Unlimited chat prior to
a recent fund raisins banguet and auction- at Murray Country Club. Standing (from left) are Bill Rouse, Ben T. Hogan-
camp, chairman, Charles Black Jr., who holds a shotgun worth over $700 given away at the banquet as a door prize,
- Donald W. Thompson, South Central Mississippi regional director, and Charlea D. McKenney, secretary. The chapter
auctioned off a number of items, including pilhts, motor-cy-cle, three* wheel land rover and Country ham. Plus, a
number of door prizes went to persons buying tickets to the fete Eighty percent of the funds raised goes to water-: _
fowl habitat Preservation, mostly in Canada. 0-
Jehovah's Witnesses To Be At Morganfield
"Enduring Through Close At 2:00 p.m. a special talk will
Association" will be the theme be delivered by W. J. Benner,
of a two day convention of a special representative of the
Jehovah's Witnesses to be Watchtower Bible and Tract
held November 26-27 at Union Society of New York, entitled
County High School in "Maintain Your Confidence
Morganfield. Firm to the End."
Robert Rodriquez, - The gathering is free and
spokesman for the local,
congregation -said -tillet
Jehovah's Witnessea from
Murray will be among the
ones coming from all over
Western Kentucky and
Southern Indiana with over
1500 expected 'to attend.
Saturday's program will
begin at 9:55 a.m. and will
conclude at 4:35 with- the
entire day devoted to Bible
instruction designed to help-
families overcome _difficulties
- encountered because of
pressures existing in today's
society that is disrupting
• family unity, said Rodriquez.
Sunday the' program will
begin -at 9400 am. _ with a
baptism to be held at 9:20. The
talk will be, "Baptism Opens




GAF Corp  
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer . • ,,,, . 2734 uric
Jim Walters.. . 3034 -4-%
Kirsch 20 +A.
Disney 40.,- _L.
Franklin Mint 8', -4
Prices of - stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
by the Kentucky Heart - --nmes-b-Y L SLUM P0-01 MurraY are 
-- The seminar will be entitled.
as follows: "Increase Your Profits with
Association and the Bureau
for Health Services. Clinic 
personnel as well as space and
equipment 'willbe provided by
the Graves County Health
Department, the Bureau for
Health Seavices and the
Kentucky Heart Association.





Ashland Oil 312, %
AT&T  60 a- 'M
Ford Motor Co 44 uric
Gen. Druunicf   51 4-14
General Motors 6634 unc
General Tire WI uric
Goodrich ..... - .. . . ..  2P7 -111
Gulf Oil 2734 -eli
IBM 266% 4-134
Calloway„Carlisle, Fulton, __4..„„,„,d   .  36% +4%
Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Quaker Oats ----------2234 4-'.
Marshall-and
734
McCracken Waepstern Uniiin ' ' ' '  ILI% 
4-'.,
Counties. " - . Zenith Radio . . .... 15% -i-%
Cwiliallv invites the public
to attend their
Christmas Open House
Sunda' v, Nor. 27th
1,1 a.m. to S p.m.
frt'Sli Will Ill' "PH C(1.
N(PlIf' lied 10, full, 41111 
!Wows
(slid 51'0 I hosismirls of Poinwttio. in Ido,nn nod
I 1111411IS foliog.e plums.
• Rides on air for
• Effo;ftess-mobility
• Giant 10 GI Bag
Complete ,Nith
Attachments
the public is invited to attend
both days, The -, regular
meetiiirgs aethe local Kingdom
Hall will be cancelled that
weekend so that all may at-
tend, Rodriquez said.
MOREFiE.AD, • Ky. (API —
Charles J. Pelfrey, professor
of Elisb at Morehead State
Universtiy, has been re-
elected to the MSU Board of
Regents. -
Chosen from among six full-
time _ feculty „members..
Pelfrey will- serve until 1980.
Pelfrey became an MSU
faculty ,member in 1962 and
holds degrees from MSU and
the University of Kentucky -
The election was conducted



















No Fon. Pio softnes lust slobs rt 04-
The job's done Irt as your Sand cw,
move and you don't touch The cirri'
By Kenny Imes
There _is a wide variance between the first
Thanksgiving of our forefathers and the holiday spirit
Of today's festival. The widened gap in meaning,
custom and purpose is dramatized in this quote.. Read
"We have been the recipients of the choicest bounties
of heaven; we have been preserved these many years
in peace and prosperity; we have grown in numbers,
wealth and power as no other nation has, ever grown.
But we have forgotten God. We...have forgotten the
gracious hand which preserved us in peace and
multiplieil and enelebed and strengthened Us, -and we
have imagined, in the deceitfuhiess of our hearts, that
all these blessings were produced by some superior
wisdom and virtue of our own. Intoxicated with un-
broken success, we have become too self-sufficient to
_ feel the necessity of redeeming peace, too proud
pray to the-God that mairui.""
...From Abraham Lincoln's Thanksgiving
' Proclamation, 1863 His severe words-sound as a war-
ning, more meaningful today than a eentury ago: ,
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home











• Big disposable bag
• 4-on the-floor carpet shift



























----FIRSTPLACE=First place winners of the fifiliaild-ibith"
grade Murray _Middle School was Mike Wilkins for his
piano solo "The'Entertainer."---Mike is the ion of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas H. Wilkins.
Class Tours Bank
- TOURS ItANK- -01104itaf-COunty-ItiglvSeltestit class
---fecentlflouret_Peoplel Bink-worthside branch; -tozob=
servtbankillg--gptwations, 4zy the picture-, above brancalt— -
manager L ix Cook Jr., explains banking procedures to — —
the -students and in the photo-below teacher Fannie















7 Day Lay-Away for -
this Sale Only





Section B P4ge On
PIANO SOLO—Mark
Hussung (left). tied for first
-plaie In the seventh and
--eighttr--grader---testalmr-
his classical piano solo
during a recent Murray Mid-
dle talent show. Mark is the





eigjAgiairifivision of the Murray Middle School talent
iticently Were tarot Vann and-Mark-- Austin for
their rendition of "Money,Money." Carol is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Spann and-Mark is the son OICTegg
and anice Austin.
Por the third congerirtive
year, the, Murray _State
University Debate Teair-has





to win the competition, with
Thacker placing first as in-
dividual speaker. Walker was
named second place speaker
with the team of Tom Riley
and Krit Stubblefield, Murray
sophomores, taking third
place honors.
In other competition during
the OVC Forensics Tour-
nament held at Morehead
State University, Walker won
first place in extempore
speaking, -'Thaeltir was
second, folio-wed by Will -
Aubrey; Louisville
sophomore, in third place, and '
Laurialle-atty, Murray senior,
placing fourth.
The Murray State forensics
team won second place in
sweepstakes competition. Wes
Bartlett, Owensboro senior,
took second place in sales
speaking and Aubrey won
third in impromptu speaking.
Miss Beatty contributed the
largest share of sweepstakes
points for the MSU team
winning second place in im-
promptu speaking and






4 Lb. Or More
THIS AO GOOD NOV 25 THRU NOV. 29
Wednesday, November 23, 1977
WINNIRS=A4n. -Pim—Cartwright, iPii-ninr—ofihe Murray- is‘eiddle—Sehool student*.
council, poses with seventh and eighth grade winners following a recent Murray Mid;
die School talent contest. from left are: Suzanne Pitman and Lori Thompson, fourth
place; Tracey Beyer, fourth place; Lisa Russell and Kelly Overhey, second Ray
Ferguson, third Mark Hussung, Mark Austin and Carol Spann, tie for first place.
- OFT*, St FAIreodsixthigratlewinners of the-recent-Morray Middle
School tale t show are pictured  (from left) Shelley Howell, humorous monologue,
third. Mike Wilkins, piano solO,-arsbVonriie Hays, tap dance7second-flrebbie Ddrnfiefd, -
solo, "You Light Up My Life," fourth._
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Your Individual
Horoscope - vaio
_ Frames Drake 
*DR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25,1W
Wbsit..- kind_ "_of clay will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)-
the stars my, read tIg f. ast Duuj runwttli- the
given for your birth Sign. !oculists now. A little daring
could pay off - which usually
pleases those born in this Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
ARIES 
• fr.i% (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21):Mar. 21 to Apr. 20). Caution urged in finanr.ial
This day may bring a matters. In all spending, keep
....chaUe.nge to. your adaptability-. one _eye _on. reserves. Don't
Threw- in-your -let- with- tbili -op- deplete- them. - - - -
position if there is no other way CAPRICORN
te achieve- your-aims.   tDec.-12--tcriart--207.-V
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
You now have a chance to
create a truly great imiression.
of yourselL Don't lose out by
flouting convention or being
otherwise indiscreet.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Influences, somewhat ad-
verse now, suggest that you
avoid antagonizing others, If
necessary to, assert your views
during discussions, do so
dispassionately.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 60
A bit cd.daring cculd.cy cif ....pointsof_view. You.will not only
tudqUe ideas, methods. tou're
thinking along the right` lines.
now. Don't-hesitate to our
24 to Aug. 23) atigt.
Objectivity and a strong sense
of realism needed.' Don't look
for much cooperation from
others and don't count on luck to
see you ffrough day's ups and
downs.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23)
A day for listening!
Something hinted at will be of
more importance than what is
actually said; may put your
thoughts on an entirely new
track.
Saturn auspicious. You have
fine oppoitunitles to advance,
so seek them out and don't sit
mooning While otliers take their
-place-in the sun.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some changing situations. Be
alert, ready to take prompt
action, and be guided by
procedures which have proved
successful in the past.
PISCFS
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Meet as many people as you
can now - studying them ob-
jectively and listening to all
enjoy the contacts, but widen
your mental horizons con-
siderably.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile; could
become an outstanding business
executive, an exceptional
journalist or matand-out in the
world of jurisprudence. You
may also have a talent for
music, painting or sculpture,
but would probably eschew the
arts as a career because you
wouldn't. find them lucrative
enough. However, taken up as
an avocation, any one of them
would be a splendid outlet for
your emotions. You are a
gregarious, amiable individual'
and generous to a fault. Be•
careful here, that you are not
imposed upon. Birthdate of:






Hwy. 641 Narth, Murray
Choose From





Steamboat Round of Beef
Fried Chicken
Catfish
Pumpkin and Mince Meat Pie
. Serving From 11:00 (ii 8:30
le Adults 3.25
Children 5-9 1.70
Under 5 — 9.5*






Mrs. Ebith L Bra, 306 S.
3rd., Murray,
Merrell, P.O. Box 971, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Clara T. Thorn, Rt.
1, Almo, Mrs. Barbara C.
Sanders, 821 N. 19th., Murray,
Cecil D. Pierce, 102 Patterson,
Paris, Tn., Terry P. Tatlock,
Murray, Mrs. Florence
D. Turner, Rt. 1, Melber, Mrs.
Rita F. Foy, Box 94; -Lynn z,
Albert 0. Ccook, 111. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Ella B. Clayton, Hazel,
Gaylon Trevathan, Rt. 7,
Mirray, Clarence E. Duncan,
1, -Dealer, Crawford
Dobbins, Rt. 2, Paris, Tn.,
James L Gregory, 106 Broach
Ave. South, Murray, Mrs.






'Baby Girl Henson (Mother
Rebecca), Rt. 2, Paris, Tn.,
Baby Boy Gilbert (Mother
Linda), Rt. 1, Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dorothy B. Doublin,
Rt, 8, Murray, Miss Vanessa
D. Bucy, Rt. 5, Murray, Miss
Betty J. Hinton, Box 471,
Murray, Carlton M. Outland,
1809 College Fm. Rd., Murray,
Gene 9. Owen, 308 Como Rd.
Rt. 2, McKenzie, Tn., Mrs.
Peggy M. Prescott, Rt. 3,.
Murray, Mrs. Martha Rains,
114 N. 7th., Murray, Mrs.
Brenda & Wallace, Rt. -1,
Hazel, Larry York, 611 Elm,
Benton, Miss Stacey L.
Mobley, 523 Broad, Murray,
Mrs. Bessie' Adam, Rt. I,
Murray, Chesley D. Adams,
Rt. 2, ICirksey, Dallas Dick,




Outland, 631 S. 4th., Murray,
James W. Tapp, Rt. 5, Benton,
Mrs. Daisy M. Wickoff, Rt. 6,
Murray. One L. Nance (ex-





Baby Boys (2) Jackson
(Mother Reva), Box 95,
Sedalia.
_ DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dana L Clark and'
Bahr Girl, Rt. 8, Murray,.
Ronnie E. Shemwell, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Charles 0. Paschall,
Jr., Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs.
Elba C. Stevens, CR Box 43,
New Concord, Thomas
Duncan, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tit,
Joseph D. West Jr., 411 N.
18th., Murray, Miss Melissa A.
Farris, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Robert H. Williams, Rt. 5,
Mtrray, Charles F. Hutchins,
Rt. IL...Murray, Mrs. Nell P.
Hendon, Rt. 8, Murray.
w
w The
I Christmas CIA*1 
I Store's






w Friday, Nov. 25th
wi Hours: 5p. m. to 8 p. m.
1
1 10% OFF
Everything In The Store
r 
Free Gift Wrapping
tuism Closed from 4 to 5 ToI BAN KAMERICARD
Narrenne Prepare For This Event
. LOCATED IN THE
44'44 DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
• MURRAY s-








































SAVE ON CB, COMPACT STEREO, ELECTRONIC GAMES & TOYS PLUS





40-channel mobile TRC-461 has all the controls—even the
speaker—built into the mike, no more furilbling.
60-1057
G fve-tioues of fun to the kids
without using l'Our TV sett,


























Non FCC recitstered.egutprnent 1,ecn, connected













Realistic Modulettee -939 re-











RACCOON. twos . 13"







Plays LPs 45's, radio AC 29?5cord Baits as optional -1163
115 9564-2178


















Portable CTR-42 lets You






49 9513-1162 Perfect for teens!
MICRONTA®
12 VOLT DC POWER SUPPLY
Operates most R". C 95
mobile equipment




• Red or Black
795 Ea.Blk. 12-171 R. 12-172
Compact stocking stutter
Take 1 along anywhere'
ROLLS ROYCE
CAR RA 110






SMART SANTAS SHOP EARLY . . . MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS TIL CHRISTMAS Most iferns also available at
Olympic Plaza Mon.-Sat. 1-04 
Radio Shack ftaduo
Dealers
Look for this ifha Ii
12th Street- Closed San., . riiiii,:ttI4s3o0 109111"4'our'
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• .
0: Mr. r. N. writes that
large numbers of persons
are seeing physicians in
spite of the outcry about
the high costs of Medical
-0.CROSS , 67 Silkavourt-
Remunerate(j. _ DOWN
5Small rugs , Deeee me"
9
12 Assistant 2 Be illArtificial13 Leave out 3 language/ 4-Bakers - 4 Leaves
_pIffenTlecr
roduct -_ _5_pettieb_
I Part of "to17 River in Italy , 6 .












































10 Opera by '
Verdi 26 Ocean tabbr .1 •
11 Transaction 30 Trumpeted 49 Cook in
16 Goes in 32 Vast throng oven
20 Spread for -33 Matures 50 Develop
- drying-- • - -36-Gram Glrt's name
22 Printer4 38.Chorcn_ ,. 52 Flesh .
measure dignitary 56 Beverage
23 Flat- 41 Seesaw 58 Through
bottomed 43 Electrified 59 Prefix: three
boat particle eo Nahoor
24 Woody plant 45 Preposition sheep
25 coskieclialia,....41.A.slaifEv..
ByflLlasiname. MD
Take Time To Practice
Preventive Health Care
Itecently„tie had to
waft six weeks before he
could get an appointment
for a checkup because his
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tr by Cnited Feature Syndicate Inc
Specializing in all types of Auto Body Repair on






Nights & Weekends -
492-8154
753-1833
ments were crowded with
people. He has friends who
have had similar experi-
ences.
Mr. P. N. wants to know
if demands for health care
are on_the increase _an.d
_how manypersons see phy-




cal care continues to rise.
According -to the Health
I nsitranCe Institute _of _fslew
York, abotitl.9-milliOn per-
sons visit physieians daily
in the United States - re-
sulting in more than one
billion visits a year.
In addition, care is given
by other health personnel -
dentistS, nurses, pharma-
cists, psychologists, physfr
cal therapists, etc. In spite
of the fact that the physik
clan poxcpulation is at an
-ail-time -high and-inereas-
ing faster than the general
population, most physi-
cians carry a-heavy load of
patients. More physicians
are needed in the central
cities, rural areas and
smaller communities
throughout the United
States. Still, with modern
means of transportation
and communication, medi-
cal care is not far removed
from the vast majority of
our citizens.
Because so many impor-
tant advances have oc-
cured in medicine, the pub-
lic 
_ _ .
may be expecting too
much. Its limitations are
many.
Much of the growing de-
mand for health care could
, be .redotgcl IT more of Os
understood and were will-
ing, to practfce repmo 
ventive care on our own.
Such care would include an
increase in our knowledge
of our bodies and what is




- ••• Establish good- habits-
of eating and exercise.
- Avoid- -smoking—and
excessive use of alcohol.
- Take care to prev•-•nt
accidents at home, at
work, and on the highway.
'7= Keep' up irnmuniZa-
tions against infectious dis-
eases (diptheria, whooping
cough, lockjaw, polio, and
measles).
-- Have periodic
checkups. These -should be
done annually after 541
years of age but less often
during earlier years, de-
pending oh your physi-
cian's advice.
- Obtain prompt care of
significant problems - such
as a lump, bleeding, fever,
unexplained weight loss,
and pain).
-- --Persons- with-a-chronic -
illness (rheurnatiim,_gout,.
high blood pressute, dia-
betes mellitus, and others)
can often live effective
lives by taking care of
their illness.
- Establish a relation-
Goddess of the Orient





78 Complete & Original Slisi-ws•
Don't Miss Her World Famous
Martial Arts Ad
ship with a physician when
you are not acutely ill. --
Practice prevention and
see your doctor when it
essential to do so.
Adults 115 •
NuraerY 3- - -
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Snow (Mother
_Doris), Rt._2,_ Ruthenian,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Katie E. Bethune and
Baby Boy, P.O. Box 802,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Gloria F.
Brown, Box. 27, Dexter, Mrs:
Judy K. Caldwell- and flTmy-
Girt,- 1535 London 
Alur.ray, Mrs. Wands S.
_ Brown and Baby Boy, 129.
Gilfiait__KinfiL PAM .1.4.e....
M. Bridges, Rt. I, Paris,
Mrs. Maxine Dunn, Rt. 5,
Murray, Miss Patty L. Hale,
Rt. 1, Aline, Miss Staci N.
Irons, Box , 967, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Eloise Langford, 1709
Audobon, Murray, Miss
Melissa F. Nesbitt, 1600
Catalina, Murray, Mrs.
Joanne It Noonan,- Rt.
Farmington, Mrs. Brenda C.
Palmer, 7171/2 'Dunlap, Paris,
Tn., David W. Poynor, 818 S.
9th.', Murray, _Miss Tanta L
Wynn, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs.
Shirley A. Kirk, Rt. 1,,
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Grace E.
Wym, Rt. 4, Cadiz, C. C.
Williams, Rt. 2, Murray,
Willard 11weatt, Rt. 1, AlmO,
Mrs. Auda M. Thweatt, Rt. 1,
Ahno, Mrs. V. Lucille
Itfiffierkcin,- Rt. " 7, Murray,
mrs.. Clara Overbey, 84. S.
tst" Mayfield, Wiley.-- P.
Outland, Rt. 8, Murray, James
'H. Blalock, 311 N. 10th.,
Murray, Claude Anderson,
Hazel, Mrs. Sarah F. Wrye,
503 S. 6th., Murray.
NANCY 
(.HOW DID YOU



























PRINCE5 , THE EIRIOE„OTHEk
GLIE5T5
Ontario is Canada' ;s.1




NO, I'M NOT ONE
OF THOSE BRIGHT
GUYS










HE IS ONE OF
THOSE BRIGHT
GUYS
WM4 A LITTLE PARMESAN
CHEESE, ITS DELICIOUS/
Free Design Assistance
Your purchase entitles you




Within crhundred mile radius
of McBride Interiors
25 °/0_ to 50 °4 Savings on













Use McBride's Revolving Charge 9-5 Monday-Saturday, 9-8:30 Friday
c.






tartrfiletWekn The Lakes' newest frail system-the GO-mile North-South Trail-was
dedicated Sunday, November 11 19" in the Central Information_parking lot of TVA's
Land BeNieen The Lakes. Participating in- the-vine-ettising cerentoniec -were (I. to
Hubert Ellison, Executive Director Four Rivers Bo' Scouts Council, Paducah, Ky.; Shatter
Bailey, Kentucky Director of Vocational Industrial Clubs of America; Doug Billips, Ken-
tucky State Trail Coordinator Frank Holland, Manager of Land Between The lakes; and
.cart psetL first District Field Director, National Campers and_Hikers. Association, Ken.- -





Board Chairman Joe Dyer has
been reelected vice chairman
of the Kentucky School Boards
Association (KSBA) First
. Region for 1978.
Maurice Ryan,a member of
Murray Independent Board.of
Education' Was -one-Cittciut
area school board members
re_celvIng !MBA await& of
merit in the recent regional
KSBA meeting.
School board members and
_ administrators from 17 area
school districts hive re-
elected Leonard Elrod as





dressing and an increase in
reported cases of food
poisoning. According to the
state Department for Human
Resources, the link between
holiday feasting and food
poisoning is no coincidence.
The department's Bureau
for Health Services reports
that the imporper handling
and preparation of turkey
usually causes outbreaks of
food poisoning during the._
traditional feasting season.
Poultry, especially turkey, is
susceptible to- A salmonella.
bacteria, whictr can develop
and grow rapidly in un-
dercooked or unrefrigerated
food.
- John Draper, assistant
manager of the-bureau's food
branch, explains that turkeys
take_a_long tifne_toillawand to
bake, giving bacteria time to
spread. When eaten, the
bacteria can cause illness
lasting three days to three
weeks.
...̀̀ Tlioroispili cooking usually
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unless it is present in ovef-
whelming numbers," said
Draper. -"But there are many
precautions. that are just as
important in the prevention of
food poisoning."
Draper offered the following
suggestions for thawing,
cooking, serving and storing
..tarkey. .
Cooks should wash their
hands, utensils, cutting boards
and other surfaces which
come in contact with uncooked
turkey. Bacteria can spread
easily to other foods which do
not require extensive cooking.
Thaw turkey gradually_ in
the refrigerator (below 45
degrges). Never thaw a
turkeT, ref reeze it and thaw-it
again before cooking. If •6
turkey is tharivecL. in a
microwave oven, it should be
cooked in the microwave or in
a conventional - oven im-
mediately after thawing.
It is safest to cook turkey
and dressing separately. if
-stuffing" is preferred, place
.the- _dressing_ .in the tdrkey
krearrediately befocc, cooking




Underdone juices around the
bones can drip into the stuf-
fing and foster the „growth .of
salmonella. '
me,at thermometer. is the
best -way to determine when
_the turkey_is done. It should-be_
inserted into the thick part of
the thigh, but not in contact
with the bone. Turkey should
be baked in a '325-degree oven
until thermometer registers
185-190 degrees. If the turkey
is stuffed, place the
thermometer into the center
of the stuffing and bake until
- the reading is at least_165
degrees.
If a thermometer is not
used, test tor doneness by
moving the leg and thigh. The
joints should move easily, and
the tbick part i of the thigh
should feel soft when pressed.
Never partially cook a
turkey one day and finish
cooking it the next.
Turkey packaging and cook-
books usually include a chart
showing how long to cook
turkeys of . various weights.
Such a chart is a convenient.
reference, but a meat ther-
mometer is more dependable.
Leftover turkey can be used
in a variety of ways. Proper
storage and handling- are
important. Meat left after
serving 'should be removed
from the bones, placed in
shallow. Pans and refrigerated
immediately. A turkey out of
the refrigerator is handy for
nibbling and later-on
sanciiwiches, but it is also a
prime target for salmonella. A
cooked turkey should never sit
at room temperature-longer
than two hours. - - ---
Stuffing - should be
!cf!is!cL. separately.
Leftovers which will not be
used within a fe,,clays should ---
be stored in the freezer.
When using leftovers,
handle cold turkey as litticas
possible and only after hañds
have been thoroughly washed.
Use clean cutting boards and
knives. AIviays cook hot lef-
toverAWDes completely and
serve them immediately
Food poisoning is not likely
to occur when people observe _
the standard precautions;Psaid.
health officials. Anyone who
experiences one or more of the
symptoms of food
poisoning-abdominal pain,
diarrhea, chills, fever, nausea
and vomiting- should consult
a Physician. Confirmed cases
of food poisoning should be
reported to local health
departments.
chairman-- of - • the Kentucky
School Boards Association's
(KSBA) First Region for 1978.
Elrod, chairman of the Mc-
Cracken County,Board of
Education, will continue to
serve on the KSBA Board of
Directors, the governing body
Of That State-Amide service
organization.
The Kfret Region-dinner
meetizig was held recently at
Reidland Elementary School
in McCracken County.
The audience .of over 85
meeting participants included
local district school board
member and administrators,
and KSBA officers and staff.
They discussed the 1978 school
boards associationn
legislative program to im-
prove public schools; em-
plokee -relations; ASsociation -
programs; and other mem-
bership.concern.s. -..
The KSBA Award of Merit,
recognizing achievement in
continuing education by
school board meffibers was
presented by Dr. J.E. John-
son, KSBA President, to Dr.
- Donald Wight, chairman of
the Crittenden County Board
of Education; Robert
Harriford, a member of the
Paducah Board of Education,
Ryan, a member of the
Miirray Board of Education;
and Leonard Elrod, chairman
of the McCracken County'
Board of Education.
-Dyer- was- re-elected--viee-
chairman of the Region, while
Billy- Brown, superintendent
of McCracken County Schools,
will continue to se, ,e as
secretary of the-FirSt Region.
Officers elected for the i977-78 school year ofttrelast Winnem 444 Club-are,-tett -to
right back row, Rex Morgarkpresicleat;_tori Mown, recreation leader Patricia Pogue,
song leaderTodd Blake, first vice-presitleni; Laura Jarrett, Serving as teen leader
- -tr
second row, Lisa Jones, telephone; Rachel Garland, devotional; Michelle Jarrett,
secretary; Hope Morgan, reporter front row, Faith Morgan, sgt. at arms; and Jennifer
Jarrett, second vice-president. The East Winners 4-11 Club meets the 3rd Thursday of
each month after school in the school cafeteria. Mrs. Gladys Jarrett serves as club
leader.
Members of the 4-H Leprechaun Club met recently at Southwest School. The regular
meeting date Will be the 1rd Tuesday of each month after school. Members attending
the first meeting were: Carrie Paschall, Hope Simpson, Emily Dunn, Theresa Gallimore,
-Leigh -Ann Steely, Micatirdwards, Vielicca ffiriell,Tariciny-freTChei;
Edward_ Crutchfield, Eddie Travis, Melissa Paschall, and Sherri Coles. Mrs. Shirley Coles
and Mrs. Alice like seiv-e as dui; leaders. Officers for the Club are Missy Harrell,
telephone; Emily Dunn, reporter Edward Ciutchlield, vice-president Denise Thom-




ERLANGER, Ky. (AP) ;-
Gone are.the days when Air
could stop at almost any farm-
house irrthe state and person-
ally select a turkey for
Thanksgiving.
The bird's taken wing, and
Kentucky - which ranked
fifth in turkey production in
1920 - has slipped off the
national Chart.
"It wasn't profitable so
growers just got out of the
business," said John Tewes,
-whoharethe eloaest-Ebing-teen
old fashioned turkey farm that
can be found anywhere today.
Thanksgiving Is For Being
THANKFUL
And truly we are thankful and grateful to our creator and to
you — our wonderful customers for the pleasure we have
enjoyed in our dealing with you. We surely have some of
the finest people in the world for our customers. We really
mean it.— and we are thankful to y.ou too. May the Holidays
be very meaningful to you and 'your loved ones is our








Tewes estimated that he will
process and sell ap-
proximately 3,000 turkeys "to
people for the Thanksgiving
and Christmas holidays. They
come by and pick them up.
That's the only way a farmer
can keep his head above water
in-these times. You have to cut
out the middleman."
Tewes, now 67, began
raising turkeys in 1945 and
soon realized that "I wasn't
going to make money by
dealing exclusively with. a
wholesaler. He wants more
and more of a share of your
profits. He doesn't give a
damn that this attitude can
put you out of business."
Tewes said he decided to go
It alone "and let the public call
on me. It's been pretty suc-
cessful. Our price is 89 cents a
pound, regardless of the bird's
size."
He buys day-old turkeys
from an outlet in Oakwood,
Ohio, brings them to the 125-
acre farm here .. and feeds
them for six months.
Tewes said turkeys are
"strange critters. They have
an insatiable, and sometimes
fatal curiosity. They have
enormous appetites, they like
to chatter, and they're great
showoffa."
When a Tom Turkey wants
to strut for a sexy hen, he
inflates large air sacks just ,
forward of his broad breast.
His lovelorn 4-eaction also







• The dval-controk witniing buttrirss.
let you maneuver your tank at vori-
stiiicts and angles. Complete
with the sound of, roaring engines,
bombarding. shells and eitproding -
tanks. REG. 79.95. 63-518.8
HOCKEY HANDBALL JAI-ALA TARGET SKEET
NIGHT
BATTU BATTLE' comear.











This Deluxe Rally Supreme table has a 9-ft. x 5-ft. half-inch
Stableply top, double braced and hinge   11-1
Table Nonni' Set (63-511-6) - ----------- ----7.47
Feature, remote control, & on electro
photo cell._ pistol for use vitith_target
games. On screen digital display
scoring. Electronic beeps that accent
scoring. Connects easily to any TV







A.Fun action for all ages: Sturdy puck controllers
and powerful jets of air send puck flying at lig'hr.
ning speeds. Sturdy wood construction --, hefty alu-
minum rebound rail for long lasting volue.REG 79.99
63-507-7
B. Arcade Pinball to enjoy right at home! Features:
action bumpers and free boll feature. Bells ring and








blood that deepens and -
brightens the colors - mostly OTASCO 
-Prices good through Saturday est ever 650 stoces throughout the Soutti'll Southwest.
reds and )21ges - of lithged, Bel-Air Center
• _ 94/don.-Thur8.1 . vffe
9-9 Fri. & Sgt., 1-5:30 Sun. I Usr-
isedi and-wstdot - • - - 4 r" - - - - - - - -a. - ',per IA- ,r- -... -- .
Automatic
  _
A: Authoritlea on Oie use ,
of air bags' in automobiles
_ 
hold widely different win-
king al lb- Whether such
higher cost, some of which
..may..be covered by insur.
ance. ---
'--1111/triers'earch
cation are needed in auto
safely' devices, including
- air bags: Irf the meantime,
it would behoove us as
drivers of and passengers
in automobiles to obey
. traffic., Jaws.. more _
Ousiy and to fasten our seat
belts when the vehicle- is
4neving.
_ 414-k-i940113r_ OA-4mA* -
and-expense.
Lowering of the national
speed limit to 55 miles per
hour cut the number of
motor vehicle deaths and
injuries
first year. However, as
more indr-more drivers,
especially, trqckers. chose.
to exceed the speed limit,
deaths and injuries have
again "kiutclimb. This
•_ ,upswing .has brought addi-
tiimal public attention to
__safety devices that might
be helpful and has given a
boost to air bags and paf..-
senger restraint harnesses
and belts 
Studies show. that in spite--
of considerable public_edu-
cational efforts' the vast
LArtajortty -of auto riders fill
to use their seat belts. This
attitude on the part of the
majority of passengers has
resulted • in -proposals that
would require automatic
_ _piety device_si
air bags. Some ear- manu-
facturers are using in cur-
tain Models 'a passive belt
which envelops the driver
and front-seat rider when
the doors are closed.
-The- Nattona1-711Ighwoy
Traffic Safety Administra-
tion estimates that air
bags widely used would
save 9,000 lives and tens of
thousands of injuries annu-
ally_ in _the___United States
from traffic accidents. The
federal-- Department of
Transporation believes
that triotith research has._
been done to prove that air
- bags are safe and that they
work. However, certain
members of Congress who
have studied traffic safety
believe that the recent ad-
* ministrative action was
premature and would be
too expensive and plan to
bloat adoption by legisla-
tive action.
Aif -biags. sire Moat hap-
, fuL -in head-en-co1lIsions -
particularly those at
higher speeds. The bags
open instantaneously on
impact and spread the
pressure more evenly over
the body, lessening the se-
• Verity of Injury Seat belts-
or harnesses would still be
needed for roll-over and -
side crashes: -
The air- bags an
estimated expense of about
$300. After they have been
infaltecl„as in an acciderit,
the _bags have to -be re.
placed at a similar or
At San Diego
Marine Private Timothy G.
Hutson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William G. Hutson of Route 4,
Box 232, Murray, has com-
pleted recruit training at the
Marine Corps Recruit Depot.
San Diego, Calif.
Duringthell=week trainlng
cyclehe learned the basics of
battlefield survival. He was
introduced to the typical daily
routine that he will experience
during his enlistment and




He participated in an active
physical conditioning
program and gained
proficiency in a variety of
military skills, including first
aid, rifle marksmanship and




A 1977 graduate of Callowa
County High School, he joined
the Marine Corps in March
1977.
Fossilized remains of alliga-
tors four feet long have been
found in the Arctic climate of
Ellesmere Island, the National
Geographic says. Scientists
have also found bone fragments
of turtles that weighed several
hundred pounds and a eow-siz--
. ed animal .that seemed le be
part-rhinoceros and parMlip--
Let's Stay Well
By F.J.L. Blasingarne, MD
ck--1‘fr, LAI- states that
__he is a_ strong. supporter of
-- safety measures, espe-
cially in automobiles, but.
.7.7at he is concerned and
somewhat confused about
the wisdom of requiring air
bags in automobiles.
He asks whether the ben-
Is from the Installation









"Child abuse begins where
discipline ends" was the
theme of the talk given to the
Murray Kiwanis Club by Ruth
Daughliday and Kathy Miller
recently.
"Child abuse results in
"harm to the child from a
physical, emotional, verbal or
sexual type of situation," the
speaker said.
race, social -
economic level is more likely-
to produce an abusive
situation than any otheit even'
though most people tend to that child abuse is a symptom working through other service
think that the lower economic of parental problems. The agencies in the community.
level parent is the most apt to -source d these **me can "Every .community has its
be, abusive," added .the---be-mairy with ezempice-betni—abuse problems and Murray is
speaker. ------- reaction to stress, or im- no exception; as a number of
Mrs. Daughaday and Mrs. - - maturity on the pert of thii -cases have been reported and
Miller are representatives of -;-- patent, or the' piiiintolii4the kwestigated during the Past
the Bureau for Social Services unrealistic expectations of a year" reported Mrs.
by Kentucky law with dealing such as alcoholism or drug be 
lessDaughaday. "Child abuse can
lessened by a concerted
whose local office is charged child, or parental problems
with  _eases . of aboa_and addiction. Most abusers ,,are-A---aff9rt-,4,-peoPle working






cOinueo-txr-esyW helped._ tkiiceenee_ Nur tinned Mrs. Miller.
PRESENT PROGRAM — Kathy Miller, center, and Ruth
-DiusigltagsevdeK4e0apvvIse---Revittieler Departrne
Human Resources presented the program on "Child
:Abuse-at-dye-meeting of the Murray kiwarris-Clubi--Ost----
the lett is lkielStalls,
There is no better investment than a gift for the home — something the entire family can
- enjoy. We encourage you to buy now while the selection is the greatest. You won't
believe the fine selection of gift ideas — Remember a small deposit will hold your lay-a-
way 'til Christmas — No Money Down, 36 months to pay & no payment til next year.
SUPERIMME_VP
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• Special cool-down care for
Permt. Press anti Knit fabrics




The TRUMBULL • 05241
Early American styled console we,
massive ogee bracket feet -
-coarsen? CaSten Beau,ifut --
aunulated Maprg_if octe...ArT rr trrrqr.
The BRAOUE • ..12322E
TransItIonal styled









See The Complete Line of Zenith
Television & Stereos On Sale Now!
- WE ARE YOUR
AUTHORIZED SONY DEALER








Woe $119 Model SI-1401
SA VE $300






















• CURIOS • WALL UNITS • DESKS • GRANDFATHER a.ocits---














:111.6iii 442 17 otA41-8
579.95
BED OM SUITE






. • $ Drawer Chest on Chest








31/2" Solid Wood root
Complete with
.InneriPtincl Mattres




Over 40 Sleepers In Stock
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Ashland
Bowling Green 
Covington  WCVN 54
Elizabethtown  WKZT 23
Hazard WKHA 36
Lexington-Richmond.  WKLE 46
Louisville  . WKMJ 68
Madisonville . . .  . WKMA 35
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Eastern/Central Time 






,_511:2_0/4:00 MISTER ROGERS 




6:3016:30 • OVER EASY
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
• 7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY NOW
8:00/7:00 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "The' Legend of -
Robin Hood" Sir Richard of
the Lea seeks Robin's help and
in return gives Robin weapons
• -to arm his men. _
8:30/7:30 STUDIO SEE A
visit with skateboarding cham-
pions-in-California.
-900/81* THE- BEST
MILIES The deepening reces-
sion of 1891 finds the Wheel-
- erg enduring en-iffness;----011.
Stoket. embarking on an. affair,
and Sarah Lathrop *inching
her photographic career.
10:00/9:00 MASTERPIECE
. THEATRE:: . -CLAUDIUS
Julia's orgies 'have became a
public scandal known to al/


















- 7:00/6:00- THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT--
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY —NOW 
8:0017:00 WASHINGTON
. WEEK IN REVIEW- -
8:30/7:30 WALL STREET
WEEK
• 9:00/8:00 PBS MOVIE THE-
ATER "Miss Julie"rSensitive
MAN One of America's most
prominent photographers is








-1240_ P411411;30 a40 NEW—
• SHAPES: EDUCATION
1:00/12:00 GED.' SERIES








M.D. -"Response to Stress
3:30/2:30 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN Jim demon-
strates several tasks to button
up your garden for winter.
4':0013:00 THe-FREKMH
4:30/3:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "The •Legend of
'RobTri-Hood'' (R from Thul
-600f4410 - THE BEST . OF-
FAMILtES A ChilT to the
Bones" .114 from . Thu)
(Cautioned)
8:00/510 IIKAGES OF AGING
Thtsfinef program underscores
the importance of the ability
of the elderly to make choices
about their lives.
7:00/6:00 BOOKBEAT "My
Side" ts% Ruth Gordon
7:30/6.:30 MUSIC
_ -11:01317AILL -FILIN...T_HAT_BY...- -
'ME. AGAIN '"Urilversity of




9:30/8:30 .AUSTIN CITY LIM:
ITS "Townes V.im ZanCIL-anct,
Clifton Chenier"
10:30/9:30 THE BEST OF
ERNIE KOVACS












portrayal of a sad torn be. TORY
twee" Pasuono- and du -social 11:30/10i.1•1_77STLIDTCFSEE
, --tradition that forbids relation- A .look at die freedom of
-_ships__ such as_ _tbat.tiatinre._iso-.,_.hang4idiog..
10:30/9:30 THE IMAGE 12FO0ft1:00 REBOP-
- MAKERS: THE ENVIRON- - 12:10711r317--E1DSICT--
-ratter 13F-• ARNOLD 1100/41.-80 - WASHINGTON
Chicago XI
Incluchng
MisrossIppi Della Cry Blues
Baby. What A Bog SUrix,se
















Blythe Danner, Lee Grant,
-Fronk: Lenge44,---Kanin
--GartIlY.And.M4f)arl MOrc0(„110__(---,_
in Anton Chekov's late 19th
Century classic about man's
-•--propensity- f desteeying----
those he is closest to. (2 hours)








7:30/6:30 RUN THAT- BY





SYMPHONY Seiji Ozawa con-
_ ducts the orchestra in "The.
Lark Ascending" by Vaughn




"What-Shart We Da About
Peudiusr Two famous his-
torians advise Claudius to keep
on playing the idiot if he
wants to live a long and useful
life.
10:00/9:00 VISIONS "Nanook
Taxi".. A modern day Eskimo
ing- in. Int-CA(1%14n north- -
west territory must journey .
to the city of Frobisher Bay
to ,make extra money working
as a cab driver. (Filmed on lo-
cation) (90 min),












7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY NOW .
8:00/7;00_ THE nag OF
UNCERTAINTY-- John Knn-
'neth Galbraith examines the
modern : silt and the _Wel- _





examines the Royal ,Victoria
Hospital in Belfast, Northern
Ireland where treatment of


























9130/0).30 THE -GOO_D OLD _
DAYS OF RADIO -
10:30/9:30 BLIND TEACM
ER IN A PUBLIC SCHOOL
A look at David Ticchi who Is























MANCES "Sarah" Zoe tiler
-welt is Sarah Bernhardt. iss •
lush and loving portrait of the
legendary French actress a
magnificent woman whose tur- 
.
bulent life, tempestuous moods
and theatrical greatness made
her the 4004 of two -coati-
nents. (90 Mini
,10:3019:30 --THE- GATHER-
-MG OF MEN- AND- SHIPS--
1 t700 THE-418*--
DAV ETT SHOW



















WIN WEST KENTUCKY TITLES — Michael Manning,
left, and Jana Wilson were crowned' as tang and
Queen or Ki—Wreir Kentucky horsemanship
the-badquot and awards night held-at
the National Guard Armory, Paducah. The two
Calloway youngsters are from the Wranglers Riding
Club, Murray, and Will be featured at each of the area
horse shows and banquets presenting trophies and
ribbons to the winners.- They -appeared on- the
Telethon of Stars on WPSD-TV Saturday"night presen-
ting the donation from the WKHA. Their next local ap-
pearance will be -in the Murray Christmas parade.
Michael; age' sbcson-of Mr. and Mrs.- Mike Manning of
Murray Route One, is a first grade student at South-
west Calloway Elementary School. Jana, age five,
daughterof.Mr. and Mriillobb); Wilson of Alrmrliktute
One, will be student at North Calloway Elementary
Schots) next year. She was preseateit.witls_als_ arm




 Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1ST?
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
EspiTalilly—fivered now:
career matters, opportunities to
increase prestige. You may be
given increased responsibility
but, with it, there's increased
potential. .
TAURUS 
dite(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Be prepared to cope with
strangers, odd situations.
Pinpoint objectives; be
selective about activities. Step
up momentum where possible.
GEMINI
(May 2 suret  o Juny:i 2l 
Make 
haverIchecked
all facts and factors before
making agreements or com-
mitments. But do not quibble
foolishly and lose out.
CANCER aft-
Oune 7; 4111011.11_
You now have greater
freedom of • choice and
movement than you have had in
some time; can also -expect
some invaluable help from a
member of the opposite sex.
• LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23! 4 ` luA
-- Be patient if temporarily
- stymied in some project in
- which you are involved. New
factors seem to be up for con-
sideration. Keep eyes and ears
open!
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)- nPkiti.
Caution should be dey's
byword. Let others take the
initiative. Stress your quiet,
efficient manner and remain in
pothessibable 
.ckground as much as
LIBRA(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
You- have advantages over
otherS in certain respects and
they over ,you in others.
Capitalize on your -talents:4*nd
maneuver Situations adroitly.
New opportunities soon,
give thanks for the blessings bestowed on
us. For the special joys we know—family,
friends, health, peace and prosperity.
Here, we are especially thankful for the
friendship you have shown us throughout
the years. To all, a happy Thanksgiving.
FDIC-
We Will Be Closed Thanksgiving
The Bank of Wormy Solutes
The Wormy Nigh School Marching geed
''Phrtienel Cherripo''
(0C1_24 to Nov. 22;
Be especially careful in
personal matters, how you
project your aims, desires. Act
with discretion, perceptively.
SAGITTARIUS
• -he(NOV."721ö Dee. -21)-
1ake precautions in written
and_yerbitf agreements and
scrutinize all situations
carefully. You could discover
hitherto unrebognIzed benefite.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) id
You may have to revise some
previously made plans,
reevaluate conditions
generally. Don't hesitate to ask
questions, seek counsel where
needed.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Manageability must be your
keyword now-especially in
areas where divergent opinions
and various personalities may
be encountered. Keen per-
ception needed-AND tact!
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Handle routine before at-
tempting the new or ex-
tracurricular. Gains indicated
in financial matters, public
affairs and maritime interests.
YOU BORN TODAY are -a
progressive,. straight-thinking
individual; an outstanding
organizer, endowed with fine
executive ability. You also have
a talent for mediation and could
excel in such fields as business-
labor arbitration. As a leader in
business, industry or banking,
you are not only innovative, but
can take past methods and
improve on them until they are
almost unrecognizable. You
have a gift for writing and
would make an outstanding
Journalist; could also excel at
the Law. Birthdate of: Spinoza,
Dutch philosopher; William
Buckley, Jr., wrfter, editor,
lecturer; John V: Lindsay, ex-
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ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
The policy 01 *101W II• tO have every
eivenesed Than in stock If tor some un-
avoided, reason Ihe edvertised ma-
okenow. e not In *lock. Root's ml
anus a rain check on request that can
.06 and la podia.. the nwordiandre
dIii die pops OW the morchancire
told*, Or .ccrnoiratil
sal Do °flared al a owe-
Parably reduced priciy It is Me honest
Minton IS Rolie's to Deck.up our




Twirls..filenti710 ikul 10 T,-,--cuRIL
seconds Features
steam reservoir, swivel ,
cstd, stick-trot coatin2 .
$
and steam vents all ' ---
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r
PRISON GIFTS — The Tau Phi lambda Sorority, Unit No. 826, Woodmen of the
World, recently collected writing items (pencils, pens, paper, and stamps) to be
distributed to the inmates of Eddyville Prison. Presenting the items to Chaplain
Talmadge Jones. Center., Murray, are sorority sisLers, DOnna Garland,. left, and Jean
Richerson, right. These items were donated by sorority sisters as a small service
project. x- --or-
,
Because It Was There
•
Utility *Claims
TVA 1977 PowerUse Rises;CostsIncrease
Home consuxueo in the TVA
service area used more
electricity In the put year,
but paid about the nine
average cost per kilownunair_
as they had a year earlier,
according to sale information
provided by the region's 160
local electric systems.
For the fiscal year ended
Septenaber 30, homes served
hy these syltetruk:paid 91173
million in electric bills for
more than 37.6 _ billion
kilowatthours of electricity.
The average cost to home
oanstuners was 2.32 cents per
kilowatthour used.
This was.an increase of less
than 1 percent from the
average cost a year earlier,
despite the various increases
and decreases in power
charges during the year.
Monthly charges that reflect
changes in fuel and related
costs on the TVA power
system followed the aid
Why Is The Turkey On The
Tradifional Thanksgiving Menu?
We all know why a turkey is
the traditional Thanksgiving
main course. The pilgrims,
back at the first
Thanksgiving, served -turkey,
so we've been doing it ever
since.
-But did---you- ever wonder
nrby a turkey was the featured
Item on that first
Thanksgiving menu? Very
likely, because it was really
-4vailable—some pilgrim
-father just opened his cabin
door- and shot one In his
garden.
But that situation didn't last
long. The wild turkey, a bird
once seriously considered for
our national emblem, could
not tolerate the influx of
settlers, the clearing of the
forests and the rise of towns
and villages. With wholesale
habitat destruction and
unregulated hunting this -
magnificent bird virtually
disappeared from the eastern
half orthis country, a/id by
1900 most naturalists believed
that the wild turkey was
doomed to extinction.
But the 20th century, while it











saw the rise of sportsman-
financed fish and wildlife
management and the return of
the wild turkey, along with
several other species which, if
there had been endangered
species lists 100 years ago,
would surely have _ been in-
cluded.
While flocks of wild-turkeys
will never roam the - coun-
tryside in the numbers they
once did, the progress in
restoring this fine game and
table bird to huntable num-
bers has been gratifying. One
of the largest drawbacks to
them restoration., efforts is
finding areas of proper
habitat. Turkeys, seem to
require rather extensive
tracts of unhabited forests and
they are rather intolerant of
human intrusion.
Another problem is that pen-
reared turkeys are Poorly
equipped to cope with the
wilds, as years of ex-
perimental stockings (with
very poor results) of ar-
tifically raised birds have
proven. The current, more
successful technique is to live-
trap wildbirds, then transport
them as quickly as possible to
the release site and turn them
loose:
The only known native flock
of wild turkeys in Kentucky is
in land Between The Lakes in
the western part of the
commonwealth. These birds,
with some additions from
other states', have fanned the






• • PLATE .
Here's a treat- all America loves —
the GroundlIziu13.C1..D.,ifirlar.• A fl-i.11
half-pound of freshly -ground beef,
with choice of potatoes, tossed
salad or cole slaw, roll and butter,
and onion rings.






Honest Food...at Honest Prices!
-r."— .470.34
portions of the Daniel Boone
National Forest in eastern
Kentucky and, more reciently,
in several counties in west and
west central Kentucky.
Wildlife biologists estimate
that there are now about 2,200
turkeys in the state, up from
an estimated population of-
1,600 two years ago'. With a
new project now underway,
biologisthope to learn more
about the
movements and habitats , of
wild turkeys by tracking them
with radio telemetry equip-
ment.
In addition, other areas of
the state will'be investigated
to see if the contain suitable
turkey habits. When ' good
habitat-Is found, biologisto will
attempt to establish turkey
flocks there. In a large
measure; the success of these
projects will depend upa`ii the
cooperation of the citizens of
the areas where the birds are
stocked.
With support and
cooperation, we can have wild
turkeys in Kentucky. Although
we will probably never be able
to count on harvesting one on
Thanksgiving morning for an
evening feast, we should, in a
few years, see a marked
upturn in turkey populations,
along with increased hunting
opportunities for this most
wary-of big game birds.
trend in both mpg and ion, level, but WA said this ap-
generally falling in the winter Pears to be inaptly_ a tern-
and sprkig and-then rising to a PorarY. result of the unusual
high in September. beating and air-conditioning
The relaiivelY Sable trend requirements for tbie Year.
in the average residential rate There was no significant
for the past year was in con- change Ir borne use for the
trast to a 74 percent increase months of October and May,from ton to um when-rates--when-use is not affected much
rose to cover steep increases
in fuel prices and other power_
supplinista.=- - '-
While the averartimet per
Idlowattbsur remained about 
the same as the year *PON,
home users paid an average of
$55 more in- eleetrie
during the past-Year because
of increased heating and
cooling requirements in the
extremely cold winter and hot
summer, TVA said.
The average residential rate
is expected to be somewhat
higher in fiscal year 1978, the
agency said. Fuel costs are
continuing to rise, including
higher costa 'for iieW—Con'T
purchase! by TVA to help
meet air pollution control -
requirements at its power
plants. Electeic rates also
increase in July-to cover rises
in other power supply costs
, since 1974.
However, TWA said weather
trends are likely to have a
greater effect on most home
electric bills in the coming
year, and a less extreme
summer and winter could help
tumuinci s hold power use
below the high levels -of the
past year.
The average residential rate
in the TVA area for the past
fiscal year continued to stay
about onethird less than_ the
national average, which was
just over 3111 cents a
kilowatthour for the past-year..
The average home in this area
used 16,400 kilowatthours of
electricity and paid a total of
2380 in electric bills during the
year. The estimated national
average was about 9320 for
less than .9,000 kilowatthours.
The actual power use and
electric bills for individual
hornes may be much larger or
smaller than these average
amounts, depending on the
electrical uses involved, sire
of home, insulatiod, and
- family hying patterns.
The average of 16,400
kilowatthours per home in the
WA area was a .16-percent
jump Over the previous year's
SOYER SHOW
WASHINGTON (AP) — Fifty-
eight drawings and watercolors
and five oils by artist Raphael
Soyer are on display at the Na-
tional Collection of Fine Arts,
Smithsonian Institution,
through Nov. 27.
The 63 works date from the
1920s to the present and include






In this month of Thanksgiving, when we begin to
give more thought to our blessings of the past year, I
want to say "Thank You" for a fantastic year! Yes,
another year has already gone by and even though I've
been involved in health foods and supplements for over
20-Years, it was SePteMber 28, 1916, that I was asked by
the former owners if I would like to buy the Home and
Hearth Health Food Store as they were being tran-
sferred to Eastern Kentucky.
November 1, 1976, was the official day of the bill of
sale transferring ownership of Homelr Hearth from
Bill dr tllenda3ulius,1rrtO Mary tee !toss: Biltand 
Glenda opened the first health-food store in the Pachah
area approximately two and one half years earlier at
3240 Lone Oak Road. In February, 1977, the store
moved to its present location in the Lone Oak Plaza. It
has been a wonderful year and each of you our
customers and friends and business associates have
-contributed to this year of iSrogress. M with most new,
growing business ventures, it halt been a year of long
hours and hard work; more importantly, it has been a
time of learning from experience and new knowledge
learned from mistakes.
Your enthusiastic approval for tie services and
products offered by Home and Hearth have been sin-
cerely appreciated and again, J want to say "Thank
"you for a fantastic year." Continued success 'On your









is your headquarters for natural foods & supplements
You are welcome. to come`b shop at the largest
health food store within 1517 miles. Open 10 AM 6 days a
week. Mon.-Thurs. 104; Fri. 10-7; Sat. 10-5.
Free prizes will be given away doing " emr t"rwirt
by heating or cooling
re quir emenLs.
Average home we to the
WA area had been fairly
steady for several years,
ranging between about 14,000
and 15,000 ldlowatthours a
Year from 1970 through 1976.
The relatively high use - ef
electricity in this region's
homes is due to electric heat
and water heaters, which are
the largest home uses of
electricity and are more
common in the WA area than
In areas where most homes
use oil or gas for these
- purposes.
-Vet* -SiecittiValuearom EtJiii Allen . . .













If all the "chair-persons" in your houseaa •
,. 
„. would love a relaxing, restful recliningc ,
chair, here it is . . . just in time for the •
,, ''' holidays! ,.
Our forriOus•quaTi Ethan A-flin Restociat'' Recliner .. . super comfortable cind
.covered in long-wearing Herculon '-.. We'll deliifer it rightto your home. in time for
Christmas. Restocrats easily open to three positians .. . for TV, reading or snoozing.
Corne-on mar to-our Goiter y-onzrhave a Restatratritat liner in yourhaud•ottict;Onla - --












OPEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT 'ill 8! _
Designed specially to accent a corner or small wall
area, "lir mini etagere is big on looks and usefulness.
In sol*d oak and selected veneers with classic linen-
folded doors on the handy storage cabinet.
14"x 14" x 41" high. Itt. l5& Sail- $129.58. --
Here's on old fashioned
rocker_ that's hearty. rugged
ond richly decorative Finish-
ed in black or ,white and
nutmeg seat, meticulous hood
stenciling carries out the
authentic flavor of the post.










Our companion rocker for the lids!
Child's rocker 29" high with artistically
hand- stenciled colorful decorations on
- white, nutmeg or black.
Reg. 67.50 Sale 59.50
Give your home a special . .
something the whole family con shore
and. enjoy •ci gift that will give
pleasure yedr dter year. Righr now our
Gallery 'Ls brimming with delightful Ethan
Allen gifts, ond many of them have
special sayings for a limited time These
ore a few of our favorite
ENVIED HOME FURNISHINI:s
A
FREE ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE
•














NILAND, Calif, (AP) --_The - Customs Service started
Unit A States 18 dulling the patrolling the Mexican border
thrust of sinUtlillera by • with Southern California, it
sharpening the skills of its seized 27,269 pounds of
-customs agEnts Tn g tnan- marijuana in six months.
clatory guerrilla warfare Smugglers in one recent
course .in the Southern--auw-dwayed a load
California desert. marijuana into Canada by
After three weeks of freighter and then sznuggledA__• -1 ism ti.13d/ig, eve' -h8r,------- The-thfited states.
MallY-clutirbound saParyisora But- authorities say the
1ernAQrWL crawl..light and desert training is paying off
shoot back. • with more smuggling captures
• The desert games, played and seizures.
out lust south of the Chocolate Danger from smugglers has
Mountains where Gen. George always been _acute: Two
S. Patton trained his tank and customs officers were cap-
armored cavalry units for tured by a band of smugglers
World War II, are a reaction to near Nogales, Ariz., in 1974.
the growing threat from
smugglers and their
sophisticated tactics in recent
years.
"Smugglers are finding.
ways to get arowid us.", said_
Bob Lasher, assistant patrol
director for the San Diego.
district. "-The stuff continues
• to be .brought in by aircraft
and shipS."




They were slain across the
border in Mexico.
The program was started
soon after the Nogales
killings. Treasury funds pay
the $30,000 cost of each three-
week class.
The Navy's Sea Air and
Latki (SEAL) team ffoin the
Naval Amphibious Base in
Coronado, sEeeielista in .un-•
conventional warfare, teach
how to plan and_ carry out
interdiction missions and
stakeouts, how to spot
smuggling along canyons,
deserts and busy trails, ow to
deliier agents by- helicopter
into desolite areas. hew to
track down and capture air
araugglexa. 
The tralnrng-- craft-- FUJI
midnight irtthaut a iredregd-
off. _ 
" After a while, one day runs
into another," said agent
Richard Kinzel.
The desert program
graduated 30 last Friday, aged
between 23 and 42. Nine are
being assigned to Southern
California, and the others will
go elsewhere along the
Mexican and Canadian bor-
ders. • :•,:v•
ro
Engineers from the Energy
Research and Development Ad-
ministration estimate that if
household appliances were de-
signed for maximum effitiency,
the 'nation 'could 'save the
equivalent-of 300,0013 barrels of
oil a day by 1985.
a
GIFT TO MURRAY STATE--Highly sophisticated s=ray-egnipment, designed 10.r.
eleraiiits in a range of materials has been donated to Murray State .
-by the.-DePoni-Cbcinical ConqautrpiantatNew.johnsonvIlle Tññ
in research work. Dr. Pete Whaley, center; a professor of geology, is shown explaining
a research project in which-the equipment is being used to two representatives of the
DuPont Company: Willard E. Kruse, left, the plant Tanager, and Phil Craig, a 1969
graduate of Murray State Ittrui who works at the plant, inoking oaltorti_the_right_are Dr.
and Dr. Gene Maddclx, both members of Ore-College of Environmental
Sciences faculty at Murray State.
• MUSIC SCISOLAESHIPS.- AWARDED-T-001a Noffsinger,"(third-froM left) and-janei
Childress, (far right) have been awarded scholarships by the Musk Department of the -
Murray Woman's Club. The awards were made foNowing auditions demonstrating
musicianship. Three judges from the departnftnt made selections based. on the
auditions and scholarship. The first place $100 scholarship went to 'Miss Childress, a
music major from Providence. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard R. Childress.
Miss Noffsinget received a S50 scholarship as first vunneruys.--A music major frons-----.- ---
Greenville, she is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Noffsinger. Making the
-presentation's were Mrs. Richard (e) farretiLMO, schiga-r-Ship --




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size info any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,
8 x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking







Africa ( AP) — Ten years after
he performed the world's first
successful heart transplant.
Dr. Christiaan Barnard is
getting ready to put away his
scalpel because of arthritis in
his hands.
"I operated yesterday -.. it
was absolute agony," Vie 55-
year surgeon said in an in-
terview a few days ago.
Tilterr stitch that I put In.
-and tie" irsuch an agony. I felt
- so bad I started using cor-
tisone again, the last thing I
want to use., 
t 
 
difficult to say just
how long I've got. But I think
uefilthe end of next year, and
thaviiIT proba bly be the end."-
-Baenarcl has traveled-along
rood since Dec. 2, 1967, when
with suit crimpled and hair
untidy, he told a _news con-
ference in a rolling Afrikaans
accent thathe had cut Out the
ailing heart of a businessman
and replaced it with the heart







I'LL GET 50mE  
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ALL LIOU NEED iS•
SOMETHING CUT
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An  Follows 
- i;mi 
--21-Sporrs - -15-3=19 t
&tuff Divpitry -411--
• vertising 753- 19 19.
_ :on and the Business
Office may be






reou•shed to. chescit ih•
first insertion of ads lot
correction This
newspopex win . be
terspoosible for .only.
on* incorrect insertion- ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED -IMMEDIATE-
LY SO. 'PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY•• a *a - AND NOTIFY US PROM. .
PTLY IN -CASE OF AN
of a 25-year-old girl killed that
day in a road accident.
A decade later the clothes
are immaculate. A heavy gold
watch gleams as hetxcitedly
described his latest surgical
activity, criticizes the press,
declares he would fight to
Prevent. - black rule in his
racially divided cotintry and
concedes defeat in. his latest
.attempts to save two cardiac
ysetirne- by tranaplanting
baboon and chimpanzee
e.. h arts into 
The doctor says. he has
changed little in the past 10
years, eteept 10 -become.Hi,i...01_90004.4..flia_he_ you have been married far_30  
years," he says. "AlthoUgh--blames on -the mass media,
v find life with her h8,5*whichhe.accuses of -explolting -become intolerable, it's stillhim personally; Causing heart
donora-to Iad leav2misrepresentin 
South Africa "Although life with surgery -
has become very painful .andgenerally.
He very distressing, still there is'isThere are other changes' -a sadness in leaving it because I119_ ..191.1.11.er _ ,,AtIleAnown. 
have been 
tom it so lane
sinteon living in a modest
research fund named after NtrugicLANg wANTED to
him, but he estimates he has
earned $230,000 from his other 
buy Martin, Fender,
Gibson, & MusicManbooks. Guitars & Amps. Save atHis 27-year-old second wife,
Barbara, is the daughter of a 
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
in Paris.
wealthy Johannesburg in-
dustrialist and has been . .
described as the most WILL SW BUYIRG'fur
Africa. They have two small
south Monday - tit to u
Saturday anytime after
beautiful woman in
Barnasd's reaction to -the_ - 
12 noon for 2 months. 641sons.
approaching end of active 
South on Tom Taylor -
Road. Watch for sign,
surgery reflects his personal-L.._ %-!! -lienrY" 753-5670.
life to a degree.
"It worries you as Much as
divorcing a woman to -whom
The first transplant patient,suburban home with a wife his -Louis wastikansiv, , 53 _stir.
own age and, ist.o_teena_age.--v--rved,,,  Ince
children."
Barnard and his team atNow he is. a jet-setter who Groote Schur Hospital have
I heart
has am withmixfilmedstars headsand  ihof htsi tea
trarifisplaednts, land two of the
rich wife half his afe. He. is in patients are still alive.' .- -constant- demand 4s- a guest Barnard's last total tran-speditertaokre-sphonsomer of cyausx splant was in December 1973.
*a- 'Eleven months later, withsurgeon at Cape Town's another medical first, heGroote Schuur Hospital and as switched to the technique hema tczedith.cHaleurgroavfesse thoreisproc$1,3etaa says will be commonplace
'within 10 years, the hetrotopic
of his most successful bualt, or "piggyback" transplant in"One Life," to a medical wkch a second heart -- --- •
50 IT'S GOING
TO BE ONE OF
THOSE DAYS
WE ARE A5KED. TO WAIT
HERE. THE BRICE AND
HER MOTHER WILL GO
  AHEAD.'
* eee. • .577 sone 01••• ••••11.

















Care . ..... 153-M2 -2
PoisairisTr753-75118
Senior Citizens . ..753-0929
Needline  1534IEID








beautiful Ky. Lake is
open Friday, Saturday
and Sunday till 8 p. .on.









- -DAY CARE will open for
night service, 6:30 p.m. -

















*' Holman Jones, 217 SouthAt Mine Permit Payoffs 13th. Ph3ne 753412'
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
The secretary of the state
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection says he "wouldn't
Bell said he believes some
payoffs are being made' by
strip mine operators, but that
they are not going to state
employees, The Courier-
reported.
by Rep. Tim Lee Carter on
strip mine Permit payoffs are
proven correct, according to a Crossword Puzzler Answer to Wednesday's Puzzlecopyrighted story today in The
er4ournal. 
ACROSS _ _55 Eleatic), ̀
1 Melody 56 Peel

























THROU6H THE SECRET WATERFALL—
HE'5 AN OLP FRIEN2.
- POISON MAMA . SORRY ABOUT THE
ARROWS... WATERFALL.. IT'S THE








pression that there are people
-out-• -there - -and I'm not
talking aboat state employees
- who say they hive_ some
influence or the ability to get a
permit or get one expedited. It
-valet --be --done," Bell was
quoted as saying in today's
editions of the newspaper.
Bell's comments came
Tuesday as he discussed a
letter he recently mailed to
coal operatori informing them
of Kentucky law on strip mine
permitr and warning them
that collection or payments Of
fees above and beyond the law
constitutes bribery.
Bell said he sent the letters
because of repeated instances
of alleged payoffs requests
coming. to his office, :the
newspaper said.
Carter, R-Ky., recently
charged there was corruption
in the administration of for-
mer Gov. Wendell Ford in
connection with granting strip
mining permits. He also said
he was "afraid" such had
taken place under Gov. Julian.,
Carroll.
. _Both Ford and Carroll have
lifT3 R1
- poutilig iiiig Lido
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_concern. NEFOIIINF, • 
753-M33.
GIVE THE PERFECT!:';.
ART GUI', Low priced
original paintings.
Custom greeting cards.
You pick the subject -
- your home, old home
place, horses, dogs,
cats, favorite photo,
portraits. Call John at
Universal Advertising,
753-8835.










• applatir in the- -Ring
James version of the
Holy Bible in three
places only: Luke 23-43,
II Corinthians 124, and
Revelations 2-7.
Paradise - Greek -
Paradeisos,
sos, a Park, i.e. (spec0
an--_Eden. Hebrew
Pardee,- Par-dace', of





right hand of God. Acta'
_2,31-33.. Far. fur-tber







5 Lost And Found
STRAYED FROM my
place 35 to 40 lb. white
pig. If seen call 474-2257,
James R. Burkeen:
LOST ONE SMALL tan
. female Pekingese dog.





envelopes. Send a self-
- addressed stamped
-eqvelope to Fischer
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B. Help Wanted
I.• dike X 701E IC EP
10. Business Opportunity
TEACHER NEEDS baby , BY OWNER, building
sitter for one year old with 7,000 sq. ft. Skating
boy in -ray home • rink, wrestling match










time, day and night
;help. Must be 18 ye.ars
- or older. No phone
calls accepted, must






•h• not appl from !! a m
to 2 Wpm
NEED SOMEONE to do







'Fir.10. Box 270, Murray.
TEACHERS, other
neofessionals. Enjoy






heps. Apply in person












5,000.00 a month. 
Contact Byerfinder, GOOD USED MOBILE
ikeston, MO.
GROW EARTHWORMS




or call Mr. James.






from 5,000 to 500,000.
-New business start qp.
Call 502-885-1795 bet-






be. personable and well
qualified in all aspects
of electronic servicing.
Send - resume of
qualifications and
current financial status







surgical, X-ray sod cobalt,
°tier extended benefits. NO
AGf LIMIT. Pays in addition to
etber inserance, flir 4w-
thin information see Wayne.
Wilson Ut 202 Soto& 4th or
call 753-3243.
14. Want To Buy
STANDING TIMBER by
the acre or footage. Call
498-8757.
WANT TO BUY 14 inch
rims for Dodge The.
Call 437-4291.
WE BUY used trailers.
Cash on the spot. Pick






Owe& ready to ow Or bey a U-Ilerild and save. Complete end
ready to eseawaisexi op ts 24:114 standard, but wit precut any size
seeded. Sloe, tie rest ties cease to Custom Boit wad buy the best
11". issmin ISTOM BURT MIMI BURDWIOS 751-0114
EXPERIENCED CLAIMS
ADJUSTOR
Immediate opening for an experienced property
and casualty adjustor to cover Western Ky. repor-
ting to our Madisonville office:Candidate should be
people oriented, possess good written and verbal
skills and have at least 2 years multi-line adjusting
exposure   •
Position offers company car, attractive salary,
good fringe benefits and a rewarding career. Con-
tact:
Tom Rovanec, Meridian Mutual Insurance Company,
2155 N. Meriden St., Indienepolis,4mL-rewittollect)
317-923-6371.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
15. Articles For Sale
ROWING EXERCISER,
like new. Call 753-5688.
MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest. Rent -elertric-
down payment, assume shampooer. Western
loan.-. -Located S.F.. Auto, Rome of ,••wisktisia
Missouri. ci,di 314-6497... Wfl ggt Shop."
2215:41. 649.9990
- c.g. electric stove
and Whirlpool portable
dishwasher, $40 each.




just rebuilt. 300 ft. of
lead. Call 759-1000.




_,Rreseeod for sale. $15
and up. Will deliver. Call
753-2359.
AUCTION
Saturday, November 26, at 1:30 P.M., Rain or
Shine at Duncan's Garage, 8 Miles East of
Murray on Ilighmay 94.
WILL OFFER: 1962 Rambler,1965 Mercury, both
in good running condition - good hunting cars. Pair
old lamps with cherubs, old radios, wardrobe, 2 oak
half beds, iron be antique dresser base.
glassware, corner what-not, wash board, but-
termilk pitcher, ice tongs, wagon wheel lamp, 12 ga.
'shotgun, approx. 9 x 10 tent, elec. heaters and fans, 4
Wheel trailer, elec. guitar and amp., auto tires and
parts, self-propelled lawn mower, chain saw, 3 old
dressers, bed, portable dishwasher, dinette set and
4 chairs, gip eack with amo drawer, 3 child's school
tables, 6 folding child's- chairs, coffee table,
bedroom suit, end tables, lamp table, recliner chair.
3 hanging lamps, B/W TV, soccer game, popcycle
stick lamps, David Bradley Garden. tractor, 2
plows, box springs and mattress, 700 ft. cedar lum-
ber and other items teo numerous to mention.
Not responsible for accidents, detailed an-
no.dncements day of sale, eats and drinks available
For all your itiction needs and information call:.
gob W. (Flinty) Miller 492-9594
Terry Shoemaker 436-5327
1XrTIONLr, rcs 6- _
GIRLS CLOTHING, size
10 and 12. Call 753-1389.
CARPET 106 per ,cent
nylon. 24 x 16. In good
condition. Call 753-2347.
SAVE 1.10 on latest tapes
& albums. Everyday
discount prices at-
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
in Paris.






36" width. Call 753-1760.
100 PER CENT Casmiere
coat, light beige with
mink collar. Size 16.
_Four bair tough skin
jeans, boys size 14. Only
worn twice, :Will. sell _
cheap. Call 759-1088.
ASHLEY WOOD heater,
wood cook stove for sale.
Call 753-6083.
FIREWOOD FOR sale.
$15 and up. Call 753-5857.
55 GALLON linens $5.00
each with removable
tight fitting end lids. Ky.
Candy Co., Alm:), Ky.
16. Home Furnishings
WHITE MAYTAG
washer and dryer for
sale. $80. Early
American end tables.
Coffee table. Call 753-
6198.




custom ice dispenser in
door. Includes chilled
water and crushed ice.
On sale for only $38 per
month WAC. For in-
formation call 753-0595.
G.E. STOVE, Harvest
Gold, 3 years old. Call




TWO COUCHES for sale,
one makes into bed. Will




cash, price 39.50. Write
Martha Hopper, Route
5, Benton, Phone 354-
8619.
27 Mobile Home Sales 1:1=1.1 a=11111.1
CRAZY LAVERNE NEAR KIRKSEY - Just
wanted an inunaculate 3 listed a 3 bedroom.
bedroom brick, built-in frame and one acre lot.
1974 HILLOtElft 12 GO 2
bedroom-like new. See
_okftlitiwocauctux. cU
753-3280 before 5, or 436-
5524 after 6.
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,








16th Street in Fox
Meadows, now has
Paternayan Tapestry




stitch, crewel, and floss
embrodery.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and









SIBLE person to take up










sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.












Trade now lied say. All
color T-V,Ire- -bougU
between now and
Christmas get free 1,
year service. Sissons
Zenith Sales and Ser-
vice, 18 miles West of
Murray on Highway 94.
Open /4.10-5 :30, 382-2174:'
Sissons, your friendly
Zenith dealer.
G.E. 19" color portable
T.V. with custom pic-
ture. For only $18 per
month WAC. For in-
formation call 753-0695.
WURLTTZER PIANOS & 1975 DOUBLE WIDE
organs. Rental applies . • mobile home. Call ma-
to purchase at LEACH'S 9661.




Art* Costly NOM Itapoin
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
iesdereal opereeet- yew *
ran. Arid DO on ciserst 417111
is fee**.





oven with time control.
For only $13.00 per
month WAC. For in-
f nIrTnnfirul call_ _753-0595.
CUSTOM MADE
MATTRESS for antique
beds or campers. Buy
direct from factory and
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-
443-7323.
AUCTION
Saturday, Nov. 26, 10 AM
Selling at the home of Mrs. Byrdie Potts located I
mile North of Dukedom, Tenn. on Hwy. 129.
Mr. & Mrs. Kuchel have quit their farming
operations and will sell to the highest bidder -this
fine farming equipment, some antiques and aollec-
tibles. Make plans now to attend.
525 Clever Combine, 720 Jetta Deere Trotter, 4 x 14" lobo Deers
Mew, 13' Neu Deere Disc, lobo Deere 41.. Plainer, 1 is. Moline
Tractor, 11' Over Hoe Cab Camper, 110 Case Trecter, Rear Mows
Cultivators, 13' letersolleaul Disc, 11' Chesil Play, C-AMs Cionkeer
Tractor, lat. Cadet Ridley Mower, Mist. form tepolpporat
SEVERAL ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES:
ow crock chorus, trunks, knew's, pee scales, coal 'bookies, shovel
polite sets, ail pie site, old mob bed, iron beds, depression
glanswares, mallegomy table group, aid sews, etc. Meow items to
oeumerees to amnion.
TERMS: Casio in oposo,d persoweilirti checks, sale rain or :Mire.
AINLEY AUCTION & REALTY SALES
151 11,41 Ho% Lim i• Foless,1••••
111-471 flOSS 471 1717
Rubert Ainley Mr & Mrs Charles Kuchel
Auctioneer & Relit& Owneh. 469-5519
Dukedom, Tenn
"List wIthas. We tipmemine your lowitimat- e. -
THE FOLKS at Sunset
Boulevard urge you to
hurry and lay-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Christmas to guarantee
to have the Pioneer you
'want. Pioneers great
demand nationwide this
year has already caused
a shortage on some





27. Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE 5 acres of land
fenced with net wire, 3
bedroom trailer 12x60




building good for garage
or shop. Good well and




29. Mobile Home Rentals
FOR SALE or rent 10 x 50
all electric mobile home
on country lot. See Ben
Nix or call 753-1372.
THREE BEDROOM










- 16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
32. Apartments For Rent
VACANT, furnished,







60.00 per month. Call
753-3685.
34. Houses For Rent
A NICE LARGE house,
choice location in the
city for family. Call 753-
.2575..
36 For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850






37. Livestock - Supplies







for sale. Call area code
901-232-8692.
-








901 Sycamore Mammy, Ky.
kitrl.m.- tresigast
area plus dining area,
Franklin fireplace In
den, well decorated
carpeted, Priced in the
low ..30's. Now we've
found it.,_we can't find





Located 6 miles from
Murray. This 3
bedroom, 1/2 bath home
offers easy, happy
family living at a
reasonable price. Home
is situated on 1/2 acres











MSU. Owner will con-
sider financing with 25
per cent down. A chance







711 Main 75 -1222
$175018 THE full price for
the residential building
Jot on US-641, 5 miles
South of Murray.
Measures- 300 ft. deep
. and has 85 ft. frontage

















I tiOars Gilts and Crossbred Gilts for _sale
privately. During a recent survey we found that
many farmers would prefer to buy privately so
they will have time to visit, look over the herd,
and see our facilities, rather than buy at auction.
So we are devoting the entire months of Nov. and




Going Out Of Business)
Sat. Nov., 26 10:00 A.M.
Evergreen
Nursery & Landscaping Co.
1300E. Wood St.
Paris, Tenn.
ITEMS: Lawn & Garden Supplies, Color Plants,
Evergreen Shrubs, Shade Trees, Flowering Trees,






_1IlNQ.456  nie 
Has .atorat,windowli,
doors, outside storage,
own well, electric heat.
Priced to sell at___
Call 753-3263 Wilson Ins.
& Real Estate anytime.
HOUSE AND L4-acres
Newly listed eXeeutive
home located four miles
west of Murray near
Southwest Elementary





outside storage building -
and many extra fine
features. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222 or
come by our con-
veniently located -office
at 711 Main Street for






Lis* Your Property With Us
SOS Moho M. 753-0101
,- •
SMALL FARM- - 40
acres, some bottom
land, .aome







1222 or visit our othee-at --
711 Rain. • . •
The Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors needs far-
mland in s.w. area of
county and 3 bedroom
homes in Murray. We
have buyers waiting if
you have property you
would like to sell don't
delay - Call today for





Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759.1707
751-1716
Our Business Is Helping
Peop le "
"The Earth Is The lords" 4
We've so much to be thank.
ful for ... let's show it lin
every way. Let this be a very
special Thanksgiving holiday.
INSULATION



















"AS PO tA4 CONCE1?NE-PV114E
HONEYMOON WA9 OVER WHEN HE
STOPPED WEARING H19 CARDIGAN
SWEATER."
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DIAMOND IN THE LYNN GROVE - If you
ROUGH - 412 S. 10th like lots ot elbow room,
. Street - Neat 2 bedroom, this home is for you.
-frame j_hirth: etec- plcidsr - Hope has 
bedrooms, 
tlwoughout on good la, 1% bath, and lovely
- latacten-dirilng room
believable price of combination. Situated
69,750- HAND-IN-HAND, on over one acre with
G°°cr-Ribb--1M-g°°11 beutiful trees and
- -Wring go hand-in-hand in
APB like Pew 3 bedIVORT 
brick located on Hwy.
121 at Calloway-Graves
County line. This home
is loaded with extras
but priced to sell at






on beautiful wooded lot
near the university.
_Owners transferred and




Intich more. Priced to
ll Tait! 20's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222. We are _working
hard to provide the best
possible service to you.
ensonsmummoncomv
Purdom & Thruman




41 ACRES, allVticed, just
listed. Located near
Coldwater, 30 acres




1222 for all your farm
real estate needs.
CUTE BUNGALOW
located only % block
from the university on
*---tevety- tree- - lined'
boulevard. Home has
recenip been
redec r ed and
uneq housing
opportunity so better act
fast! Priced in mid 20's.
PhoneKopperud Realty,
















air condition. Wall to
• wall carpet. Three walk-
in closets, attached
garage and double
concrete driveway. 1701  
Magnolia, 35,900.00. Call
753-7906.
HOUSE AND LOT for
sale. Located in town.





Priced in 20's. Call 753-
8726 after 5 p.m.
ALMOST NEW 2
bedroom brick house in
Lynn Grove. Has cit
water, gas heat, car-
peted throughout. Call 1-
527-9303.
1974 SUZUKI T-500. Cafe
type street bike, drag
bars, chambers, 500
miles on new engine.
900.00. Call 759-1012.
1970 AMC Hornet, 4 door,
6 cylinder. 750.00. Call
753-4917. "
1966 FORD GALAXIE
500, 2 door, automatic,
air condition, 350.00.
Pioneer chain saw,
115.00. Call after 5, 489-
2570.
1976 KI. Chevrolet. fx‘,




steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good as mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 436- • Lynn-Grove -
1976 TRANS AM, white on
white with red doeskin
interior. T-Top, AM-FM,
tape. 37,000 actual






WHITE CAMPER SALES ELECTRIC
Travel trailers and pop • 
HAVING TROUBLE 
 WIRING
authorized dealer for .__ ome and
up. Take advantage of 
getting those small ...conditioning, and
n industrial, air
both Starcr aft and Fan. -
fall prices on new 78 , 
.
_ plumbing jobs done?.




spring. Bank financing Insulation of Murray awndorkt,opg rsoavilel cahallul 
Joeavailable. Located 4 announces its 
opening 
miles East of Murray on -isY saving YOU inanaY-- --- Beard, 436-2306.
Highway 94. Call 753- Cail 7§9:18-29-:. , .-
0605. FOR RACKHOE and.





jt eof,0-__ 437-4533 or after 8 p.m.ici
354-8161 or 354-8138.
too small. Call Ernest 








1972 GRAND TORINO, Sales, E. 94 Highway,
air, steering and brakes. Murray, Ky. Call 753-
Excellent 4ondition.-. am.
$1195. 1968 GM( ine--- -




tallier, 40 h.p. Johnson
trolling motor, depth
finder, $650. Above
prices fiat. Call 436-
wed , 2381.-
2511,-
-.--battery. 25-30 mpg. Call
753-0056 after 4.





1969 Nova, 6 cylinder,
automatic, low mileage.
One owner, $750. Call
489-2501.
1978 FORD WHEEL drive
















FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. _Phone 753-8689 or
436-2581 or 4364348,
PANTING', INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall









FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
-fat 753-2310 for free-
estimates for your
_ guarante . all or




f  topper.69 CHEVROLETCair151464- 7:r-' 
saxstl'uctiorA. 
Co., 











TWO PUPPIES, 8 weeks
old, % Pekingese. Will I
be small dogs. Call 753-
_5923.
•HOSPITAt SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE






• GUTTgRING BY Sears, ---
Sears continuous gutters
- fishtailed ' per your  
specifications. Call  
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
high heat and cooling
1/ickuP"-V4 stilir6M--- night 1.14-nht.:  it 753-2310 for flee--
LT Call Doug Taylor -
shift Call 753-7951.
W I L L. HAUL estimates.
DRIVEWAY gravel or 
decorative rock or stock
--pile Bine. Cid 75347a
Roger Hudain,153-4545. Carrier
197$ MONTE CARLO,
white over wtdte, AM-
' FM, 8 tract;---ttit:-
steering, brakes and air,
new set of rubber swivel








with good set of tires.
750.00. Phone 354-6217.
TIRED OF LIVING??
In a rented home or trailer... then do something
about it. This 3 bedroom brick home, priced at
25,900.00, may be the answer to your housing
em. Double lavatory bath, big closets, large
and fenced rear yard. Don't put off
seeing Mill home.





• Camino, and one used
_Marlin. 39-30, lever





department at 1-24 and
Rage 68, Cadiz,-Ky. Call
522-8507.




 WET lijiskitkim We
1974 GMC PICKUP, make wet basementsPower and air. New dry, worC completely
radial tires. $3050, with ed C
WITH THE FR v4Iirt
B B Hook 733-2317
Homer Miller 753-7519
Beebe. Moody 753-9036
Friday and Saturday evening 6 p m. rain or
shine. South 12th Street, Murray, K‘ Johnson's
Grocery going out of business after 35 ears.
Everything goes down to the bare walls.
Thousands of dollar stock of canned goods, dry
goods, detergents, supplies, cosmetics, tobacco,
cigarettes, candy. All of this is fresh stock. Store
shelves, racks, freezers, coolers, walk-in boxes,
dairy cases, check out counters, scales, cash
registers, office furniture, Odds and. aids.








provided over a quarter.
--of a century of coair.-
-*MOUS service. If you
need an appraisal to,
determine the value riT -
your property or in-




garden area. Priced in
upper 301s. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
FINE  COUNTRY
- LIVING Now is your




- bedroom brick home
with fireplace, full
.basement which is ideal
LARGE COMMERCIAL -
LOT - Corner of US-641
and Green Plains
Church Road. Measures
1.74 acres. Adjoins MEN
Railroad right-of-way on
the East side. Excellent








breezeway. All this at an
ideal location. Priced in
the low 30's. Additional
acreage may be pur-
chased adjoining





-Glass, dishes, furniture, odds andencts, curv
glass china cabinet, corner cabinet oak, oak
dresser, oak center table, spool cabinet; fainting
couch, tin pie safe; Boston rocker, half size
walnut bed, set of 6 walnut chairs, iron bed,----




Saturday, November 28, at 10 a.m. Rain or Shine
at the late Mrs. Beulah Hamilton home '72 mile
east of Mason Chapel Church. Turn East at Jerry
McCoy's Refinishing Shop on Green Plain Church
Rd., go to first stop sign turn right then first road
to left at Mason Chapel Church, then approx.
mile. _
This is one-of the older homes in the com-
munity and practically everything is antique.
--WOrofTef:- ATM*-neraiid -G thaws, wfter
_washer, 20" girls bicycle, vacuum cleaner, elec.
fan. ANTIQUES:- oak bed and dresser, oval
trunk, 1 china doll, straight razors, telephone
call box, wood heaters, nice old wood cook stove,
2 wash kettles, dinner bell, old liquor jug, cane
bottom chair, lap robe, milk can, 2 lamp tables,
doll buggy and clothes, 2_ cream_ separators,
churns, jugs and crocks, lots of old toys, irons
and iron skillets, good quilts and box, doll rocker,
green and pink glass, lots of old drinking classes,
horse drawn cultivator, shoe last, 3 piece set Hull
Pottery, iron bed, WWII ration stamps and
books, curling irons. Also strawberry crates and
handys, flower pots, fruit jars, and grab boxes
and items too numerous to mention.
Not responsible for accidents, detailed an-
day of sale,eatsand-drinks-served.
For all your auction needs and information call





Saturday, Nov. 26 at 10 IL M.
Just out of city limits of Paris, Tennessee.
On Reynaldsburg Road, near Midland Ross
Plant.
Walnut carved sofa, Walnut ladies
and gentlemans carved chairs,- Rose
carved chairs, Egerte inlaid With
silver, marble top Walnut tables, large
mirror, dentist chest, old wood ice box,
wall telephone, large chopping block,
nine piece dining room suite, blanket
• chest, fainting cough, clocks, cut glass,
Wade Pressed, picture hand painted
and ,signed, bowl and pitcher hand.
painted plates, copper lustre bowl and
pitcher, gysey pot, coffee mill, pic-
tures, hand painted lamps, signed,
Gone With Wind lamp, lots more. This
Is all real fine antiques don't miss it.
Mrs. F. C. Kelley ewer
Shorty McBride
,N47 Auctioneer
Household Auction everything will go.
need-Vamps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawitist and chips.
Call for free estimate,





steam or dry foam
method. Servieemaster
has been cleaning the
finest hOIDES for over 30






Steam clean one room at
Scents per sq. ft. and we
wilt clean -the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
111' room-would only be
M200. Call 753-1335.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas -in- 
stallation will do .
-plumbing, heating apd
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.
INSULATION SAVES




Company Inc. Air con-















In Shop, Semi-4 gild furnitere.Shutlers
Parking Lot Striping
No Job Too Large or Too Small
We Are Fully Insured
It's time to think
about remodeling!
And your kitchen should be your best friend.
Just think how helpful it would be to have










Hours: 9 A.M.-Noon, 1 P.M.-5 P.M.








In Harvest or Avocado
Can Opener — Model EC-32
In Harvest Or Avocado





Mode/ 1920-/--P0-1- A 54 95 Value
'Save 20.07 Plus Receive A 5.00 Rebate
From GE with C-oupon from store




1. Quart- Model 3654
Removable Stoneware
A 42.95 Valve -
You Save 13.541
4 Quart - Model 3104
A 24.95 Valve
You Savo 12.07





9-9 Daily — 12:00-6:30 Sunday
Phone 753-8304
— Prices Good Thru Nov. 26, 1977
Only $2388Save 25.97
